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Errington SP, Schall JD. Express saccades during a countermand-
ing task. J Neurophysiol 124: 484–496, 2020. First published July 15,
2020; doi:10.1152/jn.00365.2020.—Express saccades are unusually
short latency, visually guided saccadic eye movements. They are most
commonly observed when the fixation spot disappears at a consistent,
short interval before a target spot appears at a repeated location. The
saccade countermanding task includes no fixation-target gap, variable
target presentation times, and the requirement to withhold saccades on
some trials. These testing conditions should discourage production of
express saccades. However, two macaque monkeys performing the
saccade countermanding task produced consistent, multimodal distri-
butions of saccadic latencies. These distributions consisted of a longer
mode extending from 200 ms to as much as 600 ms after target
presentation and another consistently less than 100 ms after target
presentation. Simulations revealed that, by varying express saccade
production, monkeys could earn more reward. If express saccades
were not rewarded, they were rarely produced. The distinct mecha-
nisms producing express and longer saccade latencies were revealed
further by the influence of regularities in the duration of the fixation
interval preceding target presentation on saccade latency. Temporal
expectancy systematically affected the latencies of regular but not of
express saccades. This study highlights that cognitive control can
integrate information across trials and strategically elicit intermittent
very short latency saccades to acquire more reward.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY A serendipitous discovery that macaque
monkeys produce express saccades under conditions that should
discourage them reveals how cognitive control can adapt behavior to
maximize reward.

cognitive control; foreperiod; reward; temporal predictability

INTRODUCTION

Saccade latency is a manifestation of visual, motor, and cog-
nitive processes (Carpenter 1988). Saccade latency and dynamics
are influenced profoundly by reward expectancy and value. Sac-
cades to stimuli associated with higher reward typically are more
accurate and have faster peak velocities and shorter latencies
relative to unrewarded stimuli (Milstein and Dorris 2007;
Takikawa et al. 2002; Vullings and Madelain 2018, 2019). Of
course, reward contingencies are integral in learning behaviors,
and previous work has highlighted that production of express
saccades is learned over time (Bibi and Edelman 2009; Fischer
et al. 1984; Jóhannesson et al. 2018; McPeek and Schiller
1994; Paré and Munoz 1996).

Saccade latency is also influenced by the reliability of the
timing of events. Behavioral testing typically includes an

interval between the presentation of a warning stimulus and the
presentation of a target stimulus, known as the foreperiod. The
passage of time within a foreperiod can convey information
about when to expect the target. Sampling foreperiods from a
uniform rectangular distribution results in an aging distribution
with the conditional probability of the target appearing increas-
ing as the foreperiod elapses. Conversely, nonaging foreperi-
ods have an exponentially declining probability of elapsing,
resulting in a constant conditional probability. Response times,
including saccade latencies, are typically quicker following
predictable, longer foreperiods (Ameqrane et al. 2014; Correa
and Nobre 2008; Drazin 1961; Näätänen 1970; Niemi and
Näätänen 1981; Thomaschke et al. 2011). Saccade latencies
can become extremely short following a brief (~200 ms)
foreperiod predictably coupled with removal of the visual
fixation stimulus (Saslow 1967). In this gap paradigm, many
saccades are initiated with latencies of ~80 ms in macaques and
~100 ms in humans (Boch and Fischer 1986; Boch et al. 1984;
Fischer and Boch 1983; Schiller et al. 2004). Because these
latencies approach the lower limits imposed by conduction
delays in the oculomotor system, these are known as express
saccades.

The saccade countermanding task has been widely used to
investigate response inhibition (Cabel et al. 2000; Colonius et
al. 2001; Godlove and Schall 2016; Hanes and Carpenter 1999;
Hanes and Schall 1995; Kornylo et al. 2003; Morein-Zamir and
Kingstone 2006; Thakkar et al. 2011, 2015; Walton and Gan-
dhi 2006; Wattiez et al. 2016). In this task, subjects fixate a
central spot and following a variable amount of time make a
saccade to a target stimulus at one of two fixed, spatially
separated locations (no-stop trials) presented simultaneously
with the disappearance of the fixation dot. On a minority of
trials, the fixation point reappeared instructing the monkeys to
cancel their planned saccade to the peripheral target (stop-
signal trials). Even though express saccades have been reported
under overlap conditions (Amatya et al. 2011; Boch and
Fischer 1986; Knox and Wolohan 2015), multiple aspects of
the stop-signal task should discourage production of express
saccades. First, because successful performance depends on
balancing inhibition and initiation, saccade latencies are typi-
cally slower than those observed in other response tasks (Ver-
bruggen and Logan 2009). Indeed, saccade latency increases
with the fraction of stop-signal trials (Emeric et al. 2007).
Second, whereas express saccade production is facilitated by
consistent spatiotemporal target presentation, target location
and timing are randomized in this task design. Finally, expressCorrespondence: J. D. Schall (jeffrey.d.schall@vanderbilt.edu).
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saccades are most common in gap task conditions that encour-
age release of fixation. In contrast, successful saccade coun-
termanding performance encourages stricter control over visual
fixation.

Here we report a serendipitous observation of frequent
express saccades produced by monkeys performing a saccade
countermanding task. To explore why monkeys produce ex-
press saccades in this task, we simulated performance accord-
ing to the Logan and Cowan (1984) race model. We found that
producing a fraction of express saccades can increase reward
rate. To verify that express saccade production was motivated
by reward contingences, reward for producing express sac-
cades was eliminated. When a minimum saccade latency was
enforced for reward, monkeys stopped producing express sac-
cades. We also quantified how saccade latency and express
saccade production was affected by the temporal predictability
of target presentation. When target presentation could be an-
ticipated, regular but not express saccade latencies decreased.
When monkeys performed the countermanding task consistent
with the assumptions of the Logan and Cowan (1984) race
model, they produced more express saccades than when they
performed the task in violation of the assumption. Being
incidental findings, their interpretation must be cautious, but
they indicate differences in the mechanisms responsible for
regular and express saccades, suggest informative future ex-
perimental designs, and highlight the range of operation of
cognitive control.

METHODOLOGY

Animal Care

Data were collected from three male bonnet macaques (Macaca
radiata, 6.9 to 8.8 kg) and one female rhesus macaque (Macaca
mulatta, 6.0 kg). Animal care exceeded policies set forth by the
USDA and Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals and all procedures were carried out with super-
vision and approval from the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee. Titanium head posts were surgically implanted to
facilitate head restraint during eye tracking. Surgical methods have
previously been described in detail (Godlove et al. 2011).

Data Acquisition

Experiments were carried out in darkened, sound-attenuated rooms.
During testing, monkeys were seated comfortably 43 to 47 cm from a
CRT monitor (~48 ! 38°, 70 Hz) in enclosed polycarbonate and
stainless-steel primate chairs and head restrained using surgically
implanted head posts. Stimulus presentation, task contingencies re-
lated to eye position, and delivery of liquid reinforcement were all
under computer control in hard real time (TEMPO, Reflective Com-
puting, Olympia, WA). With the exception of the 70-Hz screen refresh
rate, task timing was controlled at 500 Hz. Stimulus sizes and
eccentricities were calculated automatically by the stimulus presenta-
tion program based on subject to screen distance to allow for in-
creased precision between primate chairs and recording room setups.
Stimuli were presented using computer-controlled raster graphics
(TEMPO Videosync 640 ! 400 pixel resolution, Reflective Comput-
ing, Olympia, WA). Stimuli had a luminance of 3.56 cd/m2 (fixation
point and stop-signals) or 2 cd/m2 (targets) on a 0.01 cd/m2 back-
ground.

Behavioral Task

Behavior and electrophysiological signals were recorded during the
countermanding (i.e., stop-signal) task (Fig. 1). Additional details

about the behavioral training regime and task have been described
previously (Hanes et al. 1998; Hanes and Schall 1995). Data from
monkey F was recorded from the first countermanding session. Data
from monkey H was recorded after he was well trained on the task.
After observations made in an initial 110 sessions, 31 additional
sessions were recorded from monkey F to compare the effect of
reward contingencies on express saccades. In these sessions, saccade
latencies were monitored online. In the first 13 sessions, correct
express saccades (i.e., express saccades on no-stop trials) were re-
warded. In the following 18 sessions, reward for express saccades was
eliminated. Results from this data set were compared against data
recorded several years later from monkeys Eu and X. Data from these
monkeys were collected after both were well trained on the task and
neither was rewarded for generating express saccades at any point in
their training.

Trials were initiated when monkeys fixated a centrally presented
square that subtended 0.34° of visual angle. After a variable forep-
eriod, the center of the central fixation point was extinguished, leaving
a white outline. A target subtending 3° of visual angle simultaneously
appeared at 10° to the left or right of the fixation. For two monkeys (F
and H) foreperiods were randomly sampled from a uniform distribu-
tion. For two other monkeys (Eu and X) foreperiods were randomly
sampled from an approximately nonaging, exponentially decaying
distribution. On no-stop trials (Fig. 1, top), no further visual stimuli
were presented. Monkeys were required to make a saccade to the
target and hold fixation to obtain reward. Correct trials were rewarded
with several drops of juice. On a proportion of trials, the center of the
fixation point was reilluminated after a variable delay providing a
“stop signal” that instructed the monkeys to cancel their impending
eye movements and maintain central fixation (Fig. 1, bottom). The
average proportion of stop trials varied across monkeys for incidental
reasons: monkey F: 37%, monkey H: 40%, monkey Eu: 52%, and
monkey X: 50%.

On stop-signal trials, two trial outcomes were then possible. If
monkeys successfully withheld the eye movement and maintained
fixation for a period of time (typically 500 ms for monkey F and H,
and 1,500 ms for monkey Eu and X), they obtained fluid reward. These
trials were designated as “canceled.” If monkeys failed to inhibit the
movement, no reward was given, and the trial was termed “noncan-
celed.” If a saccade was initiated before the stop signal was scheduled
to appear, the trial was classified as noncanceled based on the logic of
the Logan race model (Logan and Cowan 1984). No time outs were
imposed for a noncanceled error and reward volume was consistent
across trial types.

The stop-signal delay (SSD) or time between target and stop-
signal presentation determines the probability with which move-
ments can be successfully countermanded (Logan and Cowan
1984). An initial set of SSDs was selected for each recording
session based on the experimenter’s knowledge of the animal’s
past performance. Although varied from session to session, these
SSDs typically ranged from 43 up to 443 ms, in steps of 16 ms.
SSD was then manipulated using either an adaptive staircasing
algorithm that adjusted stopping difficulty based on accuracy, or by
randomly selecting one of the defined SSDs. In the staircasing
design, when subjects failed to inhibit responses, the SSD was
decreased by a random step of 1, 2, or 3 stop-signals increasing the
likelihood of success on the next stop trial. Similarly, when
subjects were successful in inhibiting the eye movement, the next
SSD was increased by a random step of 1, 2, or 3, decreasing the
future probability of success. This procedure was used to ensure
that subjects failed to inhibit action on ~50% of stop trials overall.
Plots showing the probability of responding at each SSD (inhibi-
tion functions) were constructed and monitored online to ensure
adequate performance.

The median session length for monkey F was 51 min [interquar-
tile range (IQR): 27 to 77 min], and for monkey H was 236 min
(119 to 366 min). In later data recorded from monkey Eu and X,
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trial length was fixed. For these monkeys, session lengths ranged
from 87 to 184 min (modal session time: 169 min) for monkey Eu,
and from 62 to 193 min (modal session time: 120 min) for monkey
X. For monkey F, the intertrial interval was fixed (~1,000 ms),
resulting in a variable trial length. However, for monkey H, the
intertrial interval was varied. In all cases, trial length would be
extended if a time-out (~500 ms for monkey F and H, ~5,000 ms for
monkey Eu and X) was issued if the monkey aborted the trial (i.e.,
not maintaining fixation on a target, failing to make a saccade
before a given deadline). For all sessions, time-outs were not
issued for noncanceled trials; instead, the temporal progression of
the trial would instead mirror that of a no-stop trial, but with
reward omitted.

Eye Tracking

Eye position data were acquired, calibrated, and streamed to the
Plexon computer using the EyeLink 1,000 infrared eye-tracking sys-
tem (SR Research, Ontario, Canada). This system has an advertised
resolution of 0.01°. Online, gaze was monitored using digital fixation
windows. The size of these windows was determined by the experi-
menter based on the quality of the eye tracker calibration. Typically,
subjects were allowed 1° of stimulus fixation error online. For final
trial classification and analysis, saccade initiation and termination
were detected offline using a custom algorithm implemented in the
MATLAB programming environment (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
Saccade starting and ending times were defined as periods when
instantaneous velocity was elevated above 30°s"1. The eye tracking
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Fig. 1. Saccade countermanding task. Monkeys initiated trials by fixating on a central point. After a variable time, the center of the fixation point was
extinguished. A peripheral target was presented simultaneously at one of two possible locations. On no-stop-signal trials, monkeys were required to shift gaze
to the target, whereupon after a variable period of time, fluid reward was provided. On stop-signal trials (~40% of trials), after the target appeared, the center
of the fixation point was reilluminated after a variable stop-signal delay, which instructed the monkey to cancel the saccade. After holding fixation for a period
of time, the monkey received feedback and reward. In a staircase procedure, stop-signal delay was adjusted such that monkeys successfully canceled the saccade
in ~50% of trials. In the remaining trials, monkeys made noncanceled errors, in which no reward was delivered. In nonstaircased trials, stop-signal delays were
randomly selected from a predetermined set of stop-signal delays.
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procedures reliably detected saccades # 0.2° in amplitude. Express
saccades were classified as saccades to a target with a latency less than
or equal to than 100 ms. No monkey produced enough anticipatory
saccades to confound any of the analyses.

RESULTS

Monkeys Produce Express Saccades in a Countermanding
Task

We retrospectively examined 425 sessions of saccade coun-
termanding obtained from two monkeys (monkey F: 110 ses-
sions; monkey H: 315 sessions). Collectively these monkeys
completed 264,422 trials (monkey F: 77,438; monkey H:
186,984). While performing this task, monkeys F and H
produced saccades with very short latencies which led to
bimodal or multimodal latency distributions. Evident in both
single behavioral sessions and across sessions, saccades with
latencies !100 ms comprised a separate mode in the saccade
latency distributions. These observations are congruent with
previous descriptions of express saccades in macaques and
were prominent in both monkeys.

Average saccade latencies across all data sets, split by trial
type, are displayed in Table 1. On average express saccades
comprised 6% of the saccade latencies in a given session,
ranging between 0% and 66% of the saccade latencies within
a given session. Across 110 sessions, monkey F generated
saccades in 38,982 trials (32,992 no-stop, 5,990 noncanceled).
The response distribution was clearly multimodal (Fig. 2A,
top). Median saccade latency across these trials was 248 ms
(IQR: 157–318 ms). Express saccades were elicited in 4,707
(12.0%) saccade trials and were significantly more common in
one of the two target directions [78.73% to 21.27%, one-
sample t test, t(106) $ 18.369, P % 0.001]. The median ex-
press saccade latency was 87 ms (IQR: 82–92 ms). Monkey H
generated saccades in 90,347 trials (73,750 no-stop, 16,597
noncanceled). Again, the response time distribution was mul-
timodal (Fig. 2A, bottom) with a median saccade latency of 328
ms (IQR: 256–420 ms). Express saccades were elicited in
4,061 (4.5%) saccade trials and were significantly more com-
mon in one direction [44.05% to 55.95%, one-sample t test,
t(297) $ "3.628, P % 0.001]. The median express saccade
latency was 92 ms (IQR: 91.93 ms – 96 ms). Findings for both
monkeys are consistent when looking at the single session level
(Fig. 2B).

Express Saccade Production and Race Model Violations

Performance of stop-signal countermanding tasks has been
explained comprehensively by a race model in which trial

outcomes are dictated by the finishing time of stochastically
independent GO and STOP processes (Logan and Cowan
1984). The race model is based on the assumption that the
finishing time of noncanceled responses (RTnoncanceled)
is consistently faster than the finishing time of responses
when there is no stop signal (RTno stop). Saccade latencies
and express saccade proportions, split by trial types and
monkeys, are presented in Table 2, for sessions with and
without violations of the race model. In these archived data,
we noted a number of sessions in which the response time
(RT) relationship that justifies the application of the race
model was violated. We were surprised to uncover a sys-
tematic pattern of variation of express saccade production
across sessions when this relationship was or was not
violated. We should note that previous publications about
countermanding responses based on data from these mon-
keys utilized sessions in which the race model assumption
was respected.

In these archived data, we observed an unexpected pattern
of express saccade production related to satisfying the
stochastic independence assumption of the race model.
Monkey F violated the RTnoncanceled % RTno stop relationship
in 50/84 sessions (59.5%). On no-stop trials, the proportion
of express saccades when the relationship was respected was
not different from that when the relationship was violated
[t(82) $ 1.185, P $ 0.239, two-tailed]. However, during
noncanceled trials, the proportion of express saccades when
the relationship was respected was significantly greater than
that when the relationship was violated [t(82) $ "2.495,
P $ 0.015, two-tailed].

Monkey H showed a similar pattern of behavior and
violated the RTnoncanceled % RTno stop relationship in 83/157
sessions (52.9%). During no-stop trials, the proportion of
express saccades when the relationship was respected was
not different from that when the relationship was violated
[t(155) $ "1.393, P $ 0.165]. However, on noncanceled
trials, the proportion of express saccades when the relation-
ship was respected was significantly greater than that when
the relationship was violated [t(155) $ "3.223, P $ 0.002].
Hence, when monkeys F and H performed the countermanding
task consistent with the race model assumption of stochastic
independence, they produced more express saccades than when
they performed the task in violation of the assumption.

Monkey Eu had 3 sessions in which RTnoncanceled # RTno
stop, but the proportion of express saccades did not differ across
sessions or trial types. Monkey X had no sessions in which
RTnoncanceled # RTno stop.

Table 1. Saccade latencies across trial types and data sets

Aging Foreperiod Nonaging Foreperiod

Saccade type Trial type Monkey F (n $ 84) Monkey H (n $ 157) Monkey Eu (n $ 12) Monkey X (n $ 17)

All No-stop 230.7 & 50.8 265.0 & 50.6 311.9 & 14.2 265.8 & 18.9
Noncanceled 238.1 & 52.8 272.5 & 66.5 282.3. & 25.7 232.4 & 12.9

Regular No-stop 252.5 & 45.7 297.8 & 46.8 312.6. & 14.4 266.3 & 19.1
Noncanceled 249.9 & 46.5 301.8 & 53.8 283.8. & 25.6 233.3 & 13.1

Express No-stop 72.1 & 6.7 84.0 & 3.4 68.5 & 2.5 85.5 & 14.6
Noncanceled 71.0 & 5.5 84.1 & 4.1 71.2 & 8.4 85.3 & 13.1

Values are average & SD.
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Simulated Express Saccade Production Influences Behavioral
Outcomes

Given the apparent inconsistency between performance of
the countermanding task and production of express saccades,
we sought to understand why monkeys would initiate express
saccades. Appreciating that monkeys are motivated to earn
fluid reward, we explored whether express saccade production
could be advantageous. To do so, we simulated countermand-
ing performance with production of different fractions of
express saccades. Unlike previous work (Boucher et al. 2007;
Logan et al. 2015), we did not fit parameters based on observed
measures of performance. Rather, we simply quantified the
amount of reward earned when we simulated countermanding

performance while varying the fraction of express saccades
produced as well as other parameters of the task. Using this
approach, we found increasing express saccade production
allowed more trials to be initiated under typical experimental
parameters. Furthermore, a small increase in reward rate could
be attained by including a small proportion of express sac-
cades.

Saccade latencies were simulated using a linear ballistic
accumulator (LBA) to instantiate the independent race under-
lying countermanding performance (Fig. 3A). The saccade GO
process was simulated with accumulators having two distribu-
tions of rates. One accumulator had slower median accumula-
tion rates, producing longer saccade latencies. The second had
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Fig. 2. Distributions of saccade latencies during saccade countermanding. Histograms (left) represent saccade latencies on noncanceled and no-stop trials
combined, Cumulative distribution functions (right) of saccade latencies are presented for noncanceled (dashed lines) and no-stop trials (solid lines) separately.
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faster median accumulator rates, producing express saccades.
The fraction of trials governed by the faster accumulator was
varied systematically. The STOP process was simulated with
another accumulator. On simulated trials with a stop signal, if
the STOP accumulator finished before the GO accumulator,
then reward was earned for canceling the saccade, and if the
STOP accumulator finished after the GO accumulator, then no
reward was earned. On simulated trials with no stop-signal,
reward was earned for saccades. Model parameters were not fit
to performance measures. Instead, we simply explored quali-
tatively how reward rate varied as a function of various
parameters. First, we varied the parameters of GO accumula-
tors to gen'erate different proportions of express saccades (0%,
10%, 50%, 90%; Fig. 3B). Second, we varied whether express
saccades were rewarded or unrewarded. Third, we varied
whether the trial length was fixed or varied. Finally, we varied
the proportion of stop-signal trials. We examined how timing
and experimental parameters similar to those used during data
collection influenced average reward and trial rate.

Express saccade production increases the number of trials
available. Under a fixed intertrial interval, trial length can vary
as a function of response time. Under this paradigm, a faster
saccade latency may lead to a shorter trial length and thus
provide the monkey with more trials per minute to gain reward.
With 40% stop trials, simulated data demonstrated that an
increase in the proportion of express saccades led to an in-
crease in trial rate (number of trials per minute) (Fig. 3C,
squares). However, when trial lengths are fixed, trial rates only
slightly decrease and subjects can only initiate around 11 trials
per minute (Fig. 3C, circles).

Given that there is no penalty for making express saccades
in no-stop trials, but there are time-out penalties in stop-trials,

an increase in stop trial proportion will increase the error rate
and trial length and reduce overall trial rate. As such, we
examined whether these values varied as a proportion of stop
trials in a given session (Fig. 3E, top panels). Interestingly, if
a session had a lower proportion of stop-trials (~10%), then
producing more express saccades led to only a small in-
crease in the number of trials available. However, if a
session had a greater proportion of stop-trials (~70%), then
producing more express saccades led to a greater increase in
the number of trials available compared with lower stop-
trial proportions. This is only true for variable trial lengths.
If trial lengths were fixed, then express saccades decreased
trial rates for all stop-signal proportions.

Express saccade production is not detrimental to reward
rate. When trial length varied, express saccades were re-
warded, and stop-signal delays adapted in a staircase proce-
dure, we found systematic variation in reward rate with the
proportion of express saccades in a session (Fig. 3D). At
typical stop-trial proportions (~40%), producing a small pro-
portion of express saccades, was not detrimental to perfor-
mance and led to slightly increased reward rates (Fig. 3D). This
relationship changed dependent on the proportion of stop-trials
in a given session (Fig. 3E, bottom panels). If a session had a
lower proportion of stop-trials (~10%), then producing more
express saccades lead to a higher reward rate (Fig. 3E).
However, if a session had a greater proportion of stop-trials
(~60%), then producing more express saccades was detri-
mental to performance (Fig. 3E). This is only true for
variable trial lengths. If trial lengths were fixed, then ex-
press saccades were detrimental to reward rates for all
stop-signal proportions.

Fig. 3. Simulation of reward rate earned with variable fractions of express saccades. A: linear ballistic accumulators for GO process (left) and STOP process (right).
Accumulation begins at a baseline level drawn from a uniform distribution (U) ranging from 0 to a maximum value of A. The GO process consisted of two mean rates,
one producing express saccade latencies, and the other producing regular saccade latencies. Trial outcomes were specified by the finishing time of the fastest process
according to the race model (Logan and Cowan 1984). On trials with no stop signal, reward was earned after the GO process produced either a regular or an express
saccade. On trials with a stop signal, reward was earned only if the stop process linear ballistic accumulator (LBA) finished before both the regular and the express
saccade LBAs. The following combinations of trial parameters were simulated: with or without staircase adjustment of stop-signal delay (SSD), with variable or fixed
trial durations, with or without rewarding express saccade latencies. B: distributions of saccade latencies produced with indicated fractions of express saccades in a
simulated session of 1,000 trials. C: average trial length over simulated sessions with (solid symbols) and without (open symbols) staircasing SSD and with variable
(square) or fixed (circle) trial lengths. With variable but not fixed trial lengths, trial rate increased with the fraction of express saccades because more trials could be
completed. Whether or not SSD was adjusted in a staircase made negligible difference. D: average reward rate over simulated sessions with (solid symbols) and without
(open symbols) staircasing SSD and with express saccades rewarded (upright triangle) or not rewarded (inverted triangle). If express saccades were not rewarded, then
reward rate decreased dramatically with increasing fraction of express saccades, whether or not SSD was adjusted in a staircase. If express saccades were rewarded, then
reward rates were higher and decreased less with increasing fractions of express saccades. However, if SSD was adjusted in a staircase, then reward rate was maximal
when ~10% express saccades were produced. E: variation of trial rate (top) and reward rate (bottom) as a function of proportion of express saccades [P(Express
Saccades)] for fixed (left) and variable (right) trial durations. Progressively darker points plot values with progressively higher fraction of stop-signal trials. With lower
fractions of stop-signal trials, the cost of express saccades on reward rate is reduced.

Table 2. Saccade latencies and express saccades proportions across trial types and monkeys, split by race model violations

RT Relationship Saccade Type

Aging Nonaging

Monkey F (n$84) Monkey H (n$157) Monkey Eu (n$12) Monkey X (n$17)

RT, ms P (Express) RT, ms P (Express) RT, ms P (Express) RT, ms P (Express)

n $ 50 sessions n $ 83 sessions n $ 3 sessions n $ 0 sessions
RTnoncanceled #

RTno stop

No-stop 225.8 & 49.8 0.139 & 0.119 261.4 & 41.5 0.151 & 0.084 303.7 & 1.6
Noncanceled 249.8 & 50.3 0.042 & 0.075 301.2 & 51.9 0.110 & 0.114 316.6 & 17.7 0.003 & 0.005

n $ 34 sessions n $ 74 sessions n $ 9 sessions n $ 17 sessions
RTnoncanceled %

RTno stop

No-stop 237.8 & 52.2 0.105 & 0.138 267.0 & 59.3 0.172 & 0.100 314.7 & 15.5 0.004 & 0.004 265.8 & 18.9 0.003 (0.003)
Noncanceled 221.0 & 52.4 0.112 & 0.177 240.3 & 66.7 0.195 & 0.210 270.9 & 15.6 0.009 & 0.009 232.4 & 12.9 0.006 (0.006)

Values are average & SD. P(Express), probability of express saccade; RT, response time; RTnoncanceled, response times in noncanceled trials; RTno stop, response
times in no-stop trials.
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Experimental Express Saccade Production Varies with
Reward Contingencies

The findings from the simulation demonstrated express sac-
cade production can influence trial and reward rates under
typical experimental conditions and parameters. Given this
relationship, we then looked at these features within the data.
In this experimental data, express saccade production increased
from early to later training sessions and was mirrored by an
increase in average reward rates. When express saccades were
no longer rewarded, their prevalence significantly decreased.

Two other monkeys trained when express saccades were un-
rewarded produced very few express saccades across 10,000s
of trials.

Express saccade production is learned through training. For
monkey F, we tracked the progression of express saccade
production from the initial training session onward. We ob-
served the average proportion of express saccades significantly
increased over time (r $ 0.49, P % 0.001). In parallel, the
average reward rate within each session increased significantly
with experience (r $ 0.34, P % 0.001). This pattern is also
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clear when sessions were divided into five equal groups.
From the earliest to latest training period, the proportion of
express saccades increased significantly [F(4,171) $ 7.76,
P % 0.001, Fig. 4A], as did reward rate [F(4,171) $ 11.69,
P % 0.001, Fig. 4B].

Express saccade production is reduced when no longer
rewarded. To causally test the association between reward rate
and express saccade production, we recorded 31 additional
behavioral sessions with monkey F. These sessions were re-
corded after the 425 sessions previously described and were
not included in the previous analyses. In these sessions, we
monitored saccade latencies online. We first recorded a block
of sessions where correct express saccades were rewarded (n $
13 sessions). This was followed by a block of sessions in which
express saccades were unrewarded (n $ 18 sessions).

Sessions with both unrewarded and rewarded express sac-
cades had multimodal saccade latency distributions (Fig. 4C).

When rewarded, express saccade trials comprised 22.6% of the
latency distribution. However, when unrewarded, express sac-
cades became much less common and a new mode appeared in
the saccade latency distribution in the 200–250 ms range. In
these sessions, the proportion of express saccades dropped
considerably and comprised only 7.9% of the latency distribu-
tion, "2 (1, N $ 10,465) $ 405.648, P % 0.001 (Fig. 4D).
Reverse to observations in the early training stages (when
express saccades were rewarded), we found that the average
proportion of express saccades significantly decreased with
time from the reward manipulation (r $ "0.723, P % 0.001,
Fig. 4E). Interestingly, average reward rate exhibited no trends
(r $ 0.183, P $ 0.467, Fig. 4F).

Monkeys trained with no reward contingencies don’t pro-
duce express saccades. Further evidence that monkeys learn to
produce express saccades through training was obtained by
examining the saccade latency of two other monkeys who were
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Fig. 4. Learning and unlearning express sac-
cades. Variation of performance of monkey
F as a function of training and task contin-
gencies. A: average reward rate earned from
early to late stages of training in 18 sessions
when express saccades were rewarded just
like regular saccades on no-stop trials. B:
percentage of express saccades produced
across corresponding stages of training. The
monkey exploited contingencies of the task
to earn more reward by producing a fraction
of express saccades. C: distributions of sac-
cade latencies when express saccades were
rewarded (open symbols) and in subsequent
sessions when only no-stop trials with reg-
ular saccade latencies were rewarded (solid
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rewarded, the monkey produced more regu-
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mulative probability of express saccade pro-
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trained with unrewarded express saccades. We examined an
additional 29 sessions of saccade countermanding in two other
monkeys (monkey Eu: 12 sessions; monkey X: 17 sessions) to
compare training histories and reward contingencies. Collec-
tively, these monkeys completed 33,816 trials (monkey Eu:
11,583; monkey X: 22,233). The saccade latency distributions
were unimodal for both monkeys (Fig. 2, C and D, for all
sessions and an example session respectively). Express sac-
cades were elicited in only 107 trials, comprising only 0.40%
of all saccade latencies. Across the 29 sessions, monkey Eu
produced 42 (0.49%) express saccades and monkey X produced
65 (0.36%) express saccades.

Temporal Predictability Can Affect Express Saccade
Production

Express saccades occur more often when the timing of a
target presentation is predictable (Paré and Munoz 1996;
Saslow 1967; Schiller et al. 2004). As such, we examined
saccade latency as a function of the foreperiod between fixation
at the central cue and target presentation. We started by
looking at the distributions and respective survivor functions
for foreperiods in our study. The survivor function is the
probability that a target has not yet appeared by a given time.
When foreperiods are sampled from a uniform distribution, the
survivor function linearly decreases. Hence, as time passes,
the proportion of the distribution from which the target onset
time can be selected decreases. Although this function offers
some insight to the temporal evolution of the distribution,
temporal predictability is quantified by the hazard function,
which is the conditional probability of an event occurring at a
given time given that it has not yet occurred (Luce 1986; Nobre
et al. 2007). Formally, the hazard rate is the ratio of the
probability density of the event divided by the survivor func-
tion. In uniform distributions, the hazard rate for target pre-
sentation increases over time, resulting in an aging function.
This aging function stipulates target appearance becomes pre-
dictable as the foreperiod progresses. Conversely, when sam-
pled from exponentially decaying distributions, the hazard rate

is invariant over time. Under these conditions, the time of
target onset is unpredictable. Given the retrospective nature of
this study, we first examined the various patterns of foreperiod
distributions experienced by monkeys within our data set.
Although the pattern of foreperiods across some sessions for
monkey F and H were variable, we identified a subset of
sessions for each monkey with a reliable, uniform foreperiod
distribution. Results for regular and express saccades sepa-
rately are highlighted in Table 3.

In the majority of sessions for monkey F (84/110, 76%) a
uniform distribution of foreperiods ranged from ~420 to ~630
ms (Fig. 5A). A linear decrease in the survivor function is
associated with a continually increasing hazard rate of times
when the foreperiod elapsed. In some of these sessions, sac-
cade latency decreased with foreperiod duration (33/84 ses-
sions, 39%). However, despite the decrease of saccade laten-
cies at longer foreperiods, the proportion of express saccades
did not vary over foreperiod duration [F(2, 249) $ 2.11, P $
0.123].

We observed the opposite pattern of results from monkey H,
who experienced a uniform distribution of foreperiods in half
of the sessions (157/315 sessions, 50%) ranging over a much
wider interval, ~760 to ~2,275 ms (Fig. 5B). No relation
between saccade latency and foreperiod duration was found in
most of these sessions (104/157, 66%), but in the remainder
monkey H demonstrated increasing latencies with longer fore-
periods (53/157, 34%). This slowing of saccade latencies was
accompanied by reduced express saccades production [F(15,
2,438) $ 14.44, P % 10"5).

Monkey Eu and monkey X experienced a common pattern of
foreperiod distribution ranging from ~600 to ~2,100 ms (n $
29/29 sessions). Compared with the foreperiod experienced by
monkeys F and H, the survivor function of this distribution was
exponentially decaying, resulting in a nonaging foreperiod
(Fig. 5, C and D). As expected with nonaging foreperiods, none
of monkey Eu’s sessions had significant changes in saccade
latency or in the proportion of express saccades generated as a
function of foreperiod. However, and somewhat unexpectedly,

Table 3. Number of significant correlations between saccade latency and foreperiod duration for each foreperiod distribution, each
saccade type (all, regular, or express), and each trial type (all, no-stop, and noncanceled)

Aging Foreperiod Nonaging Foreperiod

Saccade type Trial type Monkey F Monkey H Monkey Eu Monkey X

All saccades All 34/84
(33 negative)

54/157
(1 negative)

0/12
(0 negative)

9/17
(9 negative)

No-stop 35/84
(34 negative)

51/157
(1 negative)

1/12
(0 negative)

7/17
(7 negative)

Noncanceled 9/84
(9 negative)

31/157
(4 negative)

2/12
(1 negative)

5/17
(5 negative)

Regular saccades All 27/84
(26 negative)

11/157
(6 negative)

0/12
(0 negative)

10/17
(10 negative)

No-stop 30/84
(28 negative)

15/157
(9 negative)

1/12
(0 negative)

6/17
(6 negative)

Noncanceled 11/84
(10 negative)

12/157
(4 negative)

2/12
(1 negative)

5/17
(5 negative)

Express saccades All 4/84
(3 negative)

7/157
(5 negative)

0/12
(0 negative)

0/17
(0 negative)

No-stop 4/84
(3 negative)

5/157
(3 negative)

0/12
(0 negative)

0/17
(0 negative)

Noncanceled 1/84
(0 negative)

4/157
(4 negative)

1/12
(1 negative)

1/17
(1 negative)
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a foreperiod effect was observed in over half of the sessions for
monkey X (9/17, 53%). Furthermore, although uncommonly
produced, the proportion of express saccades did decrease as a
function of foreperiod bin, F(15, 206) $ 2.26, P $ 0.006.

DISCUSSION

We observed multimodal distributions of saccade latencies
in a saccade countermanding task. Furthermore, simulations
revealed that trial and reward rate in this task can be increased
by varying the proportion of express saccades made within a
session, under certain conditions. We found that monkeys
learned and exploited this association over time. We then
manipulated the reward contingencies for express saccade
production and found when monkeys made significantly lower
proportion of express saccades when no longer rewarded for
them. It is important to note the incidental nature of these
findings, and that the features studied were not the main focus
of the investigations. As such, our interpretations of these data
are limited and future experimental designs should be em-
ployed to test them more thoroughly. However, this study has
demonstrated for the first time how express saccade production
can be accomplished through strategic modifications in saccade
latencies, under the guidance of cognitive control.

Express Saccades Production in Atypical Conditions

Consistent with classic reports of express saccades in mon-
keys, the earliest modes in the resulting distributions peak
below 100 ms and display very little variance (Boch and
Fischer 1986; Boch et al. 1984; Fischer and Boch 1983;
Schiller et al. 2004). Although express saccades have also been
observed in “overlap” conditions, where the fixation spot
remains on even while the target is illuminated (Amatya et al.
2011; Boch and Fischer 1986; Knox and Wolohan 2015), this
finding in the saccade countermanding task was unexpected
given the range of other features that are counterproductive for
express saccade production. As such, although intended to be
random and unpredictable, the production of express saccades
under these conditions may suggest that monkeys have some
knowledge about the underlying contingencies in our experi-
ment and generated predictions to adapt saccade latencies
accordingly.

Temporal Predictability and Saccade Latency

Monitoring the timing of events allows for temporal predic-
tions of target onset to be generated, allowing for a movement
to be planned and prepared ahead of time (Kolling and
O’Reilly 2018; Petter et al. 2018). The use of hazard functions
is motivated by the premise that participants have a represen-
tation of the elapsed time in the current situation based on
knowledge of the experienced distribution of durations. If an
interval elapsing before an event is randomly sampled from a
uniform distribution (also known as an aging distribution), then
participants will behave as if the event becomes more likely as
time progresses. Thus, temporal prediction is critical in reac-
tion time tasks in which foreperiods are a major determinant of
response latency. Using distributions of foreperiods selected
uniformly from a range of values, i.e., aging, manual response
time studies have shown as foreperiod increases, response
times become faster (Ameqrane et al. 2014; Correa and Nobre
2008; Drazin 1961; Näätänen 1970; Niemi and Näätänen 1981;

Thomaschke et al. 2011). Consistent with the aforementioned
manual response studies, this finding has been replicated fo-
cusing on saccade latencies in humans (Findlay 1981) and
monkeys (Schall 1988). We replicated this effect in the current
study. Monkeys can make effective but idiosyncratic temporal
predictions about the time a target may appear on screen.

Reward Maximization

The results demonstrate that monkeys adjusted saccade pro-
duction to maximize earned rewards. By producing express
saccades, monkeys could increase the number of trials avail-
able and thus the opportunity to gain a reward. Monkeys did
not produce enough express saccades to be detrimental to
reward rate.

If the total time of the task is fixed, a rational subject will
trade off speed and accuracy to try and maximize the amount
of reward they can gain in the given session. If more time is
spent on one trial, there will be a greater chance of a correct
response; however, longer trials reduce the total number of
trials available and thus the total amount of reward available.
This ultimately gives rise to a speed-accuracy trade-off which
aims to maximize gains through flexible cognitive control of
behavior.

Nonhuman primates are adept at optimizing reward rate by
exploring different behavioral strategies and task parameters
(Feng et al. 2009). Feng et al. developed a model allowing for
the calculation of choice bias that yields the optimal harvesting
of reward, given the animals’ sensitivities to a visual stimulus.
They found monkeys acquire over 98% of the possible maxi-
mum rewards, with shifts away from optimality erring in the
direction of smaller penalties. In addition to this, monkeys have
also shown to discover unexpected ways to exploit task con-
tingencies. Lowe and Schall (2019) demonstrated this effect in
a pro-/antisaccade visual search task where a vertical singleton
cued that a prosaccade should be made toward it, and a
horizontal singleton cued an antisaccade away from it. Close
examination of the reward contingencies of the experiment
found that shifting gaze toward a vertical stimulus was the
correct outcome on 66% of trials. Exploiting this contingency,
they found that one monkey produced more frequent and faster
responses to vertical items than to any other item in the array,
suggesting they adopted a strategy of searching for vertical
items opposed to using the stimulus response rule provided by
the singleton. Bichot et al. (1996) found a similar behavior in
a color pop-out task: monkeys trained exclusively to find one
color in an array persistently direct gaze to stimuli of that color,
regardless of whether it is a distractor or target. These are just
some of the examples of macaque monkeys creatively exploit-
ing reward contingencies.

Conclusion

We report incidental findings revealing that express saccade
production can be adjusted to increase the opportunities to gain
reward. This observation suggests that the mechanisms of
express saccade generation are sensitive to trial history and
integrate information over multiple trials. This suggests that
higher cortical areas that are involved in performance moni-
toring may contribute to the executive control of express
saccade production (Dash et al. 2020; Donahue et al. 2013;
Sajad et al. 2019; So and Stuphorn 2010; Stuphorn and Schall
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2006; Stuphorn et al. 2000). Further research is needed to
understand whether express saccade production can be con-
trolled independently or whether express saccade production
is accomplished as a corollary to strategic adjustments in
overall RT.
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Dissociation of Medial Frontal b-Bursts and Executive
Control

Steven P. Errington, Geoffrey F. Woodman, and Jeffrey D. Schall
Department of Psychology, Vanderbilt Vision Research Center, Center for Integrative and Cognitive Neuroscience, Vanderbilt Brain Institute,
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee 37240

The neural mechanisms of executive and motor control concern both basic researchers and clinicians. In human studies,
preparation and cancellation of movements are accompanied by changes in the b-frequency band (15–29Hz) of electroence-
phalogram (EEG). Previous studies with human participants performing stop signal (countermanding) tasks have described
reduced frequency of transient b-bursts over sensorimotor cortical areas before movement initiation and increased b-bursting
over medial frontal areas with movement cancellation. This modulation has been interpreted as contributing to the trial-by-
trial control of behavior. We performed identical analyses of EEG recorded over the frontal lobe of macaque monkeys (one
male, one female) performing a saccade countermanding task. While we replicate the occurrence and modulation of b-bursts
associated with initiation and cancellation of saccades, we found that b-bursts occur too infrequently to account for the
observed stopping behavior. We also found b-bursts were more common after errors, but their incidence was unrelated to
response time (RT) adaptation. These results demonstrate the homology of this EEG signature between humans and maca-
ques but raise questions about the current interpretation of b band functional significance.

Key words: countermanding; EEG; error monitoring; response inhibition; stop signal; stopping

Significance Statement

The finding of increased b -bursting over medial frontal cortex with movement cancellation in humans is difficult to reconcile
with the finding of modulation too late to contribute to movement cancellation in medial frontal cortex of macaque monkeys.
To obtain comparable measurement scales, we recorded electroencephalogram (EEG) over medial frontal cortex of macaques
performing a stop signal (countermanding) task. We replicated the occurrence and modulation of b -bursts associated with
the cancellation of movements, but we found that b -bursts occur too infrequently to account for observed stopping behavior.
Unfortunately, this finding raises doubts whether b -bursts can be a causal mechanism of response inhibition, which impacts
future applications in devices such as brain-machine interfaces.

Introduction
Response inhibition and performance monitoring are executive
control functions supporting goal-directed behavior. The coun-
termanding (stop-signal) task provides insights into these func-
tions (Verbruggen and Logan, 2008; Verbruggen et al., 2019).
Recently, researchers have described a higher incidence of
b -bursts in electroencephalogram (EEG) recorded over medial

frontal cortex of humans during successful inhibition arising
early enough to contribute to stopping the movement (Jana et
al., 2020; Wessel, 2020). This result is difficult to reconcile with
single-unit recordings within medial frontal cortex of macaques,
which find neural signals modulating only after inhibition was
achieved (Stuphorn et al., 2010) and most commonly after
response inhibition errors (Stuphorn et al., 2000; Sajad et al.,
2019).

The model of countermanding task performance as a race
between GO and STOP processes (Logan and Cowan, 1984)
offers clear criteria to attribute neural signals to movement initia-
tion and inhibition when applied to electrophysiological (De
Jong et al., 1995; Kok et al., 2004; Stahl and Gibbons, 2007;
Godlove et al., 2011b; Reinhart et al., 2012; Swann et al., 2012;
Wessel and Aron, 2015) and neurophysiological (Hanes et al.,
1998; Paré and Hanes, 2003; Brown et al., 2008; Stuphorn et al.,
2010; Schmidt et al., 2013; Brockett et al., 2020) measurements.
To contribute to reactive response inhibition, a neural signal
must be asserted before the STOP process finishes, and that
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signal must scale in probability of occurrence proportional to
the probability of canceling a response after a stop signal is
presented. The spiking rate of movement-related neurons in
cortical (Hanes and Schall, 1995; Murthy et al., 2009;
Mirabella et al., 2011) and subcortical (Paré and Hanes,
2003; Schmidt et al., 2013) motor circuits satisfy these
criteria. When preparing responses, the activity of move-
ment-related neurons accumulates to a fixed threshold.
Variation in the rate of this accumulation produces variation
in response latency. Responses are withheld when the accu-
mulation of activity is interrupted after the stop signal. The
reliability of this relationship has been evaluated by compar-
ing the psychometric inhibition function of the probability
of responding despite the stop signal with a neurometric
function of the probability of neural activity exceeding a
threshold (Brown et al., 2008). The neurometric functions
derived from movement neurons in FEF mirror the inhibi-
tion function.

Meanwhile, the spiking rate of neurons in medial frontal areas
do not (Scangos and Stuphorn, 2010; Stuphorn et al., 2010).
Instead, such signals are thought to contribute to executive con-
trol. As performance of the countermanding task includes fail-
ures to cancel the response on about half of all stop signal trials.
This high failure rate also affords analysis of neural signals of
error processing, a feature of executive control which can interact
with proactive control.

To elucidate their origin, we have been establishing systemati-
cally the homology of visual and cognitive EEG signals in maca-
que monkeys and humans and locating contributing cortical
areas (Woodman, 2012). We have established the homology of
the error-related negativity (ERN) between macaques (Godlove
et al., 2011b) and humans (Reinhart et al., 2012) and identified a
medial frontal source for the ERN (Sajad et al., 2019). Here, we
seek to establish the homology of b -bursts sampled in EEG
recorded over medial frontal cortex of macaques and humans. If
so, then subsequent investigation with invasive approaches in
monkeys can offer mechanistic insights into the relationship
between b -bursts and response inhibition.

We found the incidence of b -bursts observed in the EEG of
macaque monkeys paralleled observations in humans. However,
the probability of b -bursts lagged far behind the probability of
canceling responses. Unexpectedly, b -bursts were most com-
mon after errors of inhibition, but their incidence was unrelated
to adaptation in response times (RTs). We conclude that these
b -bursts in macaque monkeys are homologous to those in
humans, supporting further invasive investigation. It appears
that b -bursts may serve as a rough index of executive control
processes, but they lack any causal efficacy on the stopping
response and thus much theoretical or practical utility.

Materials and Methods
Experimental model and subject details
All procedures were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health
Guidelines, the American Association for Laboratory Animal Care
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the
Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in ac-
cordance with the United States Department of Agriculture and
Public Health Service policies. Data were collected from one male
bonnet macaque (Eu, Macaca radiata, 8.8 kg) and one female rhesus
macaque (X, Macaca mulatta, 6.0 kg) performing a saccade counter-
manding task (Hanes and Schall, 1995; Godlove et al., 2014). Both
animals were on a 12/12 h light/dark cycle and all experimental pro-
cedures were conducted in the daytime. Each monkey received

nutrient-rich, primate-specific food pellets twice a day. Fresh pro-
duce and other forms of environmental enrichment were given at
least five times a week.

While human studies obtain data from more participants, for practi-
cal and regulatory reasons, data cannot be collected from as many mon-
keys. However, 25 years of investigating the stop signal task with
macaque monkeys has shown that their performance matches in various
nuanced details that of humans (Hanes and Schall, 1995) and the race
model accounts for human and macaque performance equivalently
(Boucher et al., 2007; Camalier et al., 2007). Investigations of this task by
multiple nonhuman primate laboratories have found no differences
beyond the incidental individual differences that are evident in human
performance.

Surgical procedures
Surgical details have been described previously (Godlove et al., 2011a).
Briefly, magnetic resonance images (MRIs) were acquired with a Philips
Intera Achieva 3T scanner using SENSE Flex-S surface coils placed
above or below the animal’s head. T1-weighted gradient-echo structural
images were obtained with a 3D turbo field echo anatomic sequence
(TR=8.729ms; 130 slices, 0.70 mm thickness). These images were used
to ensure Cilux recording chambers were placed in the correct area
(Crist Instruments). Chambers were implanted normal to the cortex
(monkey Eu: 17°; monkey X: 9°; relative to stereotaxic vertical) centered
on midline: 30 mm (monkey Eu) and 28 mm (monkey X) anterior to the
interaural line.

Data collection protocol
An identical daily recording protocol across monkeys and sessions was
conducted. In each session, the monkey sat in an enclosed primate chair
with their head restrained 45 cm from a CRT monitor (Dell P1130, back-
ground luminance of 0.10 cd/m2). The monitor had a refresh rate of
70Hz, and the screen subtended 46° ! 36° of the visual angle. Eye posi-
tion data were collected at 1 kHz using an EyeLink 1000 infrared eye-
tracking system (SR Research). All data were streamed to a single data
acquisition system (MAP, Plexon). Time stamps of trial events were
recorded at 500Hz.

Macaque electroencephalography
The EEG was recorded from the cranial surface with an electrode located
over medial frontal cortex. The electrode implants were constructed
from Teflon-coated braided stainless-steel wire and solid-gold terminals.
Implanted wires were cut to 8.5 cm, the wire ends exposed, and gold
Amphenol pins were crimped to both ends. One end of the wires was
inserted into a plastic connector, whereas the gold pin on the other end
was ground down until 1 mm of the pin remained. During aseptic sur-
gery, a ;1-mm hole was drilled into the surface of the skull (3–5 mm
thick), allowing the terminal end of the electrode to be tightly inserted.
The inserted gold pin was then covered with a small amount of acrylic
cement. After the EEG electrode was implanted, the plastic connector
was attached to exposed acrylic to allow access to the channels. Leads
that were not embedded in the acrylic were covered by skin that was
sutured back over the skull. This allowed for the EEG electrode to be
minimally invasive once implanted. Unlike recordings from skull screws
that extend to the dura mater through the skull, recordings from these
electrodes approximate those used in human electrophysiological studies
because the signals must propagate through the layers of brain, dura,
and skull. Electrodes were referenced to linked ears using ear-clip elec-
trodes (Electro-Cap International). The EEG from each electrode was
amplified with a high-input impedance head stage (Plexon) and band-
pass filtered between 0.7 and 170Hz. All data were streamed to a data ac-
quisition system (MAP, Plexon).

Saccade stop-signal (countermanding) task
The saccade stop-signal task used in this study has been widely used pre-
viously (Hanes and Schall, 1995; Hanes and Carpenter, 1999; Cabel et
al., 2000; Colonius et al., 2001; Kornylo et al., 2003; Morein-Zamir and
Kingstone, 2006; Walton and Gandhi, 2006; Thakkar et al., 2011, 2015;
Godlove and Schall, 2016; Wattiez et al., 2016; Verbruggen et al., 2019).
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Recently, a set of guidelines has been proposed for designing and analyz-
ing the stop-signal task to allow for valid comparisons to be made across
studies (Verbruggen et al., 2019). Our study followed all of the recom-
mendations but two. These adjustments were necessary to obtain suffi-
cient neural data and to address issues arising because monkeys gain so
much more experience with the task parameters relative to human par-
ticipants. First, 40% of trials in our study were stop trials, compared with
the recommended 25%. This higher value was used to achieve the neces-
sary power to analyze neural data at the individual stop-signal level, but
it did not introduce excessive slowing of responses (Emeric et al., 2007).
Second, although we employed a staircase procedure, this stepped by
one to three stop-signal delays (SSDs). We do this to prevent monkeys
from anticipating the staircase (Nelson et al., 2010).

Briefly, trials were initiated when monkeys fixated a central point.
Following a variable time period, the center of the fixation point was
removed leaving an outline. At this point, a peripheral target was pre-
sented simultaneously on either the left or right hand of the screen. In
this study, one target location was associated with a larger magnitude of
fluid reward. The lower magnitude reward ranged from 0% to 50% of
the higher magnitude reward amount. This incidence was adjusted to
encourage the monkey to continue responding to both targets. The stim-
ulus-response mapping of location-to-high reward changed across
blocks of trials. Block length was adjusted to maintain performance at
both targets, with the number of trials in each block determined by the
number of correct trials performed. In most sessions, the block length
was set at 10–30 correct trials. Erroneous responses led to repetitions of
a target location, ensuring that monkeys did not neglect low-reward tar-
gets in favor of high-reward targets, a phenomenon demonstrated in
previous implementations of asymmetrically rewarded tasks (Kawagoe
et al., 1998).

On most of the trials, the monkey was required to make an eye
movement to this target (no-stop trials). However, on a proportion of
trials the center of the fixation point was re-illuminated (stop-signal tri-
als); this stop signal appeared at a variable time after the target had
appeared (SSD). An initial set of SSDs, separated by either 40 or 60ms,
was selected for each recording session. The delay was then manipulated
through an adaptive staircasing procedure in which stopping difficulty
was based on performance. When a subject failed to inhibit a response,
the SSD was decreased by a random step to increase the likelihood of
success on the next stop trial. Similarly, when subjects were successful in
their inhibition, the SSD was increased to reduce the likelihood of suc-
cess on the next stop trial. This procedure was employed to ensure that
subjects failed to inhibit action on;50% of all stop-signal trials. On no-
stop trials, the monkey was rewarded for making a saccade to the target.
On stop-signal trials, the monkey was rewarded for withholding the sac-
cade and maintaining fixation on the fixation spot. Following a correct
response, an auditory tone was sounded 600ms later, and followed by a
high or low fluid reward, depending on the stimulus-response mapping.

Experimental design and statistical analysis
Bayesian modeling of stop-signal performance
As performance on the stop-signal task can be considered as the out-
come of a race between a GO and STOP process, then a stop-signal reac-
tion time (SSRT) can be calculated (Logan and Cowan, 1984). This value
can be considered as the latency of the inhibitory process that interrupts
movement preparation.

SSRT was estimated using a Bayesian parametric approach (Matzke
et al., 2013a,b). Compared with classical methods of calculating SSRT
(i.e., integration-weighted method; Logan and Cowan, 1984), this
approach allows for a distribution of SSRT to be derived by using the
distribution of reaction times on no-stop trials, and by considering reac-
tion times on non-canceled trials as a censored no-stop RT distribution.
Furthermore, this model also allows for the estimation of the probability
of trigger failures for a given session (Matzke et al., 2017). Individual pa-
rameters were estimated for each session. The priors were bounded uni-
form distributions [mGo, mStop: U (0.001,1000); sGo, s Stop: U (1,500) tGo,
t Stop: U (1,500); pTF: U (0,1)]. The posterior distributions were esti-
mated using Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampling and we ran multiple (3)
chains. We ran the model for 5000 samples with a thinning of 5.

EEG processing and b -burst detection
For each session, raw data were extracted from the electrode. This signal
was then bandpass filtered between 15 and 29Hz. This signal was then
epoched from"1000 to 2500ms relative to multiple key events in a trial,
including target onset, saccade, and stop-signal presentation. b -Burst
detection was performed as previously described (Shin et al., 2017;
Wessel, 2020). The description is adapted from therein. We then con-
volved the epoched signal for each trial with a complex Morlet wavelet
of the form:

wðt; fÞ ¼ Aexp
t2

2s 2
t

 !
expð2ip ftÞ;

with s¼ m
2p f ; A ¼ 1

s t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
, and m=7 (cycles) for each of the 15 evenly

spaced frequencies spanning the b band (15–29Hz). Time-frequency
power estimates were extracted by calculating the squared magnitude of
the complex wavelet-convolved data. Individual b -bursts were defined
as local maxima in the trial-by-trial band time-frequency power matrix,
for which the power exceeded a threshold of 6-times the median power
of the entire time-frequency power matrix for the electrode. To compute
the burst % across trials, we binary coded the time of the peak b -ampli-
tude. A b -burst density function was generated by convolving the bi-
nary-coded array of b -burst activity with a Gaussian function of the
form:

b " bdfðxÞ ¼ 1

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e"
1
2

x"m
sð Þ2 ;

where m = 00.0ms, and s = 22.5ms. These values represent the time
required for half a cycle at the median b -frequency.

Behavioral comparisons between monkeys
For each session, we extracted the mean response latencies on no-stop
and non-canceled trials. After using the Bayesian approach described
above, we extracted estimates of the SSRTmean and SD for each session.
We also extracted estimates of the proportion of trigger failures for each
session. Mean values between monkeys were compared using a one-way
independent measure ANOVA. Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were
applied when assumptions of sphericity were violated.

Comparing b -bursts during stopping
To examine how the b -bursts activity may vary dependent on trial type,
the incidence of b -bursts observed during the stopping process were
calculated for each session. The STOP process interval was defined as
the time between SSD onset and SSRT. While stop trials by definition
had a predefined SSD associated with them, no-stop trials were assigned
an SSD value similar to that used in the most recent stop-trial. We com-
pared this activity against a baseline period. This period was an equiva-
lent interval of time ranging from "200ms before the target onset, to
"200ms minus the mean SSRT on the given session. For each trial type
and time period (baseline and stopping), we then calculated the propor-
tion of trials in which at least one b -burst occurred. A two-way repeated
measures ANOVA was conducted, with time window and trial type as
factors, and the proportion of b -bursts as the dependent variable. This
approach allowed us to determine whether b -bursts were more preva-
lent during particular trial types, and whether these events were clearly
task-related activity. Post hoc tests were conducted if ANOVAs were stat-
istically significant. To determine the time at which the incidence of
b -bursts differentiated between non-canceled and canceled trials, we
found the first time point at which the 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
for the b -burst density functions no longer overlapped. Greenhouse–
Geisser corrections were applied when assumptions of sphericity were
violated.

Linking incidence of b -bursts to response inhibition
To examine how neural function may reflect changes in stopping behav-
ior, we looked at how the incidence of b -bursts varied with the probabil-
ity of inhibiting a movement. This analysis was limited to SSDs with 15
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or more canceled trials. At each threshold, we subtracted the proportion
of the b -bursts observed at a given SSD from the p (respond | stop-sig-
nal) at the same SSD. This difference between bursts and p (respond |
stop-signal) was squared and values in the given session were summed,
creating a sum of squared error between the two measures for each ses-
sion and at each burst threshold. We then examined whether these val-
ues across sessions significantly differed from zero using a one-sample t
test at each threshold. We performed this analysis on both raw measures
of b -burst proportions, and normalized measures, where incidences
were relative to the maximum proportion of b -bursts observed.
Findings were the same across both approaches.

Linking b -burst incidence to error monitoring
Error-related activity was examined by comparing the incidence of
bursts on non-canceled trials at the middle most SSD to latency matched
no-stop trials. Previous work from our lab has highlighted error-related
spiking activity from this dataset became most prominent in the 100- to
300-ms period following an erroneous saccade (Sajad et al., 2019). As
such, we calculated the incidence of b -bursts that occurred during this
period. Across sessions we compared the incidence of bursts observed in
error trials against those observed in trials where a saccade was correctly
executed using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA. Greenhouse–
Geisser corrections were applied when assumptions of sphericity were
violated.

Linking b -bursts to post-error RT adaptation
To examine how b -bursts may contribute to RT adaptations following
errors or successful inhibition, we first quantified an index to capture the
degree of slowing for each session. For post-error slowing, this was done
by dividing the mean RT on no-stop trials following error trials by the
mean RT on no-stop trials following no-stop trials for a given session.
This value represents the proportional change in RT resultant from an
error. We repeated this approach for post-stopping slowing, instead
using the mean RT in no-stop trials following canceled trials as the nu-
merator in this ratio in which the superscript identifies the current trial
type, and the subscript identifies the preceding trial type:

Post" error slowing index ¼ RTNo"stop
Non"canceled

RTNo"stop
No"stop

;

Post" canceled slowing index ¼ RTNo"stop
Canceled

RTNo"stop
No"stop

:

For each monkey, we examined how the incidence of b -bursts
observed in the error monitoring period of a given session varied with
the given sessions post-error index. To determine the association
between post-error b -burst activity and post-error slowing, we fit a gen-
eralized linear model. From this we extracted R2 values and determined
whether the observed slope was significant.

We compared the effects of previous trial outcome (trial n–1) on
b -burst activity observed in the baseline of the following trial (trial n).
We identified no-stop trials which immediately followed canceled, non-
canceled, and no-stop trials and calculated the proportion of these trials
in which b -bursts occurred in the "400- to "200-ms period before the
target appearing. We then compared whether the proportion of
b -bursts during this baseline period differed between different trial
types using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA.

Results
We acquired 33,816 trials across 29 sessions from two macaques
(Eu: 11,583; X: 22,233) performing the saccade stop-signal
(countermanding) task (Fig. 1A). Both monkeys exhibited typical
sensitivity to the stop-signal. Summary measures of performance
are in Table 1. First, response latencies on non-canceled (error)
trials were faster than those on no-stop trials (Fig. 1B, left).
Second, the probability of failing to cancel and executing an erro-
neous saccade was greater at longer SSDs (Fig. 1B, right). These

two observations validated the assumptions of the independent
race model (Logan and Cowan, 1984), allowing us to estimate
the SSRT, the time needed to cancel to partially prepared
saccade.

Previous studies used SSRT for distinguishing whether neural
signals can contribute directly to reactive control, so estimates of
this duration must be accurate and precise. We calculated SSRT
using a Bayesian parametric approach (Matzke et al., 2013a,b),
which offers estimates of the SSRT for each session. The mon-
keys had indistinguishable mean SSRT (one-way independent
measure ANOVA: F(1,27) = 0.108, p= 0.745, BF10 = 0.367) and
variance of SSRT (one-way independent measures ANOVA:
F(1,27) = 0.819, p= 0.819, BF10 = 0.360). This approach also quan-
tified trigger failures when stopping was unsuccessful because
the STOP process was not initialized. Trigger failures were signif-
icantly more common for monkey Eu relative to monkey X
(one-way independent measures ANOVA: F(1,27) = 18.458,
p, 0.001, BF10 = 114.778).

b-Bursts and response inhibition
The monkeys’ EEG was recorded with a lead placed on the cra-
nial surface over the medial frontal cortex at location analogous
to FCz in humans (Fig. 1C). At the individual trial level, b band
activity was characterized by obvious, burst-like events, rather
than by steady changes in modulations (Fig. 1D). As observed in
human studies (Jana et al., 2020; Wessel, 2020), the overall preva-
lence of these bursts was low during both baseline ("400 to
"200ms pretarget, ;12.66 3.8% across all sessions) and task-
relevant (0–200ms post-target,;16.16 5.2% across all sessions)
periods.

Following previous studies (Jana et al., 2020; Wessel, 2020), to
examine the relationship between b -burst activity and stopping
behavior in the countermanding task, we first compared the
prevalence of b -bursts across trial types (two-way repeated
measures ANOVA with time window and trial type as factors,
Greenhouse–Geisser corrected: F(1.72,48.31) = 9.816, p, 0.001,
BF10 = 53.763; Fig. 2A; Table 2). We found no significant
changes in the incidence of b -bursts in a baseline period and
during the stop process on non-canceled trials (Holm post hoc
test, adjusted p= 0.300) or during an equivalent period of time
when stopping would have occurred on no-stop trials (Holm
post hoc test, adjusted p. 0.999). However, compared with a
baseline period, b -bursts were significantly more common dur-
ing the STOP process when a movement was successfully can-
celed (Holm post hoc test, adjusted p=0.019). Furthermore,
b -bursts were significantly more common during the STOP
process on canceled compared with non-canceled trials (post hoc
test, adjusted p, 0.001) but not compared with an equivalent
period of time on no-stop trials (post hoc test, adjusted
p= 0.057). This pattern of b -burst incidence replicates previous
reports from human participants (Jana et al., 2020; Wessel,
2020).

Neurophysiological investigations quantify neural signals on
a finer time scale using spike density functions (Hanes et al.,
1998). To examine how changes in b -bursts occur over time, we
derived b -burst density functions. First, we binary coded the
time of the peak b -amplitude (Fig. 2B). A b -burst density func-
tion was determined by convolving this discretized array with a
Gaussian function over time since the stop-signal (Fig. 2C).
These plots reveal more information about the dynamics of
b -burst production through trial time and across trial types.
b -Burst frequency increases through the trial during saccade
preparation. On no stop trials and non-canceled trials, b -burst
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frequency decreases following saccade initiation. The decrease in
non-canceled trials begins earlier because the latency of non-can-
celed saccades is systematically less than that of no-stop trials.
However, after noncancelled errors the incidence of b -bursts
observed increases markedly. This will be characterized further
below.

The incidence of b -bursts differentiated between correctly
inhibited or incorrectly executed stop trials on average across
sessions 132ms after a stop-signal appeared. However, unlike the
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Figure 1. Experimental procedures. A, Saccade-countermanding task. Monkeys initiated trials by fixating on a central point. After a variable time, the center of the fixation
point was extinguished. A peripheral target was presented simultaneously at one of two possible locations. On no-stop-signal trials monkeys were required to shift gaze to
the target, whereupon after 6006 0 ms a high-pitched auditory feedback tone was delivered, and 600-ms later fluid reward was provided. On stop-signal trials (;40% of
trials), after the target appeared the center of the fixation point was re-illuminated after a variable SSD, which instructed the monkey to cancel the saccade in which case
the same high-pitched tone was presented after a 15006 0 ms hold time followed, after 6006 0 ms by fluid reward. SSD was adjusted such that monkeys successfully can-
celed the saccade in ;50% of trials. In the remaining trials, monkeys made non-canceled errors which were followed after 6006 0 ms by a low-pitched tone, and no reward
was delivered. Monkeys could not initiate trials earlier after errors. B, Countermanding behavior. Top left, Cumulative distribution function of response latencies on no-stop
(green) and non-canceled (yellow) trials. Response latencies on non-canceled trials were faster than those on no-stop trials. Top right, Inhibition function plotting the proba-
bility of responding across SSDs. Weibull functions were fitted to data from each session. The mean of these Weibull functions across sessions and the corresponding 95% CI
is plotted for each monkey (monkey Eu: purple; X: blue). Bottom left, Distribution of mean SSRTs across sessions. Bottom right, Distribution of the proportion of trigger fail-
ures across sessions. C, LFP processing. EEG was recorded with leads placed on the cranial surface over the medial frontal cortex at the location analogous to FCz in humans.
The EEG lead was located over the supplementary eye field (SEF) and pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA). For each session, raw data were extracted. After bandpass
filtering between 15 and 29 Hz, this signal was epoched from "1000 to 2500 ms relative to target presentation, saccade initiation, and stop-signal presentation. D, b -Burst
processing. The epoched signal for each trial was convolved with a complex Morlet wavelet. Time-frequency power estimates were extracted by calculating the squared mag-
nitude of the complex wavelet-convolved data. Individual b -bursts were defined as local maxima in the trial-by-trial band time-frequency power matrix, for which the
power exceeded a threshold of six times the median power of the entire time-frequency power matrix for the electrode. An example burst is shown in the time-frequency
plot at the bottom. E, Examples of b band time frequency in 12 randomly selected trials, aligned on SSD (solid red), with the corresponding SSRT (dashed red). These plots
are indistinguishable from counterparts derived from human data.

Table 1. Stop-signal task performance (mean 6 SEM) for both monkeys across
all sessions

Monkey Eu (n= 12 sessions) Monkey X (n= 17 sessions)

No-stop RT (ms) 313.46 1.6 263.06 1.0
Non-canceled RT (ms) 259.46 2.0 229.66 1.0
SSRTmean (ms) 112.46 6.4 114.36 1.8
SSRTstd (ms) 30.56 1.8 30.96 1.0
p (trigger failures) 0.0696 0.010 0.0326 0.003
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discharge rates of neurons causally involved in movement initia-
tion and inhibition (Middlebrooks et al., 2020; Fig. 2D, bottom
panel), b -burst density functions were so small and noisy that
no time distinguished canceled from no stop trials in individual
sessions (Fig. 2D, upper panel). Notably, across sessions, b -burst
incidence decreases after SSRT in canceled trials. If b -bursts are
supposed to enforce response inhibition, this decay is curious.
Because monkeys must sustain fixation for 1500ms, response in-
hibition is sustained long after b -bursts cease. If stopping con-
sists of multiple processes, one responsible for the interruption
of the motor plan and another for maintenance of the inhibition
goal (Logan and Cowan, 1984; Bompas et al., 2020), perhaps
b -bursts initiate the stop process but do not maintain the
inhibition.

The response inhibition function plots the fraction of non-
canceled trials in which saccades are produced as a function of
stop signal delay (Fig. 1B). The fraction of non-canceled trials is
an increasing function of stop signal delay, because movements
become less likely to cancel as movement preparation progresses.
Using single neuron discharge rates, a neurometric function
plots the probability of modulating within SSRT as a function of
SSD. The neurometric function derived from the single neuron
discharges of movement-related neurons parallels the inhibition
function (Brown et al., 2008). Although this relationship has only
been demonstrated for neural activity that initiates responses, the
relationship with neural activity that instantiate the STOP process is
just the inverse with greater likelihood of modulation when the
probability of inhibition is highest.

We determined whether a neurometric function derived from
b -bursts parallels the probability of inhibiting a prepared
response. For each session, we measured the number of b -bursts
observed on canceled trials at each SSD, 50ms before SSRT,
using the conventional threshold of 6! median amplitude plus
lower (2! median) and higher (10! median) thresholds. This
b -burst neurometric function was compared with the probabil-
ity of inhibiting a response at each SSD (Fig. 3A) quantitatively
through the sum of their squared differences at each stop signal
delay. Summed squared differences close to zero indicate similar-
ity of the two measures. Across sessions, the distribution of
summed squared differences using the 6! median threshold was
significantly different from zero (one-sample t test: t(28) = 6.70,
p, 0.001, BF10 = 56,120.13; Fig. 3B). This conclusion did not
depend on b -burst measurement threshold, for even with the
lowest threshold finding b -bursts in only 40% of canceled trials.
No b -burst measurement threshold produced a neurometric
function similar to the inhibition function (one-sample t test at
each threshold, p, 10"10 for all thresholds after corrections for
multiple comparisons; Fig. 3B).

b-Bursts, error monitoring, and executive control
The stop-signal task is useful for exploring performance moni-
toring because, by design, errors occur in 50% of stop-signal tri-
als (here, 40% of all trials). Using this task, previous work has
demonstrated neural activity in supplementary eye field (SEF)
that occurs following errors, the magnitude of which is predictive
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Figure 2. b -Bursts during stopping. A, Boxplots showing the incidence of b -bursts
observed during the STOP process interval (from scheduled SSD to SSRT) during no-stop
(green), non-canceled (orange), canceled (red), and during an equivalent period of time
before target presentation (gray) . b -Bursts are observed in ;10–15% of trials and are
slightly but significantly more commonly observed when saccades are inhibited. B, Raster
plot of b -bursts aligned on a pretarget baseline interval (left), stop signal (middle), and sac-
cade initiation (right) across all sessions. Each tick-mark shows the time of peak b -ampli-
tudes satisfying inclusion criteria on each trial. Rasters are shown for non-canceled, no-stop,
and canceled trials. The rough equivalence of b -burst frequency across types of trials is evi-
dent, as is the elevation of b -burst rate at the end of non-canceled error trials. C, b -Burst
density function derived from raster plots. b -Burst peak times were convolved with a
Gaussian function. During the stopping period, b -bursts were slightly but significantly more
common on canceled trials (red line) than on no-stop (green) or non-canceled trials (yellow).
D, Comparing time course of b -burst (top) and single neuron discharges (bottom) on can-
celed and latency-matched no stop signal trials for a single session. At no time did the inci-
dence of b -bursts on single session differentiate between movement initiation and
inhibition. In contrast, as demonstrated previously, the discharge rate of an example FEF
movement neuron sampled in one session shows a clear separation between trial types
occurring before the STOP process concludes. The neuron was recorded from another monkey
in a separate study performing a choice countermanding task (Middlebrooks et al., 2020)
and is provided as an example to demonstrate the mechanistic differences between the
signals.

Table 2. Percentage of trials (mean 6 SEM) with b-bursts during a baseline
and stopping period, for all trial types

No-stop Non-canceled Canceled

Baseline 11.66 0.6% 11.76 0.7% 11.26 0.7%
Stopping period 11.86 0.8% 10.56 0.7% 13.16 0.8%
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of changes in response latencies in the
following trial (Stuphorn et al., 2010;
Sajad et al., 2019). Hence, we compared
the incidence of b -bursts 100–300ms af-
ter error and correct saccades, when spik-
ing activity related to errors is maximal.
b -Bursts were significantly more preva-
lent on error trials (11.16 0.7%) com-
pared with correct trials (6.76 0.5%)
during this period (one-way repeated
measures ANOVA: F(1,28) = 55.103, p ,
10"3, BF10 = 9068.665; Fig. 4A).

Behaviorally, RT on a trial varies accord-
ing to the outcome of the previous trial
(Emeric et al., 2007). Both monkeys pro-
duced longer RT in no-stop trials following
erroneous non-canceled trials (one-way
repeated measures ANOVA with previous
trial type as factor, Greenhouse–Geisser
corrected, F(1.54,43.30) = 226.341, p, 0.001,
BF10 = 6.785e1 52, Holm post hoc com-
parison between no-stop and non-can-
celed: p, 0.001, BF10 = 2.273e1 7). To
examine whether post-saccade b -bursts
influence post-error slowing, we calculated
a post-error slowing index for each session by dividing the mean
RT on no-stop trials following non-canceled trials, by the mean
RT on no-stop trials following another no-stop trial (Fig. 4B). This
value measures the relative change in RT on no-stop trials depend-
ent on the previous trial type. We found that the incidence of
b -bursts after errors bore no relation to RT on the following trial
for either monkey (monkey Eu: R2 = 0.0333, p=0.571, BF10 =
0.521; monkey X: R2 = 0.0732, p=0.294, BF10 = 0.624; Fig. 4C).

Given the outcome-dependent adaption in response latency,
we investigated whether the outcome on the previous trial, influ-
enced b -burst occurrence during the baseline period on the fol-
lowing trial. We found no significant effect of previous trial
outcome on the proportion of b -bursts observed in the baseline
of a following no-stop trial (one-way repeated measures
ANOVA: F(1.47,41.04) = 3.09, p= 0.071, BF10= 1.22).

Discussion
We found that the prevalence and timing of the b -bursts do not
account for the likelihood of canceling a planned response.
Mirroring findings with human participants, we found macaque
monkeys exhibit small but consistent pulses of b activity recorded
in EEG over medial-frontal cortex during the inhibition of pre-
pared movements (Jana et al., 2020; Wessel, 2020). As previous
findings, we observed b -bursts infrequently (;15% of trials) and
not uncommonly in trials in which a response was generated. If
b -bursts cause response inhibition, then they should be more
prevalent at earlier SSDs where inhibition is more successful. This
relationship between neurometric and psychometric measures
of response inhibition has been observed in the discharges of
movement-related neurons in frontal eye fields (Brown et al.,
2008). However, in the mechanistic, interactive race models of
saccade countermanding, unlike the progressive activation of
the GO unit over time and across stop signal delays, the action
of the STOP unit is effectively all-or-none (Boucher et al.,
2007; Logan et al., 2015). Thus, an effective mechanism of res-
ponse inhibition must happen on every trial in which a
response is inhibited. Collectively and unfortunately, these

observations raise doubts about the proposal that b -bursts are
a causal mechanism of response inhibition, and limit future
applications in devices such as brain-machine interfaces.

Previous findings of b -bursts over frontal cortex have been
interpreted as part of a larger framework proposing that the infe-
rior frontal gyrus of the right hemisphere (rIFG) and the presup-
plementary motor area (pre-SMA) contribute to reactive control
through the hyper-direct pathway (Aron and Poldrack, 2006;
Aron et al., 2007). While the rIFG has been implicated in the
attentional capture of the stop-signal and initiating the STOP
process (Swann et al., 2012; Jana et al., 2020), the role of the pre-
SMA is less clear. Human fMRI studies show greater activity in
pre-SMA on stop trials with manual responses (Aron and
Poldrack, 2006; Aron et al., 2007; Rae et al., 2015) and in supple-
mentary eye field with saccades (Thakkar et al., 2014). Lesion
studies also associate medial frontal areas with impaired stopping
of limbs (Floden and Stuss, 2006; Nachev et al., 2007; Sumner et
al., 2007) and eyes (Husain et al., 2003). This is mirrored in
human electrophysiological evidence reporting stronger signals
over pre-SMA during canceled trials (Swann et al., 2012).
However, our observation that b -bursts are slightly more com-
mon during response inhibition is unexpected in macaques
based on previous neurophysiological results. In single-unit
recordings, the modulation of neurons in MFC occurs too late to
contribute to the reactive control of movement and instead con-
tributes to performance monitoring and the exertion of proactive
control (Emeric et al., 2010; Stuphorn et al., 2010).

Such discrepancies have sparked debate about whether maca-
ques are a useful model of executive control in humans (Cole et
al., 2009; Schall and Emeric, 2010). The countermanding task
has the advantage for comparisons between macaques and
humans because across species it has been tested with the same
response modalities, task designs, and measurement scales.
Nevertheless, cross-species comparisons require caution because
of differences in how the data are collected. First, like previous
studies, we cannot localize b -bursts in scalp data to specific cort-
ical areas, given the spatial resolution of EEG. To draw compari-
sons with human studies, we have to focused on literature that
highlights the role of pre-SMA. These previous studies used tasks
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which typically required reaching or manual movements. As our
study used a saccade-countermanding task, we expect activity to
be present in the supplementary eye field, considered to be the
“eye area” of the pre-SMA. SEF in macaques is homologous to
SEF in humans, as SMA/pre-SMA in macaques is homologous
to SMA/pre-SMA in humans (Amiez and Petrides, 2009). In
macaques, the pre-SMA is located in the cortex forming the
medial wall above cingulate cortex. Thus, from a biophysical
standpoint, it is unlikely that the electrical field generated in this
area would be captured through the EEG we record. However,
SEF is on the dorsomedial convexity and activity in such an area
is evident in the overlying EEG (Sajad et al., 2019). Second, com-
pared with experiments with humans, monkeys are well trained
and well accustomed to the task, typically completing up to 10
times more trials than humans. This may be demonstrated
through our observation that monkeys have a much smaller pro-
portion of trigger failures (;5%) compared with what has been
previously observed in human (;20%) studies (Skippen et al.,
2019, 2020). However, although RTs and SSRTs are typically
shorter in macaques than humans, the relative relationship
between the two is similar between species. Indeed, our first
investigation of the stop signal task with macaque monkeys
established that their performance matches in various nuanced
details that of humans (Hanes and Schall, 1995). Moreover,
instantiations of the race model account for both human and
macaque countermanding performance equivalently (Boucher et
al., 2007; Camalier et al., 2007).

While we found b -bursts were more common during
response inhibition, we also found they were more common
following errors, suggesting a contribution to performance
monitoring and executive control. This observation is con-
sistent with patterns of spiking activity described in medial
frontal cortex (Stuphorn et al., 2000; Sajad et al., 2019) and
complementing previous observations that error, conflict,
and reward monitoring are typically associated with u (4–
8Hz) band modulation (Luu et al., 2004; Trujillo and Allen,
2007; Cohen et al., 2008; Cavanagh et al., 2009; Nigbur et al.,
2011; Amarante et al., 2017). Over medial frontal cortex, b
power is elevated when cognitive control was required and
following negative feedback (Stoll et al., 2016). Specifically,
in a change-stop-signal task, previous work has highlighted
greater b activity on canceled compared with non-canceled
trials in pre-SMA, following the completion of the STOP
process (Jha et al., 2015). This has also been demonstrated in
a combined Flanker stop-signal task, in which b activity
increased following the commission of an error (Marco-
Pallarés et al., 2008; Beyer et al., 2012). Interestingly, the
magnitude of this b activity correlated with the u -activity
underlying the ERN (Marco-Pallarés et al., 2008).

While it has been previous argued that there is mixed evi-
dence for a relationship between the error-related negativity
and performance adjustments (Gehring et al., 1993; Gehring
and Fencsik, 2001; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2002; Hajcak et
al., 2003; Kerns et al., 2004; Holroyd et al., 2005; Ladouceur
et al., 2007; West and Travers, 2008; Núñez Castellar et al.,
2010; Godlove et al., 2011b; Reinhart et al., 2012; Fu et al.,
2019), recent meta-analyses and large-scale studies have
demonstrated a more robust relationship between single-trial
ERN amplitude and post-error slowing. In a meta-analysis of
mid-frontal u , Cavanagh and Shackman (2015) showed sys-
tematic evidence that increases in the magnitude of the ERN
were coupled with greater post-error slowing; the magnitude
of this effect was over twice as large within-subjects
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compared with between-subjects. Supporting this, a recent
large-scale study of ;900 participants demonstrated that
greater ERN amplitude was associated with greater post-
error slowing within subjects, but not between (Fischer et al.,
2016). In contrast to previous findings, we found incidence
of b -bursts after errors did not predict post-error adjust-
ments in RT. Previous observations have reported increased
b activity in pre-SMA was associated with greater post-error
slowing (Marco-Pallarés et al., 2008; Jha et al., 2015) but not
with the latency of corrective responses (Marco-Pallarés et
al., 2008).

Although we have observed these significant changes in
b -burst activity during response inhibition and executive
control, b -bursts were neither necessary or sufficient for
stopping and were also commonly observed on trials with er-
roneous saccades executed. Furthermore, changes in stop-
ping performance were not reflected through changes in the
proportion of b -bursts observed. The overall low prevalence
of b -bursts must be noted. This resulted in b -burst density
functions which were small and noisy compared with single
neuron spike density functions. Given that b -bursts are rela-
tively uncommon and non-specific, we draw inferences only
cautiously. Several alternative hypotheses can be considered.
First, medial frontal b -bursts may not be specific to stop-
ping. Indeed, we observed pronounced changes in b -burst
occurrence after errors. Second, as argued previously (Jana et
al., 2020; Wessel, 2020), EEG has a poor signal-to-noise ratio.
This issue can be addressed in future work by measuring the
occurrence of b -bursts in intracranial signals recorded in
medial frontal areas. Finally, methods for detecting b -bursts
could miss significant but subthreshold bursts. Perhaps,
more sensitive methods can be developed.

To conclude, by replicating measurements of b -bursts in
EEG of macaque monkeys, we establish an animal model of this
phenomenon. First, we demonstrated b -bursts were more prev-
alent when movements were successfully inhibited. Second, we
demonstrated a greater incidence of b -bursts over the medial
frontal cortex when a movement was erroneously executed.
However, in neither context were b -bursts frequent enough to
account for behavior. Given the pulses of b -bursts at different
stages during the task, it is uncertain whether they index different
mechanisms or are produced by one mechanism at different
times. In previous work, this uncertainty and apparent absence
of causal efficacy has been explained as a consequence of poor
signal-to-noise ratio of noninvasive EEG recordings. Establishing
the same phenomena in a monkey model engenders confidence
in proceeding with the systematic investigation of the neural
mechanisms of b -burst generation in the cerebral cortex during
countermanding or other tasks. Future studies which sample
b -bursts across the layers of the cortex can provide insights into
the mechanisms of their generation and possibly help elucidate
the role of b -bursts during response inhibition and executive
control.
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Functional architecture of executive control
and associated event-related potentials in
macaques

Amirsaman Sajad1,3, Steven P. Errington 1,3 & Jeffrey D. Schall 1,2

The medial frontal cortex (MFC) enables executive control by monitoring
relevant information and using it to adapt behavior. In macaques performing a
saccade countermanding (stop-signal) task, we simultaneously recorded elec-
trical potentials over MFC and neural spiking across all layers of the supple-
mentary eyefield (SEF).We report the laminar organizationof neurons enabling
executive control by monitoring the conflict between incompatible responses,
the timing of events, and sustaining goal maintenance. These neurons were a
mix of narrow-spiking and broad-spiking found in all layers, but those pre-
dicting the duration of control and sustaining the task goal until the release of
operant control were more commonly narrow-spiking neurons confined to
layers 2 and 3 (L2/3). We complement these results with evidence for amonkey
homolog of the N2/P3 event-related potential (ERP) complex associated with
response inhibition. N2 polarization varied with error-likelihood and P3 polar-
ization varied with the duration of expected control. The amplitude of the N2
and P3 were predicted by the spike rate of different classes of neurons located
in L2/3 but not L5/6. Thesefindings reveal features of the corticalmicrocircuitry
supporting executive control and producing associated ERPs.

Effective control of behavior is necessary to override conflicting,
habitual, or inappropriate responses, and to facilitate stopping,
switching, and updating of task goals. Investigating features of
executive control is afforded through the countermanding (stop-sig-
nal) task1, during which macaque monkeys, like humans, exert
response inhibition and adapt performance based on stimulus history,
response outcomes, and the temporal structure of task events2.

Converging evidence from imaging, electrophysiology, and lesion
studies indicates that MFC, including the supplementary motor com-
plex, is essential for executive control3–6. In humans, noninvasive ERP
measures derived from a negative–positive waveform over the medial
frontal cortex, known as the N2/P3, have been used to test hypotheses
about executive control function7. Executive control of gaze ismediated
by the SEF—an agranular area on the dorsomedial convexity of theMFC.
Here, neurons modulate too late to enable reactive control of eye

movements and instead contribute to proactive control8. Electrical
microstimulation of SEF improves performance in the countermanding
task by slowing response time (RT)9 by postponing the accumulation of
pre-saccadic activity in gaze control structures10. SEF also supports
working memory11,12 and signals surprising events13, event timing14,15,
response conflict16, and consequences17.

Whilst these executive control signals are well documented in
MFC, how they arise is uncertain3–6. Understanding neural spiking with
laminar resolution is necessary to clarify circuit-level mechanisms
because neurons in different layers have different biophysical prop-
erties and anatomical connections. Although such approaches have
been integral in developing our understanding of processing in the
early visual system18 the canonical cortical microcircuit derived from
granular sensory areas19 does not explain agranular frontal areas like
SEF20–24.
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To understand mechanistically how executive control signals are
generated in theMFC,we sampledneural spiking activity in SEFbeneath
where the frontal N2/P3 is sampled. We previously described the lami-
nar microcircuitry of performance monitoring signals in the SEF and
their relationship to error-related negativity (ERN)17. Here we describe
the laminar microcircuitry of signals that monitor events occurring
during successful stopping performance. We describe three classes of
neurons that signal response conflict, event timing, andmaintenance of
task goals. We also provide evidence that macaque monkeys produce
the N2/P3 ERP associated with response inhibition, describe the task
factors indexed by this ERP, and elucidate the neuron classes predicting
the polarization.

Results
Countermanding performance and neural sampling
Neurophysiological and electrophysiological data were recorded from
two macaque monkeys performing the saccade stop-signal task with

explicit feedback tone cues preceding the possible delivery of fluid
reward (Fig. 1a)25. Data collection and analysis were informed by the
consensus guide for the stop-signal task1. Briefly,monkeys earned fluid
reward for shifting their gaze to a target on its appearance and for
inhibiting the planned saccade when an infrequent stop-signal
appeared. The delay of the stop-signal was varied experimentally to
yield an equal probability of successful (canceled) or unsuccessful
(noncanceled, NC) stop-signal trials. Two kinds of NC trials were dis-
tinguished (Fig. 1a): NC trials in which the gaze shifted after the stop-
signal appeared (RT > SSD) were identified as errors (NCerror), whereas
trials when gaze shifted before SSD (RT < SSD) were identified as pre-
mature noncanceled trials (NCpremature). Both trials resulted in no juice
reward being delivered.

We acquired 33,816 trials across 29 sessions (Monkey Eu, male,
12 sessions, 11,583 trials; Monkey X, female, 17 sessions, 22,233 trials).
Typical performance was produced by both monkeys. First, response
times (RT) on noncanceled trials (mean± SD Eu: 294 ± 179ms; X:
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Fig. 1 | Experimental approach. a Saccade countermanding task. Monkeys earned
fluid reward for shifting gaze (dashed circle) to a visual target unless a stop-signal
appeared after a variable stop-signal delay (SSD) adjusted to achieve ~50% canceled
trials. Successful no-stop-signal or canceled trial outcome was signaled by a high-
pitched tone after Ttone preceding fluid delivery. Noncanceled errors were signaled
by a low-pitched tone. Monkeys could shift gaze and blink after Ttone, which
equaled 1500ms - SSD. Noncanceled trials with RT> SSD were explicit errors.
Noncanceled trials with RT < SSD were premature responses. Details in text.
b Neural sampling. Neural spiking was recorded across all layers of agranular SEF
(NeuN stain) using Plexon U-probe. Neurons with both broad (black) and narrow
(red) spikes were sampled. Spiking modulation was measured relative to the pre-
sentation of task events (thin solid, visual target; thick solid, stop-signal) and per-
formancemeasures like SSRT (dashed vertical). Simultaneously, EEG was recorded
from an electrode in the cranial surface over the MFC (10–20 location Fz). The
yellow rectangle portrays the cortical area sampled in a T1 MR image. c Neuron

classification. Among 575 sampled neurons 271 were classified by their modulation
during successful stopping. Their respective spike density functions (SDF) were
submitted to an unsupervised consensus clustering pipeline27 yielding the com-
posite similarity matrix (z-score color map) and associated dendrogram. The color
coding in this figure bears no relation to colors used in other figures. Consensus
clustering yielded 5 clusters with 2 clusters containing >80% of the neurons. The
different modulation patterns are evident in the average SDF aligned on SSRT of
each cluster. Followingmanual curation, 129 facilitated and 84 suppressed neurons
were analyzed further based on heterogeneity inmodulation latency, duration, and
pattern with the feedback tone. K-means clustering further divided facilitated
neurons into sustained and transient classes (right panel). The inset in the right
panel shows that k = 2 clusters were chosen based on the Elbow method and the
Silhouette score. Therefore, three classes of neurons were analyzed in this study.
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230 ± 83ms) were systematically shorter than those on no-stop-signal-
signal trials (Eu: 313 ± 119ms, X: 263 ± 112ms; Mixed-effects linear
regression (two-tailed) grouped by monkey, t(27507) = −17.4,
p <0.001). Second, the probability of noncanceled trials increased
with stop-signal delay (SSD). These two observations validated the use
of the independent race model26 to estimate the stop-signal reaction
time (SSRT), an estimate of the time needed to cancel a partially pre-
pared saccade. SSRT measures the time of successful stopping. If the
stop process does not inhibit saccade preparation before this time,
then gaze will shift. Accordingly, neural modulation occurring before
SSRT can contribute to reactive stopping but modulation occurring
after SSRT cannot8,27. SSRT across sessions did not differ between
monkeys (Eu: 118 ± 23ms, X: 103 ± 24ms, independent groups t-test
(two-tailed), t(27) = −1.69, p = 0.103).

Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded over the MFC with
leads placed on the cranial surface beside the chamber while a linear
electrode array (Plexon, 24 channels, 150 µm spacing) was inserted in
SEF (Fig. 1b). SEF was localized by anatomical landmarks and intra-
cortical electricalmicrostimulation21. Neural spikingwas sampled from
575 single units (Eu: 244, X: 331) across five sites. Overall, 213 neurons
(Eu: 105, X: 108) modulated around SSRT and revealed the functional
signals reported in this study. The description of the laminar dis-
tribution of signals is based on 16 of the 29 sessions during which
electrode arrays were oriented perpendicular to the cortical layers. In
total, 119 neurons (Eu: 54; X: 65) were assigned to layers confidently
(Supplementary Fig. 1b, Supplementary Table 1). Due to variability in
the estimates and the indistinct border between L6 and white matter,
units appearing beneath the average gray-matter estimate were
assigned to L6.

Functional classification of neural activity related to successful
stopping
Aspects of the behavioral and neural dataset analyzed here have been
used to address other questions. The current results describe the
activity on successfully canceled stop-signal trials. According to the
race model26 and validated neurophysiologically27 noncanceled trials
result from faster responses than canceled trials (RT < SSD + SSRT,
Supplementary Fig. 2a) and therefore are associated with distinct
neural mechanisms. Activity on noncanceled stop-signal trials was
described previously17.

We classified neurons primarily based on the pattern of neural
activation around SSRT (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Fig. 1c). A semi-
supervised consensus cluster algorithm28 followed bymanual curation
revealed populations of neurons that were facilitated (129) or sup-
pressed (84) following successful response inhibition. Facilitated
neurons were further classified into two distinct subpopulations based
on other response profile properties (Fig. 1c).

To identify the putative functional roles of each pattern of mod-
ulation, we contrasted neural modulation on canceled trials with a
subset of no-stop-signal trials with matching temporal dynamics,
identified through a process of latency-matching. This process only
included no-stop-signal trials with response times long enough to have
been canceled had the stop-signal been presented (RT ≥ SSD+ SSRT;
Supplementary Fig. 2a). We distinguished canceled trials by SSD to
account for variations in modulation dynamics arising from differ-
ences in the timing of task events (Fig. 1a).We also examined theneural
activity before the feedback tonewhich terminated operant control on
behavior after successful stopping (Fig. 1a). Variations in neural activity
across SSDs were tested against a variety of parameters derived from
different theories of MFC function described below (Fig. 2b; Supple-
mentary Table 2).

Performance of the stop-signal task is explained as theoutcomeof
a race between stochastic GO and STOP processes26, instantiated by
specific interactions enabling the interruption of the GO process by a
STOP process29,30 (Fig. 2a). A theory of medial frontal function posits

that it encodes the conflict between mutually incompatible
processes31. Such conflict arises naturally as the mathematical product
of the activation of themutually incompatible GO and STOP units. The
probability of noncanceled trials at each SSD, p(NC|SSD), served as a
proxy for conflict because it is the outcome of the race between the
conflicting processes. This was validated by simulations of the GO and
STOP units in the interactive race model (Fig. 2a). Therefore, the
conflict model predicts variations in neural activity as a function of
p(NC|SSD).

Inspired by reinforcement learning models, we determined whe-
ther neural modulation after stop-signal appearance varied with the
likelihood of error associated with an experienced SSD32. Note that a
stop-signal appearing after RT cannot contribute to this association.
The experienced SSD can be learned only in trials when the stop-signal
was seen (SSseen), which are canceled trials and noncanceled trials that
are explicit errors (NCerror). Therefore, the error-likelihood model
predicts that neural activity varies with the likelihood of error, which
was operationalized by p(NCerror|SSD)/p(SSseen|SSD). Neural modula-
tion scaling positively (negatively) with this quantity encodes the error
(success) likelihood associated with each SSD. This quantity diverges
from p(NC|SSD) at longer SSDs (Fig. 2b, top-left panel).

Finally, due to the temporal regularities of SSD and other events,
we determined whether neural modulation signaled interval
timing14,15,33,34, moment-by-moment expectation for events35,36, or the
surprise associated with the violation of the expectations37,38 (Fig. 2b,
Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary Fig. 3). Guided by previous
research on time perception33,35,39, we tested whether neural modula-
tion varied with elapsed time in linear or logarithmic scales. Expecta-
tion was operationalized by hazard rate

hðtÞ =
f ðtÞ

½1$ F tð Þ%
ð1Þ

where f(t) is the probability density and F(t) is the associated cumula-
tive distribution. Surprise at the violation of this expectation was
operationalized by Shannon’s information,

s tð Þ=$log2½h tð Þ% ð2Þ

Different hazard rates and surprise quantities were computed
based on different representations of temporal statistics plus the
perceptualprecisionof SSDand the timeuntil the feedback tone (Ttone;
Fig. 2b; Supplementary Fig. 3a). Hazard ratemodels predict that neural
activity before an event varies with h(t), and surprise models predict
that neural activity after an event varies with s(t). The various models
resulting from these quantities were compared through mixed-effects
model comparison with Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC).

Conflict monitoring neurons. The classification pipeline identified 75
neurons with transient facilitation on canceled trials compared to
latency-matched no-stop-signal trials (Fig. 1c). This facilitation was not
a visual response to the stop-signal because it did not occur on non-
canceled trials (Supplementary Figs. 1e and 2b). It also cannot con-
tribute to reactive response inhibition because for nearly all neurons
(71/75) it arose after SSRT (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig. 4a). The facil-
itation started 90.4 ± 74ms after SSRT with peak recruitment at
~110ms at which time ~60% of neurons were active (Fig. 3a).

Through model comparison, we assessed how the magnitude of
this modulation varied with task and performance parameters. The
facilitation was best described by the conflict model with higher
activity associated with larger p(NC|SSD) (Fig. 3e; Supplementary
Table 3, Mixed-effects linear regression (two-tailed) grouped by neu-
ron, t(212) = 4.24, p < 0.001). Time-based and surprise models derived
from the temporal statistics on canceled trials were candidates
(ΔBIC < 2). The error-likelihood (ΔBIC = 3.52) and other surprise
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models earned weak support (ΔBIC= 5.7) or were rejected (ΔBIC> 6)
(Fig. 3d; Supplementary Table 3). Although some surprise and time-
based models explained the modulation, preference for the conflict
model aligns with an earlier conjecture that these neurons signal
conflict derived from the co-activation of GO and STOP unit
activation16. Because this signal arises too late to influence response
inhibition, we conjecture that it contributes to conflict monitoring.

On canceled trials, a minority of these neurons produced persis-
tent weak activity until the tone, some with a transient response
thereafter (Fig. 3a, b; Supplementary Fig. 1e). The spike rate immedi-
ately before the feedback tone was unrelated to its time or anticipa-
tion. Although RT slowed after successful stopping (multiple linear
regression (two-tailed) controlling for direction and session,
t(13664) = 15.7, p <0.001), themodulation of only a few neurons (7/75)
covaried with RT (multiple linear regression controlling for SSD,
p <0.05). Therefore, Conflict neurons were not involved in RT
adjustments.

Over half of Conflict neurons (57%) exhibited multiplexing with
reinforcement- or error-related signals reported previously17 (Supple-
mentary Table 7). Some produced higher discharge rates on unre-
warded trials (previously identified as Loss neurons); some, had higher
discharge rates on rewarded trials (Gain neurons). However, multi-
plexing incidence did not differ from that predicted by the sampling

prevalence of these signals (Chi-square test of homogeneity (one-
tailed), X2 (3, N = 575) = 1.02, p =0.791). The vast majority (65/75) were
not modulated when stopping failed (Supplementary Fig. 2b, Supple-
mentary Table 7), reinforcing previous findings that conflict and error
monitoring are distinct16,17.

To investigate the microcircuit contribution of Conflict neurons,
we examined their spike waveform duration and distribution across
the layers (Supplementary Fig. 1a). Neurons were distinguished as
broad- and narrow-spiking, whichmay identify pyramidal neurons that
can send extrinsic connections and intrinsic inhibitory interneurons,
respectively40.Most Conflict neurons (63/75) had broad spikes, but the
incidence did not exceed that observed in the overall recording
sample (Chi-square test of homogeneity (one-tailed), X2 (1,
N = 575) = 0.205, p =0.152).

Conflict neurons were observed in all recording sites but more
prevalently at some (Chi-square test of homogeneity (one-tailed),X2 (4,
N = 575) = 11.6, p = 0.020). Those recorded in sessions with perpendi-
cular penetrations (36/75) revealed the spatiotemporal progression of
the conflict signal across time and cortical depth (Fig. 3b). These
neuronswere sampled fromall layerswith an incidence corresponding
to the sampling distribution (Chi-square test of homogeneity (one-
tailed), X2 (4, N = 293) = 4.28, p =0.369; Fig. 3b; Supplementary Fig. 1a;
Supplementary Table 1). The onset time of the modulation did not
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(b-1) were based on the proportions of stop-signal trials (left ordinate) in which the
saccade was successfully canceled (gray bars), those in which the stop-signal was
seen because of RT > SSD (SSseen; blue bars) and all stop-signal trials (white bars).

The probability of NC trials as a function of SSD (right ordinate) indexed conflict
with p(NC|SSD) and error-likelihood with p(NCerror|SSD)/p(SSseen|SSD), which
diverge at long SSD. Time-based models were based on the duration of SSD (b-1)
and Ttone (b-2) with t (left ordinate) and log(t) (right ordinate) values (b-3, b-4).
Expectation and surprise models were based on hazard rates of SSD and Ttone
derived from their respective distributions (b-1 and b-2). Absolute and Subjective,
incorporating imprecision in duration estimation, hazard rates (red) of SSD (b-5)
and tone (b-6) and the surprise associated with stop-signal (b-5; blue) are shown.
Other variants were also considered based on the underlying assumption about
knowledge of task structure and imprecision in duration estimation (Supplemen-
tary Table 2, Supplementary Fig. 3a). Expectation of SS was quantified by hazard
rate conditional on stop-signal trial probability (~40%). Surprise as a violation of
expectations was quantified by the Shannon information derived from the
hazard rate.
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differ between L2/3 and L5/6 (Mann–Whitney U test (two-tailed),U(13,
23) = 181, z = −1.94, p =0.052). A larger proportion of concurrently
activated Conflict neurons was observed in L5/6 (Fig. 3b). The few
neurons modulating with the tone were observed in all layers.

Thus, complementing previous observations16, particular neurons
in SEFmodulate in amanner consistentwith signaling the co-activation

of gaze-shifting (GO) and gaze-holding (STOP)mechanisms previously
interpreted as conflict31,41. These neurons are distributed across all SEF
layers and are predominantly broad-spiking, as expected from the
sampling distribution. This conflict signal has also been observed in
dopamine (DA) neurons indorsolateral substantia nigrapars compacta
(SNpc) during saccade countermanding42. The SNpc neurons
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modulate significantly earlier than those in SEF but accounting for the
long conduction delay, a dopaminergic signal cannot cause the SEF
modulation (Supplementary Fig. 9; Supplementary Table 9).

Event timing neurons. The classification pipeline identified another
group of 84 neurons with ramping activity following target presenta-
tion on all trials with an abrupt reduction in discharge rate after SSRT
on canceled trials (Fig. 4; Supplementary Fig. 1c–e). This modulation
cannot contribute to reactive response inhibitionbecause fornearly all
neurons (76/84) it happened after SSRT (Supplementary Figs. 1d and
5a). This suppression occurred 62 ± 58ms after SSRT, significantly
earlier than Conflict neurons (Mann–WhitneyU test (two-tailed),U(84,
75) = 6001, z = −2.44, p = 0.014). By ~150ms after SSRT, nearly all neu-
rons had suppressed spiking (Fig. 4a). Noting the similarity of the
ramping to earlier descriptions of time-keeping neurons14,15, we
focused on the ramping activity preceding the suppression.

Model comparison revealed that the ramping magnitude varied
best with log(SSD) (Mixed-effects linear regression (two-tailed)
grouped by neuron, t(250) = 12.62, p =0.001) with higher activity for
longer SSD durations (Fig. 4e; Supplementary Table 4). Absolute SSD
earned weak support (ΔBIC = 2.7), but hazard rate models were rejec-
ted (ΔBIC > 6). Once successful stopping occurred, theseneuronswere
suppressed. On no-stop-signal and noncanceled saccade trials, the
ramping activity occurred in other epochs followed by a decline fol-
lowing the saccade or feedback tone (Supplementary Fig. 2b). Because
the discharge rate decreased sharply after SSRT on canceled but not
on noncanceled stop-signal trials (Fig. 4d, Supplementary Figs. 1e and
2b), we conjectured that these neurons are sensitive to the timing of
events leading to successful stopping and not the timing of the stop-
signal appearance per se.

Inherent to the task, following SSD and SSRT on canceled trials
monkeys had to maintain fixation on the stop-signal for a variable but
predictable duration (Ttone, Fig. 1a). Following the post-SSRT sup-
pression, the activity in a subset of these neurons (38/84) exhibited a
second ramping period preceding the tone, whereupon the spike rate
decreased (Fig. 4; Supplementary Fig. 5b). This ramping had lower
slope than that before SSRT. In a few neurons, the decrease in activity
after the tone followed a brief transient response (Fig. 4a).

The variation in ramping dynamics before the tone was best
explained by time-basedmodels (Ttone; Mixed-effects linear regression
(two-tailed) grouped by neuron, t(112) = 3.41, p <0.001; Fig. 4h, Sup-
plementary Table 4) with weak support for hazard rate models
(3.0 <ΔBIC < 4.4). The Ttone and log(Ttone) models were indistinguish-
able (ΔBIC<0.1) (Fig. 4g). The termination of this ramping activity was
synchronizedwith the feedback tone andnot the time atwhichfixation
was interrupted following the feedback (Supplementary Fig. 5c).

Because the ramping activity of these neurons co-varies with SSD
and Ttone followed by suppression when the interval elapses, we con-
jecture that these neurons signal event timing. Event Timing neurons

were identified by ramping before SSRT, but ~45% also encoded the
timing of the feedback tone. This suggests that the timing signal can
exhibit different specificities in different neurons.

Next, we examined how the activity of these neurons relates to
adjustments in behavior. Replicating previous findings, we found that
RT was influenced by the SSD experienced in the previous trial, with
slower RTs following longer SSD (Linear regressionmodel (two-tailed),
t(83) = 2.64, p =0.010)43. However, the peak of the peri-SSRT ramping
activity of only two neurons predicted RT in the trial following suc-
cessful stopping (multiple linear regression (two-tailed) for each neu-
ron controlling for SSD, p < 0.05). Therefore, this putative time-
keeping signal does not influence the slowing of RT after canceled
trials.

Neurons identified with event timing multiplexed with perfor-
mance monitoring signals reported previously17. Event timing was
significantly more likely to be observed in Error and Gain neurons
compared to Loss neurons (Chi-square test of homogeneity (one-
tailed), X2 (3, N = 575) = 44.86, p < 0.001, Supplementary Table 7). The
nature of the ramping before SSRT was invariant across multiplexing
associations. Ramping after the feedback tone until reward delivery
was observed in Gain neurons (24/84).

To elucidate the microcircuit contribution of Event Timing neu-
rons, we examined their spike waveform duration and distribution
across the layers. The majority (72/84) were broad-spiking similar in
proportion to the sampling distribution (Chi-square test of homo-
geneity (one-tailed), X2 (1, N = 575) = 3.75, p = 0.053). These neurons
were found in all penetrations but were more common in some sites
(X2 (4, N = 575) > 39.3, p < 0.001; Supplementary Table 1). The
time–depth organization of these neurons was revealed in the sample
from perpendicular penetrations (49/84; Fig. 4b). Those ramping
before SSRTwere found across all layers in proportion to the sampling
distribution (Chi-square test of homogeneity (one-tailed), X2 (4,
N = 293) = 7.33, p =0.120; Fig. 4b; Supplementary Fig. 1a; Supplemen-
tary Table 1). However, those with ramping after SSRT until the tone
were significantly more concentrated in lower L3 and L5 (X2 (2,
N = 293) = 10.37, p =0.006; Supplementary Table 1). The suppression
time after SSRT or the tone did not vary across layers.

Thus, neurons in SEF exhibited ramping activity that can signal the
time preceding critical events for successful task performance. These
results show that these neurons are distributed across all SEF layers
and are predominantly broad-spiking as expected from the sampling
distribution. Also, the time-related signals in the SEF can havedifferent
functional specificities44 and multiplex with error and reinforcement
signals in different layers.

Goal maintenance neurons. We identified another class of 54 facili-
tated neurons with significantly greater discharge rate on canceled
compared to latency-matched no-stop-signal trials after SSRT (Fig. 5).
This neuron class was distinguished from Conflict neurons based on

Fig. 3 | Conflict neuron time–depth organization. a Average spike rate (top) and
recruitment (bottom) of broad- (dark) and narrow-spiking (light) neurons on can-
celed (thick) and latency-matchedno-stop-signal (thin) trials, alignedon SSRT (left)
and tone (right), normalized to 95th percentile within respective intervals. SSRT-
aligned recruitmentwas thedifferencebetween trials indicatedbyp(diff > 0). Tone-
aligned recruitment was the difference in spiking on canceled trials (Acanceled)
relative to baseline (BL) lowest spiking value ±500ms from the tone. Modulations
after tone were not analyzed. Post-saccadic spiking on no-stop-signal trials before
tone can exceed that on canceled trials. b Time–depth plot showing latency and
recruitment across depth from perpendicular penetrations. Symbols mark the
beginning of modulation for broad- (triangles) and narrow-spiking (stars) neurons.
Color map indicates percentage through time at each depth relative to sampling
density. Solid horizontal line marks L3–L5 boundary. The lower boundary of L6 is
not discrete. cModulation on canceled (thick) relative to latency-matched no-stop-
signal (thin) trials for lower, intermediate, and higher p(NC|SSD) of two

representative neurons: n1 had broad spikes in L6; n2 had narrow spikes in L5 (n2)
(identified in b). Shaded interval highlights significant differences in spiking across
conditions. d Model comparison table listing each tested model. The heatmap
shows the difference in BIC values (ΔBIC) for each model compared to the model
with the lowest BIC value (blackfill) with hotter colors corresponding to lowerΔBIC
values. Asterisks (*) indicate models with a significant main effect. The green circle
indicates the best-fit model; the white indicates candidate models (ΔBIC < 2). Spike
rate variation after SSRT was best predicted by the conflict model. Full statistics in
Supplementary Table 3. e Significant variationof spiking (residualized and adjusted
for spiking across neurons) as a function of p(NC| SSD) proxy for conflict (nor-
malized z-scale). Each point plots average spike density andmeanp(NC|SSD) across
all trials in early-, mid-, or late-SSD bins for each of 75 neurons. For 11 neurons no
reliable estimate of spike density for the late-SSD bin was obtained due to too few
trials. These data points were not included.
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the duration of facilitation (K-means clustering, Fig. 1c, Supplementary
Fig. 1d) and by other differences described below.

The facilitation was not a response to the stop-signal, because it
did not occur on noncanceled trials (Supplementary Fig. 2b). It
cannot contribute to reactive response inhibition because it arose
after SSRT for effectively all neurons (53/54; Fig. 5a; Supplementary

Fig. 6a). On average, the facilitation began 120 ± 85ms after SSRT
not significantly different from that of Conflict neurons
(Mann–Whitney U test (two-tailed), U(75, 54) = 4509, z = −1.75,
p = 0.081) but significantly later than the suppression in Event
Timing neurons (Mann–Whitney U test (two-tailed), U(84,
54) = 4940.5, z = −3.91, p < 0.001). The peak recruitment of these
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neurons reached ~95% after ~300ms, later than that of the Conflict
(~110ms) and Event Timing neurons (~150ms) (Fig. 5a).

The variation in activity of these neurons was explained best by
the surprisemodel (S(t)Subjective, SS seen; Mixed-effects linear regression
(two-tailed) grouped by neuron, t(151) = −3.91, p <0.001; Fig. 5d; Sup-
plementary Table 5) with other surprise and time-based models also
candidates (ΔBIC< 2) and weak support for log(SSD) (ΔBIC= 3.0) and
conflict (ΔBIC = 4.1) models. The error-likelihood model was rejected
(ΔBIC > 6.0). The variation of activity varied inverselywith surprise and
positively with Ttone and log(Ttone) (Fig. 5c, e; Supplementary Table 5).
Thus, themodulation of these neurons was further distinguished from
the conflict signal by the different (and opposite) relationship to per-
formance and task parameters (Supplementary Fig. 6e).

On canceled trials after SSRTa large fractionof these neurons (40/
54) produced persistent spiking; a fraction exceeding Conflict neurons
(Chi-square test of homogeneity (one-tailed), X2 (1, N = 129) = 27.3,
p <0.001). The sustained activity attenuated ~300ms after the feed-
back tone that cued successful performance (Fig. 5a). Attenuation after
the tone was also observed on no-stop-signal trials. The spike rate
immediately before the feedback tone was unrelated to any factor
related to its time or anticipation. Consistent with the indirect con-
tribution of SEF to saccade initiation, the termination of this modula-
tion was time-locked to the tone and not when monkeys stopped
fixating on the stop-signal (on canceled trials) or the target (on no-
stop-signal trials). Hence, this signal is not directly involved in gaze-
holding (Supplementary Fig. 6c).

Based on the evidence above and previous findings identifying
SEF signalswithworkingmemory11,12, we conjecture that these neurons
contribute to maintaining a representation of task goals (e.g., sustain
unblinking fixation) for the successful completion of the task. Con-
sistent with this hypothesis, when themonkey broke fixation too early,
the facilitation after SSRT was reduced significantly in a subset of
neurons with enough data (14/54; Supplementary Fig. 6f). Therefore,
we refer to these neurons as Goal Maintenance neurons.

The modulation of only a minority (7/54) of these neurons cov-
aried with RT on the subsequent trial (multiple linear regression (two-
tailed) controlling for SSD, p <0.05) which precludes this signal from
contributing to adjustments of RT.

Goal Maintenance neurons multiplexed with reinforcement and
error signals17. The vast majority were previously classified as Loss
neurons because although the activity of most of these neurons was
suppressed after the feedback tone cued success when it cued failure,
activity increased17 (Supplementary Fig. 6d). The prevalence of this
multiplexing pattern exceeded chance (Chi-square test of homo-
geneity (one-tailed), X2 (3, N = 575) = 19.43, p <0.001; Supplementary
Table 7).

To elucidate the microcircuit contribution of Goal Maintenance
neurons, we examined spike duration and distribution across the lay-
ers. Over one-third of Goal Maintenance neurons were narrow-spiking,
a proportion exceeding chance sampling (21/54; Chi-square test of
homogeneity (one-tailed), X2 (1, N = 575) = 9.27, p =0.002). They were
found in all penetrations but significantly more commonly at certain
sites (X2 (4, N = 575) > 39.3, p < 0.001, Supplementary Table 1). Per-
pendicular penetrations revealed the time-depth organization of 34

GoalMaintenance neurons (Fig. 5b). The distribution of these neurons
across cortical layers was significantly different from the sampling
distribution (X2 (4, N = 293) = 11.24, p = 0.024, Supplementary Fig. 1a,
Supplementary Table 1) with significantly more in L2/3 relative to L5/6
(Fig. 5b, X2 (1, N = 293) = 10.37, p =0.001). Their laminar distribution
was also significantly different from those of Conflict (X2 (1,
N = 70) = 11.54, p <0.001) and Event Timing neurons (X2 (1,
N = 83) = 5.49, p =0.019). Those in L2/3 modulated significantly earlier
than those in L5/6 (L2/3: 85 ± 64ms, L5/6: 193 ± 101; Mann–Whitney U
test (two-tailed), U(26,8) = 388, z = −2.7, p =0.007).

Thus, consistent with previous studies11,12, neurons in SEF pro-
duced activity sufficient to enable a working memory representation
of the goal of saccade inhibition through time tuned by experienced
intervals. These results show that these neurons are most common in
L2/3 and a relatively higher proportion have narrow spikes.

Functional classification of N2/P3 ERP related to response inhibi-
tion. To determine whether macaque monkeys produce ERP compo-
nents associatedwith response inhibition homologous to humans7, we
sampled EEG from an electrode located over MFC (10–20 Fz) while
recording neural spiking in SEF (Fig. 6a). To isolate signals associated
with response inhibition by eliminating components associated with
visual responses and motor preparation, we measured the difference
in polarization on canceled trials and latency-matched no-stop-signal
trials for each SSD (Fig. 6b). Homologous to humans, we observed an
enhanced N2/P3 sequence associated with successful stopping. The
conclusions drawn from the results presented below do not differ if
the analyses are performed on the raw EEG polarization on canceled
trials instead of the difference between conditions in these intervals.

The N2, characterized as a negative deflection homologous to the
human N2, began ~150ms and peaked at 222 ± 17ms after the stop-
signal, well after the visual ERP polarization (Supplementary Fig. 7a).
The N2 was observed after SSRT, too late to index reactive response
inhibition. Furthermore, the N2 peak time across sessions was sig-
nificantly better aligned on stop-signal presentation than on SSRT,
further dissociating the N2 from reactive inhibition (F-test comparison
of variances (two-tailed), F(28,28) = 0.29, p =0.002; Supplementary
Fig. 7c). Variation in the amplitude of the N2 was only explained by the
error-likelihood model with the largest negativity associated with the
lowest error-likelihood (mixed-effects linear regression (two-tailed)
grouped by session, t(85) = 2.42, p =0.018; Fig. 6d, Supplementary
Table 6). Conflict, time-based, and surprisemodels were rejected (non-
significant main effect, and ΔBIC> 3.0; Fig. 6c). This result adds to the
inconclusive evidence for the frontal N2 association with conflict
monitoring and response inhibition7.

The N2 was followed by a robust P3 beginning ~300ms and
peaking 358 ± 17ms after the stop-signal, homologous to the human
P37 (Fig. 6a, b). The peak polarization timewas better synchronized on
the stop-signal than on SSRT (F-test comparison of variances (two-
tailed), F(28,28) = 0.44, p = 0.034; Supplementary Fig. 7c). Variation in
the amplitude of the P3 was best described by the log(Ttone) on can-
celed trials, with P3 polarization increasing with Ttone (Mixed-effects
linear regression (two-tailed) grouped by session, t(85) = 3.72,
p <0.001; Fig. 6c, e; Supplementary Table 6). All time-based models

Fig. 4 | Event timing neuron time–depth organization. Conventions as in Fig. 3.
a Average spike rate and suppression time of neurons with ramping spiking after
the target (mean: vertical line; min-max: gray-shaded rectangle) followed by sup-
pression on successfully canceled relative to latency-matched no-stop-signal trials.
SSRT-aligned recruitment was the difference in spiking between canceled and no-
stop-signal trials. b Time–depth plots. Horizontal dashed lines highlight where
Event Timing neuronswith pre-tone rampingwere concentrated in lower L3 and L5.
c Modulation on successfully canceled relative to latency-matched no-stop-signal
trials for early (lighter) and late (darker) SSDs of two representative neurons: n1 had
narrow spikes but no layer assignment; n2 hadbroad spikes in L5. Spiking in shaded

50ms before SSRT (shaded) was used for analysis. d Model comparison table for
pre-SSRT activity. The best model is highlighted in green. Variation of spiking was
best predicted by log(SSD). Full statistics in Supplementary Table 4. e Significant
variation of spiking activity before SSRT as a function of log(SSD) with 84 neurons
contributing 252 samples. fModulation of neurons n1 and n2 with ramping before
the tone. Shaded 50ms indicates epoch analyzed. g Model comparison table for
pre-tone activity. Variation of spiking was best-predicted log(Ttone). Full statistics in
Supplementary Table 4. h Significant variation of spiking activity before tone as a
function of log(Ttone) with 38 neurons contributing 144 samples across early,
intermediate, or late Ttone.
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were candidates (ΔBIC< 1.30). The conflict (ΔBIC = 2.90) and most
surprise models (4.5 <ΔBIC< 5.7) received weak support, and error-
likelihood and one surprise model were rejected (ΔBIC > 6.0).

Association of N2/P3 with neural spiking. We examined how neural
spiking related to concomitant ERP17,45. Appreciating that EEG arises

from ~106 neurons and spikes are too brief to create scalp EEG46, we
evaluated whether the N2/P3 complex can be a biomarker of layer-
specific neural spiking.

The N2 coincided generally with the peak recruitment of Conflict
and of Event Timing neurons, and the P3 with the peak recruitment of
Goal Maintenance neurons (Fig. 6b). The relationship between neural
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events in SEF and cranial voltages is both biophysical and statistical.
The cranial voltage produced by synaptic currents associated with a
given spike must follow Maxwell’s equations applied to the brain and
head, regardless of the timing of the different events. Hence, we

counted the spikes of the three classes of neurons separately in L2/3
and in L5/6 during the 100ms spanning the peak of the ERP and tested
multiple linear regression models with activity in upper layers (L2/3)
and lower layers (L5/6) of each neuron class as predictors. Only

Fig. 5 | Goal maintenance neuron time–depth organization. Conventions as in
Fig. 3.aAverage spike rate and recruitment through timeof neuronswith persistent
activity on canceled relative to latency-matchedno-stop-signal trials.bTime–depth
plot. c Modulation on successfully canceled relative to latency-matched no-stop-
signal trials for shorter and longer Ttone of two representative neurons: n1 had
narrow spikes in L3; n2 had broad spikes L3. Spiking of both neurons decreased
after the tone. Shaded interval highlights significant differences in spiking across

conditions. d Model comparison table for post-SSRT activity. Variation of spiking
was best predicted by the surprise model S(t)Subjective, SS seen. Full statistics are in
Supplementary Table 5. e Significant variation of spiking activity after SSRT as a
function of S(t)Subjective, SS seen with 54 neurons contributing 162 samples across
early, intermediate, or late Ttone. For 9 neurons no reliable estimate of spike density
for the late-SSD bin was obtained due to too few trials. These data points were not
included.
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Fig. 6 | Event-related potentials for successful response inhibition.Conventions
as in Fig. 3. a Grand average z-transformed EEG on canceled (thick) and latency-
matched no stop-signal (thin) trials. b Difference functions (top) remove stimulus-
evoked ERP to highlight N2 and P3 components in 3 SSD bins. Shaded intervals
show ±50ms sampling interval around N2 (orange) and P3 (gray) peaks. Con-
comitant recruitment of the three neuron classes (bottom). c Model comparison
shows N2 amplitude variation was best described by the error-likelihood, and P3
amplitudewasbest describedby log(Ttone). Full statistics in Supplementary Table 6.
d Significant variation ofN2 amplitude as a function ofp(NCerror|SSD)/p(SSseen|SSD)
in 29 sessions contributing 87 points across early, intermediate, or late SSD.
e Significant variation of P3 amplitude as a function of Ttone in 29 sessions con-
tributing 87 points across Ttone. f Partial regression between N2 amplitude and

spike rate for Conflict (left) and Event Timing (right) neurons in L2/3 (top) and L5/6
(bottom) for sessions with both L2/3 and L5/6 neurons sampled. Ordinate scale
plots, with EEG convention, residual from fixed-effects-adjusted ERP amplitude
controlling for activity in the opposite layer. Abscissa scale plots residual fixed-
effects-adjusted neuronal discharge rate in the identified layer controlling for the
activity in theopposite layer and stop-signaldelay. Eachpoint plots the average EEG
voltage and associated spiking rate in one of 20 bins with equal numbers of trials
per session. Plotted are 120 points from 6 sessions for Conflict (left) and 100points
from 5 sessions for Event Timing (right) neurons. N2 amplitude variation was
predicted by spiking rate variationof Conflict and Event Timing neurons in L2/3 but
not in L5/6. g P3 amplitude variation was predicted by spiking rate variation of Goal
Maintenance neurons in L2/3 but not in L5/6.
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successfully canceled trials were included in this analysis. We found
that variation in N2 voltage is not associated with the spiking of Goal
Maintenanceneurons (Multiple linear regression (two-tailed) with L2/3
and L5/6 activity as predictors; L2/3: t(57) = −1.28, p =0.206; L5/6:
t(57) = 0.52,p = 0.605; Supplementary Fig. 8a; SupplementaryTable 8).
However, it was predicted by the spiking in L2/3 but not in L5/6 of
Conflict (L2/3: t(117) = −3.6, p <0.001; L5/6: t(117) = 0.046, p = 0.963)
and of Event Timing (L2/3: t(97) = −4.60, p < 0.001; L5/6: t(97) = 1.67,
p =0.097) neurons (Fig. 6f). When the discharge rate of the L2/3 neu-
rons was higher, the N2 exhibitedmore negativity. N2 polarization was
also predicted by the spiking in L2/3 but not in L5/6 of other neurons
that were not modulated on canceled trials and so were not described
in this manuscript (L2/3: t(317) = −2.51, p =0.012; L5/6: t(317) = −1.60,
p =0.110; Supplementary Fig. 8a). Conversely, variation in P3 polar-
ization was predicted by the spiking activity of Goal Maintenance
neurons in L2/3 but not L5/6 (multiple linear regression (two-tailed)
with L2/3 and L5/6 activity as predictors (L2/3: t(57) = 5.46, p < 0.001;
L5/6: t(57) = 1.47, p =0.148; Fig. 6g; Supplementary Fig. 8c, d; Supple-
mentary Table 8), with higher spike rates associated with greater P3
positivity. P3 amplitude was unrelated to the spiking of Conflict (L2/3:
t(117) = 0.44, p = 0.660; L5/6: t(117) = −0.49, p = 0.624), Event Timing
(L2/3: t(97) = −1.19, p =0.236; L5/6: t(97) = −0.77, p = 0.440), or unmo-
dulated neurons (L2/3: t(317) = −1.11, p =0.269; L5/6: t(317) = 0.054,
p =0.956; Supplementary Fig. 8c; Supplementary Table 8).

Discussion
These results offer further insights into the cortical microcircuitry
supporting executive control in primates. Model-based analysis of the
latency, temporal dynamics, and variation in the strength of neural
spiking across the neuron sample revealed functionally distinct and
theoretically informative classes of neurons with distinct biophysical
and laminar properties. Moreover, a bridge between these neurophy-
siological findings and human electrophysiology was established
through the specific associations observed between the N2 and P3 ERP
observed in response inhibition tasks and classes of neurons in parti-
cular cortical layers.

The utility of these findings is amplified by their complementarity
with our previous description of the laminar organization of error and
reward processing in SEF17. Based on the results presented in this
paper, we will discuss how SEF can contribute to conflict monitoring,
time-keeping, and goal maintenance. Coupled with the current
knowledge about the connectivity of SEF47–49, ourfindings detailing the
laminar distribution of neurons signaling response conflict, event
timing, and maintaining goals suggest several specific hypotheses and
research questions about how SEF and associated structures accom-
plish response inhibition and executive control (Fig. 7). Also, com-
plementing our earlier description of the source of the ERN17, we now
report a macaque homolog of the N2/P3 ERP components associated
with response inhibition. These results demonstrate one potential
cortical source of these ERP components.

Conflict, surprise, salience, and dopamine
In this study, we report a population of SEF neurons with pronounced,
transient facilitation after successful response inhibition (SSRT). These
neurons were predominantly broad-spiking, proportional to the sam-
pling distribution, and found in all layers. Their spike rate during
canceled trials was best described by the conflict model, oper-
ationalized by the probability of generating noncanceled saccades—
p(NC|SSD). The mechanism producing responses in this task is a well-
understood network of gaze-shifting and gaze-holding neurons in the
frontal eye field (FEF) and superior colliculus (SC)27,50. Neuro-
computational models demonstrate how this network can instantiate
the GO and STOP processes29,30,51. Noncanceled saccades happenwhen
the gaze-holding STOP units do not interrupt the rise to the threshold
of the gaze-shifting GO units. Reactive inhibition happens only if the

STOP unit interrupts the GO unit, which must be brief and potent.
Thus, in successful canceled trials, the GO and STOP units (corre-
sponding togaze-shifting andgaze-holdingneurons) are in anunstable
state of co-activation, corresponding to the original, formal definition
of conflict31. The multiplicative conflict between GO and STOP accu-
mulator units scales with p(NC|SSD) and peaks following SSRT (Fig. 2a)
but it is unrelated to adjustments in RT. Therefore, we conjecture that
this modulation signals the difficulty of the stopping process, which
can then be incorporated with other information to drive adaptive
changes in behavior.

Recent findings from the nigrostriatal dopamine system of mon-
keys performing saccade countermanding42 offer an alternative inter-
pretation for these neurons. The modulation of DA neurons in
dorsolateral SNpc scales with p(NC|SSD) just like the Conflict neurons.
Although alternative models were not tested in that study, the spiking
of DA neurons has been identified with salience or surprise42,52. We
tested the surprise hypothesis by quantifying themoment-by-moment
expectancy of the stop-signal given the experienced distribution of
SSD and probability of stop-signal occurrence37,38. This neural mod-
ulation was explained almost as well by surprise as by conflict. How-
ever, it could not be explained by error-likelihood. While these SEF
data alignwith theConflict hypothesis, they do not exclude surprise or
salience hypotheses. From the perspective of reinforcement theory, a
phasic DA signal can be an eligibility trace broadcast to SEF and other
regions to associate reinforcement with successful cancelation after
the infrequent stop-signal. To be most useful, such an eligibility trace
must be salient and may be surprising.

Event timing and goal maintenance
We foundneurons encoding the timing of task events. In our version of
the stop-signal task, knowledge of the timing of the stop-signal and of
the feedback tone was important. To earn the reward, monkeys must
hold their gaze stable for an extended period, which required pre-
venting eye movements and blinks that would interrupt the camera-
based eye tracker. This entails learning and exploiting regularities in
the timing of task events43,53. A contribution of SEF and nearby areas in
action timing and time production tasks has been demonstrated14,15,54.
We extend that description to this stop-signal task in terms of time
keeping and goal maintenance.

A distinct group of SEF neurons produced ramping spike rates.
When the saccade was inhibited, this ramping was interrupted by a
pronounced suppression. These neurons were described previously
with no explanation8. Our results rule out the possibility that these
neurons control movement initiation because the suppression occur-
red too late to contribute to gaze-holding. Also, this ramping activity
did not encode the expectancy for the stop-signal arising from the
temporal distribution of SSDs and the probability of stop-signal
appearance. Instead, they were best described by SSD.

The task design exposed a second period of ramping before the
feedback tone in roughly half of these neurons which reached higher
levels for longer durations. Our discovery of an association between
the spiking rate and the log-transformed duration of the elapsed time
motivates a more integrated interpretation framed by a body of
research on time keeping14,15,33,34,36,44,54. We interpret the ramping
activity as representing the timing of task events, like neurons in the
basal forebrain that signal event timing depending on surprise, sal-
ience, anduncertainty44. The sharp suppression in activity can reset the
system to track the timing of subsequent events. Although the stop-
signal occurred randomly and response inhibition was accomplished
stochastically, the feedback tone was certain to happen. Therefore, we
conjecture that neurons exhibiting ramping activity before both SSRT
and the feedback tone encode the timing of expected salient events
regardless of certainty or expected response. In contrast, neuronswith
no ramping activity before the tone can encode events that are less
certain in occurrence or consequence. These differences were
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reinforced by the distinct laminar distribution of the two groups of
neurons.

Another classof neuronsproducedpersistent activity oncanceled
trials after SSRT, for most neurons lasting until the feedback tone.
These neurons were not gaze-holding neurons contributing to
response inhibition because this facilitation occurred too late to be
involved in reactive inhibition. In neurons with enough trials, we
observed weaker modulation when monkeys aborted trials after can-
celing the saccade. Similar signals have been observed in tasks with a
cue indicating reinforcement probability55,56. However, the activity of
these SEF neurons was clearly not explained by error-likelihood, which
is the inverse of success probability. Instead, time-based and surprise
models could explain this modulation. The inverse relationship
between spike rate and surprise implies the contribution of inhibitory
neurons with spiking rates directly proportional to surprise. We did
not sample many such neurons, but narrow-spiking Conflict neurons
can serve this role. The direct relationship between spike rate and
Ttone, on the other hand, resembles a common motif for encoding
duration34. Furthermore, this activity was linked to events occurring
after but not before successful stopping. Therefore, we believe that
this modulation is explained most parsimoniously by Ttone predicted
by the experienced SSDandnot surprise. To earn a reward on canceled
trials, monkeys needed to sustain unblinking fixation on the stop-

signal until the feedback tone (Fig. 1a). Hence, we conjecture that these
neurons contribute to goal maintenance. This conjecture is consistent
with an original theory of response inhibition26 and previous evidence
linking SEF to working memory11,12 and working memory to time
estimation57,58. Future work can discriminate time-based and surprise
parameters and evaluate the link between surprise and goal
maintenance.

Cortical microcircuitry of executive control
By combining the laminar distribution of the neuron classes described
in this study with the anatomical, histological, and neurophysiological
properties of SEF neurons, we offer hypotheses about mechanisms by
which such signals can be generated and influence other neurons,
layers, or brain areas (Fig. 7).

To signal conflict, SEF can be informed about the dynamic state of
gaze-shifting and gaze-holding through inputs from FEF and oculo-
motor thalamic nuclei. Based on previous conjectures5 and recent
biophysical modeling59 we hypothesize that the integration of infor-
mation producing themodulation of these neurons is derived through
synaptic integration across apical and basal dendrites. The circuitry
sufficient for signaling prediction errors19 can signal the occurrence of
conflict in this task. The presence of this signal in all layers enables it to
interact with all intrinsic processes and possibly influence all cortical
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Fig. 7 | Executive control circuitry. Conflict (orange), Event Timing (dark blue),
and Goal Maintenance (dark red) neurons are illustrated with selected anatomical
connections and laminar densities of calretinin (CR), calbindin (CB), and parval-
bumin (PV) neurons21 and of D1 and D2 receptors72 (right). Dopamine projections
fromSNpc and VTAmodulate all computations in SEF. Left, Conflict signal can arise
through coincident inputs of gaze-holding (STOP, dark red) and gaze-shifting
neurons (GO, green) directly from FEF and indirectly via thalamus from SC termi-
nating in L2 and L3. Conflict signals integrated across apical andbasal dendrites can
be sent to multiple cortical and subcortical structures. Right, Schematic profiles of
Event Timing and Goal Maintenance activity with numbered phases. Event Timing
neurons can receive inputs from DLPFC and ACC informing them about an
upcoming event. Ramping results from recurrent connections (1, dark blue). SEF
can receive information about the stop-signal appearance and successful stopping
from VLPFC and DLPFC and from Conflict neurons. This signal can suppress the
ramping activity via inhibitory connections onto Event Timing neurons (2, dark

blue), resetting these neurons for the next ramping phase (3, dark blue), which is
terminated by the appearance of the feedback tone (4). Event Timing neurons can
project to the caudate nucleus (CN) to inform the fronto-striatal reinforcement
learning loop about experienced event timing. Goal Maintenance neurons can
delay unwantedmovement through thepush-pull basal ganglia circuitry. Pyramidal
neurons can project to the indirect (D2) pathway and inhibitory neurons can pro-
ject to other pyramidal neurons, unobserved in this study (gray), that project to the
direct (D1) pathway. Inputs from DLPFC and ACC terminating in L2/3 can inform
SEF of the anticipated timing of task events for successful completion of the task
based on the experienced SSD. These inputs can produce the phasic response in
Goal Maintenance neurons (1, red) followed by persisting activity via recurrent
connections with balanced excitation and inhibition (2, red). The feedback tone,
integrated with the task rule from DLPFC, terminates operant control on behavior
through CR and CB inhibition of the sustained activity (3). Further details in
the text.
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and subcortical efferent targets. For example, a thalamic input that a
saccade has been canceled can change the corollary discharge com-
municated through the thalamus60. Consistent with its original con-
ception, communicating conflict (or salience or surprise or just
difficulty) to multiple areas simultaneously can coordinate adaptive
changes in behavior61.

The unexpected parallels between SEF and SNpc modulation
patterns invite consideration of cause and effect. SEF is innervated by
DA neurons in SNpc62. Whilst SNpc DA neurons modulated sig-
nificantly earlier than the SEF Conflict neurons (Supplementary Fig. 9),
the estimated arrival times of DA spikes in SEF were not significantly
different from the modulation times of the Conflict neurons after
accounting for the very slow conduction of DA axons63 (~100ms con-
duction time from SNpc to SEF, Supplementary Fig. 9) and second-
messenger delay. Therefore, we infer that this transient modulation in
SEF cannot be caused by DA inputs. Conversely, because axon term-
inals from SEF are rare in SNpc47,49, SEF neurons are unlikely to directly
cause the modulation of the SNpc DA neurons. Instead, other investi-
gators have shown that the phasic DA activation is delivered by the
SC64. Through the Conflict neurons in L5, SEF can influence SC
directly47. Curiously, though, the modulation specifically after SSRT
scaling with related performance parameters has not been observed
in SC50.

While Event Timing neurons were found in all layers, those
encoding timing regardless of event predictability or actionweremost
common in L3 and L5 with broad spikes consistent with pyramidal
neurons. This laminar differentiation demonstrates that the timing of
different events can be conveyed by different layer-specific extrinsic
connections. The timing signal can be sent via cortico-cortical con-
nections to other cortical areas to influence motor, cognitive, and
limbic processes. Also, these neurons can contribute to fronto-striatal
pathways to learn and update a representation of the temporal struc-
ture of the task54,65,66. Axon terminals fromSEF are dense in the caudate
nucleus48, arising from pyramidal neurons in L3 and L567,68. In fact,
neurons with this pattern of modulation have been described in a
recent investigation of the caudate nucleus of monkeys performing
saccade countermanding42. Our finding that the suppression in the SEF
Event Timing neurons occurred after SSRT, but significantly earlier
than those previously reported in the caudate nucleus suggests a pri-
mary role of the cortex in this signaling (Supplementary Fig. 9)42.

The rapid suppression of the ramping activity after SSRT merits
consideration. One source can be intracortical inhibition from the
narrow-spiking, putative parvalbumin (PV) neurons that we observed.
Another source can be the very small calbindin (CB) and calretinin (CR)
neurons concentrated in L2/3 that are innervated by the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and selectively inhibit pyramidal neurons69,
although ourmethods are unlikely to sample their spikes.We note that
although SEF is an agranular structure with weak interlaminar inhibi-
tory connections22, CR neurons in L2/3 can potently inhibit L5 neurons
through specialized projections on the apical dendrites70. This inhibi-
tion must be informed about the presence of the stop-signal and
inhibition of the saccade. We observe that such a signal is available in
the Conflict neurons. However, the suppression of Event Timing neu-
rons occurred significantly earlier than the facilitation of the Conflict
neurons. Further research can resolve these cortical interactions.

Goal Maintenance neurons were mainly found in L2/3. Inputs to
these layers from DLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), and
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) can signal task rules and the expected
time of the secondary reinforcer when executive control can be
released. Input from these areas can inform SEF of the anticipated
reward based on the experienced stop-signal delay, contingent on
successful stopping. Dopaminergic release in SEF from SNpc and
ventral tegmental area (VTA), with similar time-predicting signals71, can
enhance these influences through the higher density of D1 relative to
D2 receptors in L2/372. The sustained discharge can be maintained

through recurrent activation within SEF and between other
structures12. Also, many Goal Maintenance neurons had narrow spikes,
consistent with PV inhibitory neurons, which can balance excitation
and inhibition necessary for the maintenance of persistent activity in
recurrent networks73,74. The auditory feedback tone, integrated with
the task rule from DLPFC, cues the termination of operant control on
behavior, resulting in the inhibition of pyramidal and inter-neurons by
CR and CB neurons. This results in the termination of the sustained
activity.

Pyramidal Goal Maintenance neurons can encourage the sup-
pression of movements through projections to the indirect pathway
D2 neurons in the striatum67,68. Intrinsic inhibitory Goal Maintenance
neurons can suppress the movement by inhibiting pyramidal neurons
projecting the direct pathway D1 and to the frontal eye field. As PV
neurons in primates largely lack extrinsic connections75, we propose
that this can bemediated by the inhibition of other excitatory neurons
(unidentified neurons and possibly Gain neurons identified in ref. 17)
that send projections to thesemotor structures (gray neurons in Fig. 7,
right panel). Therefore, Goal Maintenance neurons can achieve their
role by altering the balance in the push-pull mechanism mediated by
the direct (D1) and indirect (D2) pathways. This function is consistent
with the observation thatmany of these neurons also exhibited higher
activity after the feedback tone on unrewarded trials, previously
described, and this activity influenced post-error adjustments in RT17.
This is while the facilitation of response in Goal Maintenance neurons
didnot influencepost-canceling changes inRT. Therefore, it is possible
that these signals have different influences on their efferent targets
depending on the task epoch.

We note that neurons with facilitated activity after SSRT were
described in an investigation of the caudate nucleus of monkeys per-
forming saccade countermanding42. The facilitation in the caudate
nucleus coincided with that measured in SEF (Supplementary Fig. 9).
The parallel between SEF and the striatum in patterns of modulation
associated with proactive but not reactive inhibition is surprisingly,
but satisfyingly, clear.

Event-related potentials
We showed that macaque monkeys exhibit an N2/P3 ERP complex
homologous to humans7. Disagreement persists about the frontal N2
and P3 index76,77. We found that the amplitude of the N2 during the
stop-signal task varied most with the likelihood of error associated
with experienced SSDs, and not conflict or SSD as previously
suggested7,78. Consistent with previous reports of P3 indexing expec-
tation and timing of behavior76, we found that P3 amplitude co-varied
most with the expected time of the feedback tone.

Variation inN2 andP3polarizationwas predictedby the spikingof
specific neuron classes in L2/3 and not L5/6. N2 magnitude was unre-
lated to the spiking of Goal Maintenance neurons but co-varied with
the spiking of Conflict and Event Timing neurons, aswell as the spiking
of other neurons that did not modulate around the time of successful
stopping. In contrast, P3 amplitude was predicted by the spiking of
Goal Maintenance but not Conflict or Event Timing neurons. Also, N2
timing coincided with maximal modulation of Conflict and Event
Timing neurons while P3, with Goal Maintenance neurons. A relation-
ship between L2/3 spiking and these ERPs may appear trivial because
the upper layers are closer to the surface EEG electrodes, but the result
merits attention for several reasons. First, action potentials are too
brief to generate the EEG, so the association with L2/3 spiking entails
an association with coherent synaptic potentials79. Second, EEG
polarization is related to the strength and orientation as much as the
proximity of a dipole, and biophysical models of EEG sources assume
that the larger L5 pyramidal neurons are the major contributor46.
Finally, because ERPs arise from multiple sources, a dipole in one
region can be canceled by a dipole oppositely oriented in another
region. Therefore, it is unlikely that these L2/3 neurons are directly
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causing these ERPs. It is more likely that the same synaptic potentials
that result in the activation of these L2/3 neurons are also generating
the EEG. Our results establish the N2 and P3 as possible biomarkers of
the activity of neurons in the upper layers of SEF serving executive
control functions. These results indicate that cognitive ERPs reflect
diverse neuro-computational processes, rendering unitary and exclu-
sive hypotheses incomplete.

Incidence and multiplexing of signals
Here and in our previous report, we distinguished specific categories
of neural signals. Different numbers of units were sampled in each
category. Knowing that neural sampling with extracellular recording is
biased in various ways, we cannot infer with confidence the impor-
tance of a process or the magnitude of computational contribution
based on the number of units sampled. However, we will consider the
reliability of the categories and the mixture of signals produced by
single neurons.

The three signals reported here were multiplexed in single neu-
rons with previously reported error and reinforcement signals17. That
is, some neurons produced one kind of functional signal around the
time of successful stopping and another at the time of reinforcement.
Such multiplexing has been observed previously and can appear for
several reasons80,81. First, modulation patterns may be too weak and
variable to distinguish classes of neurons. Our selection criteria for
neurons to analyze avoided this by including only neurons with dis-
tinct patterns of modulation. Second, frontal lobe neurons support
diverse inputs andoutputs frommultiple cortical areas and subcortical
nuclei. Therefore, a neuron can participate in partially overlapping but
distinct networks such that in one state neurons broadcast one signal
to some efferent targets, while in another state they broadcast another
signal to other efferent targets. Theories about mixed-selectivity and
dynamical systems have emphasized state-dependent dynamics6,80,
but they have not incorporated the specificity of laminar properties
derived from specialized connectivity. Third, our classification of sig-
nals was based on response dynamics around the time of successful
stopping, but we know of no theoretical or empirical prohibition
against neurons modulating in association with multiple events. Ulti-
mately, different neurons in different layers receive different inputs
and have different outputs. Therefore, understanding the laminar
distribution of signals reported in this study is a necessary step toward
formulating more specific hypotheses about how neural networks
function82.

In conclusion, the present results add to the first catalog of the
laminar functional architecture of an agranular frontal lobe area. Pio-
neering insights into the microcircuitry and mechanisms of the pri-
mary visual cortex began by describing the properties of neurons in
different layers18. Contrasts of the results reported here with primary
sensory areas will reveal the degree of computational uniformity
across cortical areas. Being a source contributing to ERPs indexing
performance monitoring and executive control, details about laminar
processing in SEF offer unprecedented insights into themicrocircuitry
of executive control. These results validate the tractability of for-
mulating neural mechanism models of performance monitoring and
executive control, especially when constrained by formal26,
algorithmic29,30, and spiking network51 models of performance of a task
with clear clinical relevance83.

Methods
Animal care and surgical procedures
Data was collected from one male bonnet macaque (Eu, Macaca
radiata, 8.8 kg, 6 y.o.) and one female rhesus macaque (X, Macaca
mulatta, 6.0 kg, 8 y.o.) performing a countermanding task21,25. All
procedures were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health
Guidelines, the American Association for Laboratory Animal Care
Guide for the Care andUse of Laboratory Animals and approved by the

Vanderbilt InstitutionalAnimalCare andUseCommittee in accordance
with the United States Department of Agriculture and Public Health
Service policies. Surgical details have been described previously84.
Briefly,magnetic resonance images (MRIs)were acquiredwith a Philips
Intera Achieva 3 T scanner using SENSE Flex-S surface coils placed
above or below the animal’s head. T1-weighted gradient-echo struc-
tural images were obtained with a 3D turbo field echo anatomical
sequence (TR = 8.729ms; 130 slices, 0.70mmthickness). These images
were used to ensure Cilux recording chambers were placed in the
correct area. Chambers were implanted normal to the cortex (Monkey
Eu: 17°; Monkey X: 9°; relative to stereotaxic vertical) 1mm right of the
midline, 30mm (Monkey Eu) and 28mm (Monkey X) anterior to the
interaural line.

Acquiring EEG
EEG was recorded from the cranial surface with electrodes located
over the MFC. Electrodes were referenced to linked ears using ear-clip
electrodes (Electro-Cap International). The EEG from each electrode
was amplified with a high-input impedance head stage (Plexon) and
bandpass filtered between 0.7 and 170Hz. Trials with blinks within
200ms before or after the analysis interval were removed.

Cortical mapping and electrode placement
Chambers implanted over the medial frontal cortex were mapped
using tungsten microelectrodes (2–4MΩ, FHC, Bowdoin, ME) to
apply 200ms trains of biphasic micro-stimulation (333Hz, 200 µs
pulse width). The SEF was identified as the area fromwhich saccades
could be elicited using <50 µA of current85,86. In both monkeys, the
SEF chamber was placed over the left hemisphere. The dorsomedial
location of the SEF makes it readily accessible for linear electrode
array recordings across all cortical layers. A total of five penetrations
were made into the cortex—two in monkey Eu, and three in monkey
X. Three of these penetration locations were perpendicular to the
cortex. In monkey Eu, the perpendicular penetrations sampled
activity at site P1, located 4mm lateral to the midline and 31mm
anterior to the interaural line. In monkey X, the perpendicular
penetrations sampled activity at sites P2 and P3, located 4mm lateral
to the midline and 29 and 30mm anterior to the interaural line,
respectively.

Acquiring neural spiking
Spiking activity and local field potentials were recorded using a 24-
channel Plexon U-probe with 150 µm between contacts, allowing
sampling from all layers. The U-probes were 100mm in length with
30mm reinforced tubing, 210 µm probe diameter, 30° tip angle, with
500 µmbetween the tip and first contact. Contacts were referenced to
the probe shaft and grounded to the headpost. We used custom-built
guide tubes consisting of 26-gauge polyether ether ketone (PEEK)
tubing (Plastics One, Roanoke, VA) cut to length and glued into 19-
gauge stainless steel hypodermic tubing (Small Parts Inc., Logansport,
IN). This tubing had been cut to length, deburred, and polished so that
they effectively support the U-probes as they penetrated the dura and
entered the cortex. The stainless-steel guide tubeprovidedmechanical
support, while the PEEK tubing electrically insulated the shaft of the U-
probe, and provided an inert, low-friction interface that aided in
loading and penetration.

Microdrive adapters were fit to recording chamberswith <400 µm
of tolerance and locked in place at a single radial orientation (Crist
Instruments, Hagerstown, MD). After setting up hydraulic microdrives
(FHC, Bowdoin, ME) on these adapters, pivot points were locked in
place bymeans of a custommechanical clamp.Neither guide tubes nor
U-probes were removed from the microdrives once recording com-
menced within a single monkey. Thesemethods ensured that we were
able to sample neural activity fromprecisely the same location relative
to the chamber on repeated sessions.
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Electrophysiology data were processed with unity-gain high-
input impedance head stages (HST/32o25-36P-TR, Plexon). Spiking
data were bandpass filtered between 100Hz and 8 kHz and ampli-
fied 1000 times with a Plexon preamplifier, filtered in software with
a 250 Hz high-pass filter, and amplified an additional 32,000 times.
Waveforms were digitized at 40 kHz from −200 to 1200 µs relative
to voltage threshold crossings. Thresholds were typically set at
3.5 standard deviations from the mean. All data were streamed to a
single data acquisition system (MAP, Plexon, Dallas, TX). Time
stamps of trial events were recorded at 500 Hz. Single units were
sorted online using a software window discriminator and refined
offline using principal components analysis implemented in Plexon
offline sorter.

Cortical depth and layer assignment
The retrospective depth of the electrode array relative to gray matter
was assessed through the alignment of several physiologicalmeasures.
Firstly, the pulse artifact was observed on a superficial channel which
indicated where the electrode was in contact with either the dura
mater or epidural saline in the recording chamber; these pulsated
visibly in synchronization with the heartbeat. Secondly, a marked
increase of power in the gamma frequency range (40–80Hz) was
observed at several electrode contacts, across all sessions. Previous
literature has demonstrated elevated gamma power in superficial and
middle layers relative to deeper layers87. Thirdly, an automated depth
alignment procedurewas employed whichmaximized the similarity of
CSD profiles evoked by passive visual stimulation between sessions21.
Further details can be found in ref. 21.

Further support for the laminar assignments was provided by an
analysis of the depths of SEF layers measured in histological sections
visualized with Nissl, neuronal nuclear antigen (NeuN), Gallyas mye-
lin, acetylcholinesterase (AChE), non-phosphorylated neurofilament
H (SMI-32), and the calcium-binding proteins parvalbumin (PV), cal-
bindin (CB), and calretinin (CR)17,21. Additional information about the
laminar structure was assessed through the pattern of cross-
frequency phase-amplitude coupling across SEF layers23. Owing to
variability in the depth estimates and the indistinct nature of the L6
border with white matter, some units appeared beyond the average
gray-matter estimate; these were assigned to the nearest
cellular layer.

Acquiring eye position
Eye position data were collected at 1 kHz using an EyeLink 1000
infrared eye-tracking system (SR Research, Kanata, Ontario, Canada).
This was streamed to a single data acquisition system (MAP, Plexon,
Dallas, TX) and combined with other behavioral and neurophysiolo-
gical data streams.

Data collection protocol
Visual stimulus generation, event timing, and task control were
done with TEMPO (version 16.12, set 49.20; Reflective Computing).
The same protocol was used across monkeys and sessions. In each
session, the monkey sat in an enclosed primate chair with its head
restrained 45 cm from a CRT monitor (Dell P1130, background
luminance of 0.10 cd/m2). The monitor had a refresh rate of 70 Hz,
and the screen subtended 46° × 36° of the visual angle. After
advancing the electrode array to the desired depth, they were left
for 3–4 h until recordings stabilized across contacts. This led to
consistently stable recordings with single units typically held
indefinitely. Once these recordings stabilized, an hour of resting-
state activity in near-total darkness was recorded. This was followed
by the passive presentation of visual flashes followed by periods of
total darkness in alternating blocks. Finally, the monkey performed
approximately 2000 trials of the saccade countermanding (stop-
signal) task per session.

Countermanding task
The countermanding (stop-signal) task utilized in this study has been
widely used previously1. Briefly, trials were initiated when monkeys
fixatedon a central point. Following a variable timeperiod, drawn from
an aging function to avoid anticipation of the visual stimulus53, the
center of the fixation point was removed leaving an outline. Simulta-
neously, a peripheral target was presented to the left or right of the
screen.

On no-stop-signal trials, the monkey was required to shift its gaze
to the target. Fixation on the target was required for 600ms until an
auditory tone sounded, whereupon monkeys could shift their gaze
anywhere. The fluid reward was delivered 600ms later. On stop-signal
trials, comprising less than half of all trials, the center of the fixation
point was re-illuminated after a variable stop-signal delay (SSD). An
initial set of SSDs, typically separated by ~50ms for Monkey Eu
(45 ± 15ms) and by ~100ms for monkey X (115 ± 17ms), were selected
for each recording session. The selection of SSDs was adjusted to the
idiosyncrasies of each subject to ensure performance satisfying key
criteria for the stop-signal tasks. Different SSD valueswere used for the
two subjects to account for between-subject differences in stopping
performance1. To ensure thatmonkeys failed to countermand on ~50%
of stop-signal trials, SSD was adjusted through an adaptive staircasing
procedure. When a monkey failed to inhibit a response, the SSD was
decreased by 1, 2, or 3 steps (randomly drawn) to increase the like-
lihood of success on the next stop trial. When a monkey canceled the
saccade, SSD was increased by 1, 2, or 3 steps (randomly drawn) to
decrease the likelihoodof success on the next stop trial. On stop-signal
trials, the monkey was required to maintain fixation on the central
point until the tone sounded, whereupon monkeys could shift gaze
anywhere. The fluid reward was delivered 600ms later. By design, the
duration from the target presentation until the tone was a fixed
interval of 1500ms. Thus, as SSD increased, the duration of fixation
decreased (Fig. 1a).

Performance on this task is characterized by the probability of not
canceling a saccade as a function of the SSD (the inhibition function)
and the distribution of latencies of correct saccades in no-stop-signal
trials and of noncanceled error saccades in stop-trials. Performance of
the stop-signal task is explained as the outcomeof a racebetween aGO
and a STOP process26. The race model provides an estimate of the
duration of the covert STOPprocess, and the time taken to accomplish
response inhibition, known as stop-signal reaction time (SSRT)29,30,51.
SSRT was calculated using two approaches—the conventional
weighted-integration method and the more recent Bayesian Ex-
Gaussian Estimation of Stop-Signal RT distributions (BEEST)88 (Sup-
plementary Figs. 4a, 5a, 6a). Compared to the weighted integration
method, the Bayesian approach provides estimates of the variability in
SSRT and the fraction of trigger failures for a given session88. Individual
parameters were estimated for each session. Based on previous
implementations of this approach, the priors were bounded uniform
distributions (μGo, μStop: U (0.001, 1000); σGo, σStop: U (1, 500) τGo, τStop:
U (1, 500); pTF: U (0,1)). The posterior distributions were estimated
using Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampling ran multiple through three
chains. We ran the model for 5000 samples with a thinning of 5. None
of our conclusions depend on the choice of SSRT calculation method.
Full summary statistics of this analysis can be found in the data
repository.

Analysis of EEG
Methods paralleling those used in human studies were used. The N2
and P3 were obtained from average EEG synchronized on stop-signal
presentation. Peak N2 was the time when the mean ERP reached
maximal negativity in a 150–250ms window after the stop-signal. Peak
P3was the timewhen themean ERPwas in a 250–400mswindow after
the stop-signal. The amplitude of the N2 and P3 was quantified as the
mean Z-transformed voltage for each SSD in a ± 50mswindow around
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the maximal ERP deflection determined for each session. Indis-
tinguishable results were obtained with wider (±75ms), and narrower
(±25ms) windows or just the instantaneous maximal polarization. To
characterize the polarizations associated with response inhibition, a
difference ERP (ΔERP) was obtained by subtracting from the ERP
recorded on canceled trials the ERP recorded on RT-matched no-stop-
signal trials.

Analysis of neural spiking
Spike widths exhibited a bimodal distribution (Supplementary Fig. 1a),
and neurons were distinguished as narrow- (peak-to-trough dura-
tion ≤ 250 µs) or broad-spikes (>250 µs). Measurements of neural
spiking were based on spike density functions (SDF) produced by
convolving the spike train with a kernel resembling a postsynaptic
potential defined by

SDF tð Þ= 1$ exp
$t
τg

 ! !

× exp
$t
τd

! "
ð3Þ

with growth time constant (τg) of 1ms, and decay time constant (τd) of
20ms, corresponding to the values measured for excitatory post-
synapticpotentials. The areaof the kernelwas set to equal 1. To analyze
spiking activity associated with successful stopping, we compared the
activity on canceled trials and on no-stop-signal trials with RT greater
than SSD+ SSRT. This latency-matching compares trials in which
countermanding was successful with trials in which countermanding
would have been successful had the stop signal been presented.
Neurons were distinguished by patterns of modulation consisting of
periods of facilitation or suppression using a consensus clustering
algorithm28 (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Fig. 1c–e). The input to this analysis
pipeline was the SDF on canceled trials and on latency-matched no-
stop-signal trials during the 100ms preceding SSRT and 200ms
following SSRT. Results did not changemuch if interval durations were
changed.

To prevent outlying values from exerting excessive influence,
population spike density plots were obtained by scaling the SDF of
each neuron by the 95% confidence interval between the 2.5% lowest
rate and the 97.5% highest rate in one of two intervals. The first interval
was a 600ms window centered on SSRT on canceled and on no-stop-
signal trials. The second interval was −100 to +300ms relative to the
feedback tone.

To identify spiking modulation, we applied methods previously
employed. First, we calculated a difference function (ΔSDF), the dif-
ference between the SDF on canceled and latency-matched no-stop-
signal trials. Periods of statistically significant modulation were iden-
tified based on multiple criteria—(a) the difference function must
exceed by at least 2 standard deviations a baseline difference mea-
sured in the 100ms interval before the target appeared, (b) the dif-
ferencemust occur from 50ms before to 900ms after the stop-signal,
and (c) the difference must persist for at least 100ms (or for 50ms if
the difference exceeded baseline by 3 standard deviations). As com-
monly found in theMFC, someneurons exhibited low spiking rates. To
obtain reliable estimates of modulation times, we also convolved the
SDF with a square 8ms window. The modulation intervals were vali-
dated by manual inspection.

To determine modulation associated with the systematically
variable timing of the feedback tone on canceled trials, the SDF was
compared against the minimum value found between 500ms before
and 900ms after the tone. Focusing on modulation occurring only
during the period of operant control on behavior, modulations
beginning less than 300ms after the tone were not included. For
comparisons across neurons and sessions, Z-transformed SDF orΔSDF
was used.

Mixed-effects models
We fit variation in spike counts or EEG voltage tomodels of task events
and performance outcomes (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 2, Supple-
mentary Fig. 3). To determine which performance measure accounted
best for the variation of neural measures, the performance and neural
quantities were averaged within groups of early-, mid-, and late-SSD
trials. SSD values greater than ~350ms were not included because too
few canceled trials were obtained. The analysis of the facilitation after
SSRTwasbasedonΔSDF (Figs. 3 and 5), but themajor conclusions held
if the analysis used SDF. The analysis of themodulation before SSRT or
the feedback tone (Fig. 4) was based on the SDF of canceled trials.
Before SSRT the SDF of canceled and no-stop-signal trials was not
different. Before the feedback tone, the interval was variable on can-
celed trials but not on no-stop-signal trials, and longer on canceled
relative to no-stop-signal trials.

Each model was defined by one parameter. A limited number of
SSDs (typically between 3–7, divided into 3 bins) offered sufficient
trials for analysis. Because of the dependence of the tested parameters
on SSD, the values for each parameter varied with SSD. Although
performance and behavioral parameters could be correlated, the non-
linear relations between them and session-wise variations empowered
effective model comparison (Supplementary Fig. 3b).

Mixed-effects models of ΔSDF, SDF, or ΔERP values in relation to
the various performance measures were compared using Bayesian
Information Criteria (BIC), which provides a criterion for model
selection. We report the results of the most basic version of each
model with the main effect term corresponding to the performance
parameter and random intercepts groupedby a neuron (for spiking) or
session (for EEG). The values for each performance parameter were
z-transform normalized for a fair comparison between models related
to different quantities. All models had the same degrees of freedom,
allowing direct comparison of BIC values between models. The smal-
lest BIC identified the best model. ΔBIC (BICbest−BICcompeting) quanti-
fied the fit of the other models relative to the best with ΔBIC < 2 were
considered as candidate models, 2 <ΔBIC < 6 earning weak support,
and ΔBIC > 6 supporting rejection of the model89,90. Models with non-
significant main effects were also rejected. More complex versions of
these models resulted in similar conclusions. Mixed-effects models
were performed using MATLAB’s Statistical Toolbox.

Relating RT and neural spiking
All neurons were tested. For facilitated neurons, we counted spikes
immediately following SSRT, within the neuron-specific modulation
window. For suppressed neurons, we counted spikes in a 20ms
interval centered on the peak of the ramp prior to the suppression.
Because both spiking activity and RT varied with SSD, a multiple linear
regressionmodel controlled for SSD to test whether spike rates varied
with RT.

Relating N2/P3 and neural spiking
Weused themethod described previously to establish the relationship
between spiking activity and the ERN17. Single-trial spiking was the
meanconvolved spike data for that trial recorded fromneurons in L2/3
and in L5/6 of perpendicular penetrations within ±50ms of the N2 and
P3 peaks. To account for variations in ERP voltage and spike counts
across sessions, afixed-effects adjustmentwasperformedby centering
each distribution on its mean and dividing by its most extreme value.
To measure the N2/P3 amplitudes robustly, we grouped rank-ordered
single-trial ERP values into 20 successive bins. From trials in each bin,
we calculated the mean N2 and mean P3 magnitude (dependent vari-
able), the mean spike count in the upper and lower layers (indepen-
dent variables), and the average SSD, on Canceled trials. Data from all
sessions were combined for a pooled partial correlation. Each point in
Fig. 6 plots the paired values of the mean normalized ERP voltage and
normalized activity for each of the 20 bins from every session. The
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statistical relationship between ERP magnitude and spiking activity
was quantified through multiple linear regression on normalized data
pooled across sessions. Two factors were considered: (1) spiking
activity in L2/3, and (2) spiking activity in L5/6. Both spiking activity
and ERPs also varied with SSD but the inclusion of SSD as a predictor
did not change the results.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Other aspects of the behavioral and neural dataset have been pub-
lished previously17,21,23. The processed data used in this study are
openly available online through the Open Science Framework (OSF).
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/3RZJX. Available online via: https://
osf.io/3rzjx/. The raw data analyzed in the current study are available
from the corresponding author on reasonable request.

Code availability
The analysis codes used in this study are openly available online
through theOpen Science Framework (OSF). https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/3RZJX. Available online via: https://osf.io/3rzjx/.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | SEF laminar structure and neuron classification. 

a, Distributions of depths of units and spike widths sampled. Horizontal histogram shows the spike widths of all neurons 
sampled (n = 575), which exhibited bimodal values. The vertical line marks the 250 μs separation criterion used. 
Scatterplot shows variation of spike width across depth for neurons sampled in perpendicular penetrations (n = 293). 
Narrow spiking neurons are indicated by stars and broad spiking neurons by triangles. The number of neurons at each 
time-depth indicated by gray scale (darker indicating higher count). The width of the spikes narrower than 250 μs does not 
vary with depth, and the incidence of encountering narrow spikes parallels the density of parvalbumin (PV) neurons 1. The 
width of spikes wider than 250 μs increases from L3 to L6, which parallels the size of pyramidal neurons. Also, the 
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incidence of isolated neurons decreases with depth, which parallels the density of pyramidal neurons. Vertical histogram 
shows the depths of all neurons sampled during the saccade countermanding task from the sessions with penetrations 
oriented perpendicular to the cortical layers. The color scale used for the time-depth plots in Fig. 2, 3, 5, and 5 indicates 
the number of neurons of each class sampled relative to the entire sampling distribution. Adapted from 2. 

b, Laminar structure of SEF. Top row, from left to right are shown sections through SEF stained for Nissl, NeuN, nonphos-
phorylated neurofilament H (SMI-32), cytochrome oxidase (CO), Gallyas myelin, vesicular glutamate transporter 2 
(VGLUT2), acetylcholinesterase (AChE), calretinin (CR), calbindin (CB), and PV. Counts of CR, CB, and PV-stained 
neurons are adapted from 1. In SEF, L1 is ~200 µm thick with some CR and CB but no PV neurons, and weak staining for 
CO, myelin, and VGLUT2. L2 is ~300 µm thick with dense stellate and few pyramidal neurons, the highest density of CR 
and CB neurons, but no SMI-32, stronger CO staining, fascicular myelin fibers, slightly stronger VGLUT2, and modest 
AChE. L3 is ~700 µm thick with a superficial sublayer with smaller pyramidal neurons and weak SMI-32 staining, very few 
CR, and modest densties of CB and PV neurons, stronger CO staining and denser myelin, VGLUT2, and AChE. A deeper 
sublayer is characterized by larger pyramidal neurons, pronounced SMI-32 staining, vanishingly few CR, less dense CB 
and modestly dense PV neurons, weaker CO, denser myelin and VGLUT2, and denser AChE. No granular L4 is evident 
in SEF. L5 is ~300 µm thick with large pyramidal neurons but inconsistent SMI-32 staining, no CR and fewer CB but 
modest density of PV neurons, lighter CO, denser myelin, lighter VGLUT2, and diminishing AChE staining. L6 is ~700 µm 
thick with smaller pyramidal neurons, light SMI-32, no CR, vanishingly few CB and low density of PV neurons, with lighter 
CO, still denser myelin, lighter VGLUT2 and sparse AChE staining.  

Lower row, sections processed for receptor autoradiography and color coded to visualize the laminar densities of various 
receptors adapted from 3. The color scale maps to densities in fmol/mg protein with (minimum, maximum) levels as 
indicated for the following receptors: kainate (20, 1200), AMPA (20, 750), NMDA (200, 2500), GABAA (100, 3200), GABAB 
(150, 3500), GABAA/Bz (200, 3500), muscarinic M1 (100, 1200), muscarinic M2 (10, 350), muscarinic M3 (100, 1200), 
adrenergic α1 (50, 700), adrenergic α2 (20, 800), serotinergic 5-HT1A (20, 700), and serotinergic 5-HT2 (100, 500). 
Receptor densities reveal pronounced differences between L2/3 and L5/6 and other differences distinguishing L2 from L3 
and L5 from L6. The variation in laminar structure can guide the investigation and interpretation of functional architecture 
of SEF. 

c-e, Heat-maps representing normalized spike-density function for all neurons reported in this paper. These neuron 
classes emerged from our neuron classification pipeline (Fig. 1c). In a sample of 575 neurons, we took the following steps 
to identify distinct types of neurons. First, we identified 271 with significant changes in spiking rate following presentation 
of the stop-signal until 200 ms after stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) on successfully canceled trials. Second, the spike 
density function on canceled and latency-matched no-stop-signal trials in intervals 0–100 ms before and 0–200 ms after 
SSRT were submitted to an unsupervised consensus clustering pipeline 4. 5 clusters were identified. Neurons were 
distinguished by a relative increase or decrease in discharge rate on canceled compared to latency-matched no-stop-
signal trials. Cluster 1 included 146 neurons; cluster 2, 65 neurons; cluster 3, 28 neurons; and cluster 4, 16 neurons, and 
cluster 5, 16 neurons. Clusters 1 and 2 formed the majority of neurons and were analyzed further. The clustering results 
were verified by manual curation, resulting in some cluster 3, 4, and 5 neurons being included in clusters 1 and 2 and 
removal of neurons with poor signal quality. Therefore, this clustering procedure justified the consideration of two general 
types of modulation: facilitation (i.e., relatively higher activity on canceled trials) and suppression (i.e., relatively lower 
activity on canceled trials). Within each cluster we observed heterogeneity in the latency, duration, and magnitude of 
modulation after SSRT and around the time of feedback tone. Tone modulation was indexed by the contrast (difference 
divided by sum) between spike counts 200 ms before and 200 ms after the feedback tone. Each neuron was located in a 
3D space based on these values. K-means clustering of the normalized values distinguished two clusters among 
facilitated neurons primarily based on modulation duration. Arriving at k = 2 clusters was justified by the Elbow method 
(analysis of with-in sum of distance to center) and the Silhouette score (inset panel, Fig 1c). K-means clustering did not 
distinguish among the suppressed neurons (not shown). Thus, this rigorous classification approach resulted in three 
neuron classes based only on the pattern of modulation around the time of SSRT with no presumptions about their 
functional role. The distinct patterns of modulation were reinforced by qualitative examination of clear differences among 
population spike density functions (Fig. 3, 4, 5). The functional roles and further distinctions based on different patterns of 
modulation around the time of tone are described in the main text. 

c, Heat-maps representing normalized spike-density function on successful canceled trials for all neurons reported in this 
paper. The spike-density function for each neuron is normalized to its peak activity ±300 ms around SSRT. The left panel 
plots activity aligned on stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) (dashed black line). The right panel plots activity aligned on the 
feedback tone (solid line). Each row corresponds to activity of one neuron with higher discharge rates in hotter, and lower 
discharge rates in cooler colors. The time course of activation that distinguished conflict, event-timing, and goal 
maintenance neurons is evident in the three pairs of panels. Similarities and differences between these SEF neurons and 
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DA neurons in SNpc and neurons in striatum sampled during saccade countermanding is afforded by comparison with 
Fig. 2 and 5 of 5.  

d, Heat-maps representing the difference in spike-density function on successful canceled trials relative to latency-
matched no-stop-signal trials, aligned on SSRT, selected for the early stop-signal delay (SSD). The difference function for 
each neuron is normalized to the maximum deviation. Hot colors represent facilitation and cold colors represent 
suppression on canceled relative to no-stop-signal trials. The patterns of activation that distinguish the three major 
categories of neurons are more evident across the three panels. Similarities and differences between these SEF neurons 
and DA neurons in SNpc and neurons in striatum sampled during saccade countermanding is afforded by comparison 
with Fig. 2 and 5 of 5.  

e, Heat-maps representing the difference in spike-density function on successful canceled trials relative to noncanceled 
trials (despite the inherent difference in underlying RT), aligned on SSRT, selected for an intermediate SSD with enough 
trials of both types. The patterns of activation that distinguish the three major categories of neurons are more evident 
across the three panels. Similarities and differences between these SEF neurons and DA neurons in SNpc and neurons in 
striatum sampled during saccade countermanding is afforded by comparison with Fig. 2 and 5 of 5.  
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Rationale for analysis of neural activity. 

 

a, The primary analysis was based on the principles of the Logan race model, which have been used extensively 6-8. 
Diagram of density (top) and cumulative (bottom) distributions of RT on trials with no stop-signal portrays the application 
of the race model for a given SSD. Because performance is the outcome of a race, at a given SSD, the finish time of the 
STOP process (SSRT) is the RT of trials with no stop-signal at which the fraction of the all trials equals p(NC | SSD) 
(shaded in density function and dotted in cumulative distribution). The race model entails that the no-stop-signal trials with 
RT > SSD + SSRT are so slow that they would have been canceled if the stop-signal had appeared. Therefore, we 
compared neural activity on canceled trials when response inhibition happened with activity on no-stop-signal trials when 
no response inhibition happened but with RT long enough that if the stop-signal had been presented, the saccade would 
have been canceled. By latency-matching canceled trials to no-stop-signal trials with RT > SSD + SSRT, the dynamics of 
the neural processes governing saccade initiation are equated. Likewise, noncanceled trials can be latency matched to 
no-stop-signal trials with RT < SSD + SSRT.  

b, Activity on no-stop-signal (thin solid line), canceled (thick solid line), and error noncanceled (thin dashed) trials for 
neurons classes with post-SSRT modulation. Modulation related to successful stopping was determined based on the 
difference in activity between canceled and latency-matched no-stop-signal trials. Noncanceled trials were not used for 
analyzing modulation related to response inhibition for two reasons. First, failures of response inhibition in this task 
happen when RT is too short, which is the opposite of how successful inhibition occurs. Second, noncancelled trials elicit 
additional processes related to error detection. To illustrate, we have divided each neuron class into those without (top) 
and with (bottom) error-related modulation. The minority of Conflict (10/75), Goal Maintenance (4/54) and Event timing 
neurons (25/84) produced an error signal. Also, post-saccadic modulation in noncanceled and no-stop-signal trials is 
similar for neurons without but not with error-related modulation. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Time parameters and their relationships used to test neural modulation.  
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a, Patterns of neural spiking were analyzed in relation to multiple hazard rate (expectancy), and surprise measures. Stop-
signals were scheduled to be presented at a range of times (a-1, left, white bars). At most times the stop-signal was seen 
(SSseen, blue bars), which included canceled trials (gray bars) and explicit error noncanceled trials with RT > SSD (NCerror). 
By design, on canceled trials, the interval between presentation of the visual target and of the feedback tone was fixed at 
1,500 ms. Thus, the interval from stop-signal to success tone (Ttone) was just Ttone = 1500 – SSD (a-1, right). Monkeys can 
learn temporal regularities to form moment-by-moment expectations for task events. Neural responses can encode this 
expectation prospectively, before the event, or surprise about violation of these expectations, retrospectively, after the 
event. Expectation was operationalized by hazard rate. Surprise was calculated as the Shannon Information, derived from 
the hazard rate. Guided by previous research 9-13, three kinds of hazard rate were calculated based on different 
assumptions: (i) the absolute hazard rate, (ii) subjective hazard rate, and (iii) dynamic hazard rate. 

Absolute hazard rate was derived from the distribution of time (t) values as h(t) = f(t) / [1-F(t)], where f(t) is the density 
distribution and F(t) is the cumulative distribution. Monkeys can gain knowledge only from SSD that are experienced, so 
we used only trials in which stop-signal was seen before the response (SSseen trials). We also considered the possibility 
that the knowledge from task structure is gained in a trial-specific manner, only restricted to canceled trials (C-trials). Now, 
because stop-signal presentation was probabilistic with ~40% likelihood, the hazard function was calculated with the 
conditional probability of stop-signal appearance for each session. This conditional probability accounted for the fact that 
on a given trial, because of the uncertainty associated with the current trial being a stop-signal trial, if time passes and no 
stop-signal is observed, the belief about the current trial being a stop-signal trial drops, reducing the expectation for stop-
signal appearance. Consequently, conditional hazard rate does not approach 1.0 and is not monotonic. Because our 
approach relied on mean responses across many trials having different patterns of preceding trial history within each SSD 
bin, we assumed variations in the inferred state only change due to passage of time within a trial. A conditional probability 
was not necessary for the hazard rate of Ttone because the feedback tone occurred with 100% certainty. Representative 
plots of the absolute hazard rates of SSD and Ttone are shown in a-2  and a-5 (red) and the associated surprise for SSD is 
shown in a-2 (blue). The quantities shown here are based on C-trials, corresponding to h(t) Absolute, C-trials and s(t) Absolute, C-

trials. We did not analyze the period after the tone, therefore surprise for tone was not considered. 
Subjective hazard rate was derived from time (t) values that incorporated the imprecision in time perception. The 

estimation of elapsed time has increasing uncertainty over longer intervals 14. To account for this imprecision, f(t) was 
convolved with a Gaussian kernel with standard distribution proportional to the elapsed time: 
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The coefficient of variation, ø, was set to 0.26 based on previous research 11, 14 (a-3, a-6, top). Representative plots of 
the subjective hazard rates of SSD and Ttone are shown in a-3 and a-6 (red) with associated surprise for SSD in a-3 (blue). 
The quantities shown here are based on C-trials, thus corresponding to h(t) Subjective, C-trials and s(t) Subjective, C-trials . 

Dynamic hazard rate was derived from time values incorporating both imprecision in time estimation and the restricted 
range of possible SSD or Ttone values based on knowledge of regularities in the preceding intervals experienced 12. This 
was important because to ensure that monkeys failed to cancel on ~50% of all stop-signal trials, SSD was adapted 
dynamically in a staircase algorithm. After noncanceled trials, SSD was decreased. After canceled trials, SSD was 
increased. To discourage monkeys from exploiting the stair-casing algorithm, SSD was adjusted in steps of 1, 2, or 3 
intervals randomly selected with uniform 1/3 probability. Nevertheless, we explored the possibility that monkeys can 
incorporate this knowledge to predict the timing of the upcoming SSD. A prediction of SSD would influence estimation of 
Ttone because Ttone = 1500 – SSD. The left panel of a-4 portrays how the preceding trial restricted possible SSD values in 
the current trial. Separate calculations were done with C-trials and SSseen trials. For h(t)Dynamic, C-trials stair-casing knowledge 
was only incorporated following canceled trials. For h(t)Dynamic, SSseen stair-casing knowledge was incorporated for both 
canceled trials and NCerror trials. For all other trials, absolute f(t) was used. Representative plots of the subjective hazard 
rates of SSD and Ttone are shown in a-4 and a-7 (red, h(t)Dynamic, C-trials ) with associated surprise for SSD (blue, s(t)Dynamic, C-

trials). The gray traces in lower panel of a-4 corresponds to the calculated h(t) and s(t), and the colored portion of the trace 
corresponds to possible values at the SSDs restricted by the staircasing algorithm. 

 
b, Some behavioral and task measures were correlated, but random and systematic variations within and across sessions 
enabled differentiation.  The relationship of neural activity before SSRT and before the tone to each of the behavioral and 
task measures was compared In a set of mixed-effects models using Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) 15. Top two rows 
of panels plot numerical relationships between indicated measures (y-axis) and p(NC | SSD).  Four of the six surprise 
models are shown. Third and fourth rows plot relationships between indicated measures and surprise s(t) subjective, SS seen. 
Fifth row plots relationships of SSD and four of six stop-signal hazard rate measures to log(SSD). The bottom row plots 
the relationships of Ttone and two of three hazard rate measures to log(Ttone).  
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Supplementary Figure 4 | Conflict Neurons. 

 
a, Recruitment and time-depth plots aligned on presentation of the stop-signal (left), SSRT calculated by the method of 
integration (middle, same as Fig 3), and SSRT calculated by the Bayesian Estimation of Ex-Gaussian Stop-Signal 
reaction time (BEESTS) (right). The patterns supporting the conclusions do not vary with the method of alignment. This 
neural signal nearly exclusively follows SSRT.  

b, Normalized population spike-density functions aligned on SSRT (left) and feedback time (right) for canceled (thick) and 
latency-matched no-stop-signal trials (thin) subsampled from trials with low (lightest), middle (intermediate), and high 
(darkest) p(NC | SSD). The scaling of the modulation with SSD and p(NC | SSD) is evident across the sample. Note that 
the activity of neurons aligned on tone, on no-stop-signal trials during the pre-tone interval can be larger than that on 
canceled trials because of post-saccadic activity bleeding into this time period.   

c, Distribution of correlation coefficients of post-SSRT modulation as a function of p(NC | SSD) across neurons. 
Correlation coefficients were transformed into a normal distribution using Fisher-transformation. The distribution was 
shifted significantly positively (Two-tailed Wilcoxon test, p = 0.004). The black triangle indicates the mean of the 
distribution. This plotting format clarifies the correspondence between the modulation patterns of SEF and of brainstem 
dopamine neurons of monkeys performing saccade countermanding tasks 5.  
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Supplementary Figure 5 | Event-Timing Neurons. 

 
a, Recruitment and time-depth plot aligned on stop-signal (left), SSRT calculated based on the method of integration 
(middle, same as Fig 4), and SSRT by BEESTS (right). The patterns supporting the conclusions reported in the main text 
do not vary with the method of alignment. This neural signal nearly exclusively follows SSRT and persists until the tone. 

b, Normalized population spike-density functions aligned on SSRT (left) and feedback time (right) for canceled (thick) and 
latency-matched no-stop-signal trials (thin) subsampled from trials with low (lightest), middle (intermediate), and high 
(darkest) SSD. The timing of the modulation across SSD is evident across the sample. Note that the activity of neurons 
aligned on tone, on no-stop-signal trials during the pre-tone interval can be larger than that on canceled trials because of 
post-saccadic activity bleeding into this time period.   

c, Average spike-density function for subset of neurons (n = 84) aligned on feedback tone for short (light gray), medium 
(dark gray), and long (black) periods until monkeys shifted gaze from the central point or blinked (inset plots distribution of 
the time of the first saccade or blink following the feedback tone in one session). The temporal dynamics of the tone-
aligned activity did not depend on the time at which fixation was broken following the feedback tone. This pattern was 
observed on almost all individual neurons (not shown).  
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Supplementary Figure 6 | Goal Maintenance Neurons 
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a, Recruitment and time-depth plots aligned on stop-signal (left), SSRT calculated based on the method of integration 
(middle, same as Fig 5), and SSRT by BEESTS (right). The patterns supporting the conclusions reported in the main text 
do not vary with the method of alignment. This neural signal grows after SSRT and persists until after the tone.  

b, Normalized population spike-density functions aligned on SSRT (left) and feedback time (right) for canceled (thick) and 
latency-matched no-stop-signal trials (thin) subsampled from trials with low (lightest), middle (intermediate), and high 
(darkest) SSD. The scaling of the modulation across SSD is evident across the sample. 

c, Average spike-density function for subset of neurons (n = 54) aligned on feedback tone for short (light gray), medium 
(dark gray), and long (black) periods until monkeys shifted gaze from the central point or blinked (inset plots distribution of 
the time of the first saccade or blink following the feedback tone in one session). The temporal dynamics of the tone-
aligned activity did not depend on the time at which fixation was interrupted following the feedback tone. This pattern was 
observed on almost all individual neurons (not shown).  

d, Population spiked-density function on canceled (thick solid), no-stop-signal (thin), and noncanceled (thick dashed) 
trials. A large proportion of Goal Maintenance neurons were also classified as Loss neurons, with higher activity on 
unrewarded compared to rewarded trials. 

e, Rate of change of spiking as a function of SSD for Goal Maintenance (red) and Conflict (yellow) neurons. With longer 
SSD, Goal Maintenance neurons tended to be less active, but Conflict neurons were more active. The distinction between 
Goal Maintenance and Conflict neurons on this measure is confirmed in the ROC plot. 

f, Goal Maintenance neurons with reduced activity when fixation was interrupted. The contrast of neural spiking between 
trials in which reward was delivered after saccades were canceled and trials when fixation was interrupted by a saccade 
or a blink before the feedback tone. Matching trials for SSD, 14/54 Goal Maintenance neurons had at least 5 aborted 
trials. The difference across conditions is plotted as a heat-map (top) with one neuron per row and average ± SEM spike 
density (middle) for successful canceled trials (black) and aborted trials (red), smoothed for visualization purposes, with 
periods of significant difference (two-tailed Wilcoxon test, p < 0.05, no multiple comparison correction) indicated by black 
horizontal lines above the SDF plots. The histogram plots the abort times.  
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Supplementary Figure 7 | N2/P3 Characteristics. 

a, ERP aligned on target presentation (top), and stop-signal (bottom) for early (left), intermediate (middle), and late (right) 
SSD. At all SSD, the visually-evoked negativity (green dashed line) occurs earlier than the peak of N2 by at least 40 ms. 
Thus, the N2 is not just a visual response.  

b, N2 and P3 difference plots for all sessions (top) and sessions from monkey Eu (middle) and X (bottom) with ±50 ms 
period around the peak shaded. The N2 and P3 exhibited similar features across monkeys. c, Cumulative distributions of 
N2 (left) and P3 (right) peak times aligned on stop-signal (top), SSRT by method of integration (middle) and SSRT by 
BEESTS (bottom). The distributions are narrower when aligned on stop-signal.  
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Supplementary Figure 8 | N2/P3 relationship with spiking.  
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a, N2 polarization was predicted by the spiking of SEF neurons that were not modulated around the time of SSRT in L2/3 
(Multiple Linear regression (two-tailed) with L2/3 and L5/6 activity as predictors, t(317) = -2.51, p = 0.012) but not L5/6 
(left) but was unrelated to the spiking of Goal Maintenance neurons in L2/3 or L5/6 (right).  

b, Difference of N2 polarization between canceled and latency-matched no-stop-signal trials was predicted by spiking of 
Conflict (t(117) = -2.63, p = 0.010)  and Event timing neurons in L2/3 (t(97) = -3.57, p < 0.001) but not L5/6 and not by 
spiking of Goal maintenance neurons.  

c, P3 polarization was unrelated to the spiking of SEF unmodulated neurons, Conflict neurons, or Event timing neurons in 
L2/3 or L5/6.  

d, Difference of P3 polarization between canceled and latency-matched no-stop-signal trials was not predicted by spiking 
of Conflict or Event timing neurons but was predicted by the spiking of Goal maintenance neurons in L2/3 (t(57) = 6.26, p 
< 0.001) but not in L5/6. The statistics for the Linear regression models for Conflict, Goal Maintenance, and Event Timing 
neurons are presented in Supplementary Tables 3, 4, and 5.
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Supplementary Figure 9 | Relationship of SEF modulation to substantia nigra pars compacta and caudate 
nucleus. 

 
a, The mesocortical pathway of macaque monkeys. To infer the temporal relationship between VTA/SNpc and SEF 
signals, the mesocortical pathway was traced on a sagittal slice from the RH12 dataset (Dataset 6, RH12, Slide 27/56, 
Sagittal, Nissl; brainmaps.org). The estimated was 55.8 mm. Based on measurements of the conduction velocity of DA 
axons in rodents and assuming similar values for primates (0.54 m/s 16; 0.55 m/s 17, 18; 0.58 m/s 19), we estimate that the 
conduction time of a spike from SNpc to SEF is 100.7 ms (average of 103.4 ms, 101.5 ms, 101.5 ms, and 96.3 ms, 
respectively).  
 
b, Modulation times of the SEF neurons and of dopaminergic and striatal neurons. Cumulative distributions for Conflict 
(gold), Event Timing (blue), and Goal Maintenance (red) neurons in SEF are plotted with the latencies of dorsolateral 
SNpc neurons (dashed green) and of facilitated (dashed purple) and suppressed (dashed blue) neurons in the head of the 
caudate nucleus obtained from 5. Also plotted is the estimated distribution of DA spike arrival times in SEF based on the 
conduction time from SNpc to SEF (green).  
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Supplementary Table 1 | Sampling distributions across recording sites and cortical depth. 

Site 
Number 

penetrations All neurons Conflict 
Event 
Timing 

Goal 
Maintenance 

np1 6 140 10 29 12 

np2 7 142 29 6 8 

P1 6 104 12 41 1 

P2 6 133 18 6 30 

P3 4 56 6 2 3 

Total count 575 75 84 54 

X2(4, 575) 
test statistics - 11.62 84.13 39.3 

p-value - 0.020 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Layer All neurons Conflict 
Event 
Timing 

Goal 
Maintenance 

L2 34 2 3 7 

L3 114 11 22 19 

L5 88 14 19 6 

L6 39 7 2 1 

L6+ 18 2 3 1 

Total count 293 36 49 34 

X2(4, 293) 
test statistics - 4.28 7.33 11.24 

p-value - 0.369 0.120 0.024 

Layer All neurons 
Event Timing  

with preTone ramping 
L2/upperL3 90 2 

Lower L3/ L5 146 20 

L6/L6+ 57 3 

Total count 293  

X2(2, 293) test statistics 
             p-value - 10.37 

0.006 
 

Chi-square test for homogeneity was computed for each signal in a 5 (sites or layers) by 2 (with or without the signal) 
contingency matrix based on the counts of units.  

Top, Count of Conflict, Event Timing, and Goal Maintenance signals across the 575 neurons sampled from five sites in 
monkey Eu and monkey X. Three of the five sites were sampled with perpendicular penetrations (Eu: P1, X: P2 and P3) 
and two were not (Eu: np1, X: np2). The probability of sampling each kind of signal varied significantly across sites.  

Middle, Count of the neural signals from sites P1, P2 and P3 across cortical depth. Contacts ranged from depth 1 
(shallowest) to depth 19 (deepest) 1, 2. Neurons were assigned to the four cellular cortical layers plus contacts located 
beyond the L6 boundary. Conflict and Event timing neurons were distributed homogeneously across depth. Goal 
Maintenance neurons were significantly more concentrated in L2/3 relative to L5/6.  

Bottom, Chi-square test of laminar homogeneity for Event Timing neurons with pre-tone ramping showing that these 
neurons were significantly more clustered in lower L3 and L5 (Fig 3b). The boundary between upper and lower L3 and 
between L5 and L6 are shown in Fig 3b (horizontal dashed lines).
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Supplementary Table 2 | List of considered models. 

 

The nomenclature, mathematical expression, and descriptor for different models and their variants are shown. Hazard 
rate and surprise models had different variants based on different assumptions indicated in the table (see Supplementary 
Figure 3a).  

Model name Quantity
Mathematical 

expression

Conflict
Probability of not 

canceling
p(NC | SSD)

Error-

Likelihood

Probability of not 

canceling despite 

seeing the stop-signal

p(NCerror | SSD) / 

p(SSseen | SSD)

SSD

log(SSD)

Ttone = 1500 - SSD

log(Ttone)

Trials used for 

learning time 

distribution Additional task knowledge

Time 

perception 

inaccuracy Descriptor

canceled trials -- -- h(t) Absolute, C-trials

canceled trials -- Weber's law h(t) Subjectiv e, C-trials

canceled trials SSD staircasing Weber's law h(t) Dy namic, C-trials

SS seen trials -- -- h(t) Absolute, SS seen

SS seen trials -- Weber's law h(t) Subjectiv e, SS seen

SS seen trials SSD staircasing Weber's law h(t) Dy namic, SS seen

canceled trials -- -- h(t) Absolute, C-trials

canceled trials -- Weber's law h(t) Subjectiv e, C-trials

canceled trials Ttone = 1500 - SSDcurrent trial Weber's law h(t) Dy namic, C-trials

canceled trials -- -- s(t) Absolute, C-trials

canceled trials -- Weber's law s(t) Subjectiv e, C-trials

canceled trials SSD staircasing Weber's law s(t) Dy namic, C-trials

SS seen trials -- -- s(t) Absolute, SS seen

SS seen trials -- Weber's law s(t) Subjectiv e, SS seen

SS seen trials SSD staircasing Weber's law s(t) Dy namic, SS seen

Surprise Stop-signal surprise

Feedback tone time

Stop-signal delay

Model variants

Stop-signal hazard 

rate

Time-based

h(t) = f(t) / [1 - F(t)]

s(t) = -log2[h(t)]

Hazard Rate

Feedback Tone 

hazard rate
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Supplementary Table 3 | Comparison of model fits for Conflict neurons exhibiting post-SSRT facilitation 

 
 

Statistical outcomes are given for mixed-effects modelling identifying which model best fits the neural modulation of 
Conflict neurons and behavioral/task parameters. The statistics for the best-fit model (top row, bold text) and competing 
models (lower rows) are shown. The mixed-effects model allowed for modeling random intercepts grouped by neuron for 
spiking measures. No consideration for multiple comparison is included in these statistics. This data contributes to the 
statistics table in Fig. 3d.  

Signal Response Period BIC Δ BIC Predictor (Z-scaled) df β SE t p

intercept 2.61 0.20 13.20 < 0.001
p(NC | SSD) 0.61 0.14 4.24 < 0.001
intercept 2.59 0.20 13.30 < 0.001

p(NCerror|SSD) / p(SSseen | SSD) 0.54 0.15 3.72 < 0.001

intercept 2.61 0.20 13.22 < 0.001

SSD 0.59 0.14 4.06 < 0.001

intercept 2.60 0.20 13.27 < 0.001

log(SSD) 0.56 0.14 3.93 < 0.001

intercept 2.61 0.20 13.22 < 0.001

Ttone -0.59 0.14 -4.06 < 0.001

intercept 2.61 0.20 13.20 < 0.001

log(Ttone) -0.59 0.15 -4.03 < 0.001

intercept 2.63 0.20 13.45 < 0.001

s(t) absolute, C-trials 0.66 0.16 4.11 < 0.001

intercept 2.63 0.20 13.41 < 0.001

s(t) subjective, C-trials 0.63 0.16 4.02 < 0.001

intercept 2.62 0.20 13.38 < 0.001

s(t) dynamic, C-trials 0.63 0.16 3.94 < 0.001

intercept 2.60 0.20 13.28 < 0.001

s(t) absolute, SS seen 0.48 0.17 2.88 0.0043

intercept 2.60 0.20 13.29 < 0.001

s(t) subjective, SS seen 0.52 0.16 3.23 0.0014

intercept 2.61 0.20 13.32 < 0.001

s(t) dynamic, SS seen 0.56 0.16 3.40 < 0.001
985.76 5.69 212

988.81 8.74 212

986.85 6.77 212

981.56 1.49 212

982.12 2.04 212

981.68 1.61 212

980.86 0.78 212

212

982.23 2.15 212

981.40 1.32 212

Conflict Transient post-

SSRT

980.10 0 212

983.59 3.52 212

981.40 1.32
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Supplementary Table 4 | Comparison of model fits for Event Timing neurons 

 
Statistical outcomes are given for mixed-effects modelling identifying which model best fits the ramping neural modulation 
of Event-Timing neurons and behavioral/task parameters. The statistics for the best-fit model for pre-SSRT and pre-Tone 
activity (upper row, bold text) and respective competing models (lower rows) are shown. The mixed-effects model allowed 
for modeling random intercepts grouped by neuron for spiking measures. No consideration for multiple comparison is 
included in these statistics. This data contributes to the statistics tables in Fig. 4d and 4g. 

  

Signal Response Period BIC Δ BIC Predictor (Z-scaled) df β SE t p

intercept 16.19 1.28 12.62 < 0.001
log(SSD) 0.76 0.24 3.24 0.001
intercept 16.19 1.28 12.61 < 0.001
SSD 0.66 0.24 2.77 0.006
intercept 16.19 1.28 12.67 < 0.001

h(t) absolute, C-trials -0.41 0.29 -1.41 0.158

intercept 16.19 1.28 12.68 < 0.001

h(t) subjective, C-trials -0.51 0.29 -1.77 0.078

intercept 16.19 1.28 12.68 < 0.001

h(t) dynamic, C-trials -0.45 0.30 -1.47 0.142

intercept 16.19 1.28 12.63 < 0.001

h(t) absolute, SS seen -0.08 0.35 -0.22 0.823

intercept 16.19 1.28 12.68 < 0.001

h(t) subjective, SS seen -0.37 0.35 -1.03 0.303

intercept 16.19 1.28 12.68 < 0.001

h(t) dynamic, SS seen -0.38 0.34 -1.12 0.264

intercept 12.77 1.79 7.15 < 0.001
log(Ttone) 0.67 0.20 3.41 < 0.001
intercept 12.77 1.79 7.15 < 0.001

Ttone 0.67 0.20 3.41 0.001

intercept 12.77 1.78 7.16 < 0.001

h(t) absolute, C-trials 0.58 0.20 2.87 0.005

intercept 12.77 1.81 7.05 < 0.001

h(t) subjective, C-trials 1.27 0.47 2.68 0.008

intercept 12.77 1.81 7.04 < 0.001

h(t) dynamic, C-trials 1.24 0.47 2.61 0.010

2.71 250

1690.86 8.21 250

1689.73 7.08 250

1690.69 8.04 250

1692.80 10.15 250

1691.79 9.14 250

1691.60 8.95 250

Event 
Timing

pre-Tone activity

678.20 0 112

678.29 0.01

Event 
Timing

pre-SSRT activity

1682.60 0 250

1685.35

682.69 4.41 112

112

681.28 3.00 112

682.34 4.06 112
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Supplementary Table 5 | Comparison of model fits for Goal Maintenance neurons exhibiting post-SSRT 
facilitation 

 
Statistical outcomes are given for mixed-effects modelling identifying which model best fits the neural modulation of Goal 
Maintenance neurons and behavioral/task parameters. The statistics for the best-fit model (top row, bold text) and 
competing models (lower rows) are shown. The mixed-effects model allowed for modeling random intercepts grouped by 
neuron for spiking measures. No consideration for multiple comparison is included in these statistics. This data 
contributes to the statistics table in Fig. 5d. 

Signal Response Period BIC Δ BIC Predictor (Z-scaled) df β SE t p

intercept 6.52 0.73 8.87 < 0.001
s(t) subjective, SS seen -0.65 0.17 -3.91 < 0.001
intercept 6.54 0.74 8.89 < 0.001
p(NC | SSD) -0.48 0.15 -3.26 0.0013
intercept 6.56 0.74 8.90 < 0.001

p(NCerror|SSD) / p(SSseen | SSD) -0.38 0.15 -2.50 0.013366

intercept 6.54 0.73 8.91 < 0.001
SSD -0.53 0.15 -3.62 < 0.001
intercept 6.55 0.73 8.91 < 0.001
log(SSD) -0.50 0.14 -3.45 < 0.001
intercept 6.54 0.73 8.91 < 0.001

Ttone 0.53 0.15 3.62 < 0.001

intercept 6.54 0.73 8.91 < 0.001

log(Ttone) 0.53 0.15 3.63 < 0.001

intercept 6.52 0.73 8.87 < 0.001

s(t) absolute, C-trials -0.59 0.16 -3.71 < 0.001

intercept 6.52 0.73 8.88 < 0.001

s(t) subjective, C-trials -0.58 0.16 -3.77 < 0.001

intercept 6.52 0.73 8.88 < 0.001

s(t) dynamic, C-trials -0.61 0.16 -3.84 < 0.001

intercept 6.51 0.74 8.86 < 0.001

s(t) absolute, SS seen -0.65 0.17 -3.76 < 0.001

intercept 6.52 0.74 8.86 < 0.001

s(t) dynamic, SS seen -0.62 0.17 -3.69 < 0.001

Goal 
Maintenance

Sustained post-
SSRT

0 151

801.67 4.10 151

805.73 8.16 151

799.45 1.88 151

800.55 2.98 151

799.45 1.88 151

799.37 1.80 151

798.52 0.95 151

799.02 1.45 151

798.00 0.43 151

798.89 1.32 151

798.47 0.90 151
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Supplementary Table 6 | Comparison of model fits for ERP N2 and P3 components. 

 
Statistical outcomes are given for mixed-effects modelling identifying which model best fits the variation in the N2 and P3 
components and behavioral/task parameters. The statistics for the best-fit model (top row, bold text) and competing 
models (lower rows) are shown. The mixed-effects model allowed for modeling random intercepts grouped by session for 
ERP measures. No consideration for multiple comparison is included in these statistics. This data contributes to the 
statistics table in Fig. 6c 

Signal Response Period BIC Predictor (Z-scaled) df β SE t p
intercept -0.120 0.023 -5.470 < 0.001
p(NCerror|SSD) / p(SSseen | SSD) 0.040 0.016 2.420 0.013
intercept -0.124 0.023 -5.397 < 0.001
p(NC | SSD) 0.029 0.016 1.844 0.069
intercept -0.124 0.024 -5.243 < 0.001
SSD 0.014 0.016 0.912 0.364
intercept -0.124 0.024 -5.215 < 0.001
log(SSD) 0.017 0.016 1.072 0.28697
intercept -0.124 0.024 -5.243 < 0.001
Ttone -0.014 0.016 -0.912 0.364
intercept -0.124 0.024 -5.247 < 0.001
log(Ttone) -0.014 0.016 -0.894 0.374
intercept -0.124 0.023 -5.286 < 0.001
s(t) absolute, C-trials -0.005 0.017 -0.294 0.770
intercept -0.124 0.024 -5.255 < 0.001
s(t) subjective, C-trials -0.002 0.017 -0.128 0.898
intercept -0.124 0.023 -5.372 < 0.001
s(t) dynamic, C-trials -0.011 0.017 -0.626 0.533
intercept -0.124 0.021 -5.828 < 0.001
s(t) absolute, SS seen -0.035 0.018 -1.987 0.050
intercept -0.124 0.022 -5.763 < 0.001
s(t) subjective, SS seen -0.031 0.018 -1.767 0.081
intercept -0.124 0.022 -5.750 < 0.001
s(t) dynamic, SS seen -0.031 0.018 -1.727 0.088

intercept 0.230 0.02 10.60 < 0.001
log(Ttone) 0.041 0.01 3.72 < 0.001
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.697 < 0.001
p(NC | SSD) -0.037 0.011 -3.210 0.002
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.693 < 0.001
p(NCerror|SSD) / p(SSseen | SSD) -0.022 0.012 -1.746 0.084
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.621 < 0.001
SSD -0.041 0.011 -3.717 < 0.001
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.698 < 0.001
log(SSD) -0.038 0.011 -3.441 < 0.001
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.621 < 0.001
Ttone 0.041 0.011 3.717 < 0.001
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.639 < 0.001
s(t) absolute, C-trials -0.033 0.012 -2.650 0.010
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.628 < 0.001
s(t) subjective, C-trials -0.035 0.012 -2.869 0.005
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.612 < 0.001
s(t) dynamic, C-trials -0.035 0.012 -2.836 0.006
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.585 < 0.001
s(t) absolute, SS seen -0.035 0.013 -2.574 0.012
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.565 < 0.001
s(t) subjective, SS seen -0.039 0.013 -2.924 0.004
intercept 0.231 0.022 10.571 < 0.001
s(t) dynamic, SS seen -0.038 0.013 -2.885 0.005

2.88 85

-47.26 5.38 85

-47.56 5.07 85

-47.26 5.38 85

-47.22 5.41 85

-49.57 3.06 85

-48.89 3.74 85

-48.78 3.85 85

-46.51 6.12 85

-46.44 6.19 85

-46.77 5.86 85

P3 post-SSRT

-94.60 0 85

-91.73 2.88

N2 post-SSRT

-52.10 0 85

-49.75

85

-85.21 9.40 85

-94.56 0.05 85

-93.02 1.59 85

-94.56 0.05 85

-88.45 6.16 85

-90.11 4.49 85

-89.92 4.68 85

-88.84 5.77 85

-89.89 4.72 85

-89.71 4.89 85
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Supplementary Table 7 | Multiplexed signals between Error, Gain, and Loss with Conflict, Event Timing, and Goal 
Maintenance. 

  Conflict Event Timing Goal Maintenance 
Signal type N Percent (%) N Percent (%) N Percent (%) N Percent (%) 
Error signal 61 10.6 10 (5) 13.3 25 (12) 29.8 4 (1)  7.4 
Gain signal 91 15.8 11 (1) 14.7 24 (9) 28.6 4 (0)  7.4 
Loss signal 189 32.9 30 (4) 40.0 14 (3) 16.7 33 (1) 61.1 

Other 234 40.7 32 42.7 33 39.3 15 27.8 

Total Count 575  75  84  54  

X2(3, N = 575) 
test statistics  1.02 44.86 19.43 

p-value  0.791 < 0.001 < 0.001 
 

Count of Conflict, Event Timing, and Goal Maintenance signals across the 575 neurons relative to previously described 
Error, Gain and Loss signals 2. Each of the 3 signals reported in this paper was placed in a contingency matrix based on 
the counts of previously described neurons conveying the other signals. This contingency matrix was 4 (Error, Gain, Loss, 
or Neither) by 2 (with or without the signal). The bottom row shows the test statistics for homogeneity based on a chi-
square test.  

Conflict neurons multiplexed error, gain, and loss signals just in proportion to their incidence of sampling. In contrast, 
Event timing neurons were significantly less likely than chance to signal Loss and more likely to signal Error and Gain. 
Goal Maintenance neurons were significantly more likely than chance to multiplex with the Loss signal.  
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Supplementary Table 8 | Multiple linear regression results for relationship between ERPs and spiking.  
a 

ERP Neuronal Type Predictor   df β SE t p 

N2 Conflict 
Intercept 

117 
~0 0.023 -0.003 0.997 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-1.04 
0.0135 

0.290 
0.296 

-3.6 
0.046 

< 0.001 
0.963 

N2 Event Timing 
Intercept 

97 
~0 0.028 -0.003 0.998 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-1.56 
0.547 

0.339 
0.327 

-4.60 
1.67 

< 0.001 
0.097 

N2 Goal Maintenance 
Intercept 

57 
~0 0.036 0.0022 0.998 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-0.652 
0.377 

0.510 
0.725 

-1.27 
0.521 

0.206 
0.605 

 
 
 
P3 
 

 
 
Event Timing 

 

 
 

117 

    
     

Intercept 
spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

~0 
-0.157 
-0.170 

0.024 
0.356 
0.346 

0.0038 
0.441 
-0.492 

0.997 
0.660 
0.623 

P3 Event Timing 

Intercept 

97 

~0 0.031 0.0005 0.999 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-0.521 
-0.342 

0.437 
0.441 

-1.193 
-0.775 

0.236 
0.440 

P3 Goal Maintenance Intercept 57 ~0 0.029 0.011 0.991 

  spkUPPER 
spkLOWER  2.09 

0.61 
0.383 
0.422 

5.46 
1.47 

< 0.001 
0.148 

b 
ERP Neuronal Type Predictor   df β SE t p 

N2 Conflict 
Intercept 

117 
~0 0.024 -0.011 0.991 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-0.84 
-0.299 

0.319 
0.328 

-2.63 
-0.911 

0.0098 
0.364 

N2 Event Timing 
Intercept 

97 
~0 0.029 -0.015 0.988 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-1.11 
0.502 

0.310 
0.349 

-3.57 
1.44 

< 0.001 
0.153 

N2 Goal Maintenance 
Intercept 

57 
~0 0.036 0.0029 0.998 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-0.397 
0.631 

0.527 
0.781 

-0.754 
0.807 

0.454 
0.423 

 
 
 
P3 
 

 
 
Event Timing 

 

 
 

117 

    
     

Intercept 
spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

~0 
-0.129 
-0.216 

0.024 
0.337 
0.376 

0.0026 
0.382 
-0.575 

0.998 
0.703 
0.566 

P3 Event Timing 

Intercept 

97 

~0 0.031 -0.0018 0.999 

spkUPPER 
spkLOWER 

-0.460 
-0.621 

0.422 
0.484 

-1.09 
-1.28 

0.279 
0.202 

        

P3 Goal Maintenance Intercept 57 ~0 0.027 0.020 0.984 

  spkUPPER 
spkLOWER  2.35 

0.628 
0.377 
0.404 

6.26 
1.55 

< 0.001 
0.126 

 

a, Results based on canceled trials with scatterplots in Figs 6f-g and Supplementary Figure 8a & 8c. b, Results based on 
activity difference between canceled and latency-matched no-stop-signal trials with scatterplots in Supplementary Fig 
8b,d. In each model ERP voltage was the response variable and spike rate in the upper layers L2/3 (spkUPPER) and 
lower layers L5/6 (spkLOWER) was the predictor. No consideration for multiple comparison is needed in these statistics.  
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Supplementary Table 9 | Comparisons of modulation times between neurons in SEF, caudate, and VTA. 

 Conflict Event Timing Goal Maintenance 
  (90.4 ± 8.5 ms, n = 75) (69.8 ± 6.3 ms, n = 84) (117.7 ± 11.3 ms, n = 54) 
SNpc 

p < 0.001 * p = 0.063 p < 0.001* (32.5 ± 8.1 ms, n = 25) 

SNpc + mesocortical latency 
p = 0.012* p < 0.001 * p = 0.578 (133.1 ± 8.1 ms, n = 25) 

Caudate (Facilitation) 
p > 0.999 p = 0.123 p > 0.999 (114.4 ± 15.8 ms, n = 40) 

Caudate (Suppression) 
p = 0.807 p = 0.005* p > 0.999 (116.2 ± 11.3 ms, n = 61) 

    

One-way ANOVA, Onset Latency | Neuron Class, F(6, 249.897) = 8.291, p < 0.001 
Tukey post-hoc comparisons (* = significant at adjusted p < 0.05 level). 

   

Mean ± SEM latencies for type of neurons are shown beneath the cell type labels. A one-way independent measures 
ANOVA showed significant differences in modulation latencies between the different neuron types in SEF and the SNpc 
and caudate neurons (F(6,249.897) = 8.291, p < 0.001). The table reports outcomes of Dunn-adjusted Bonferroni post-
hoc comparisons with statistically significant differences marked by an asterisk. SNpc DA neurons modulated significantly 
earlier than conflict (p < 0.001) and goal maintenance (p < 0.001) neurons but were not different from event timing 
neurons (p = 0.063). However, the estimated arrival times of DA spikes in SEF were not different from the modulation 
times of goal maintenance (p = 0.578) neurons but were significantly later than the modulation of event timing (p < 0.001) 
or conflict (p = 0.012) neurons. Meanwhile, although suppression after SSRT in the caudate nucleus arose significantly 
later than the modulation of event timing neurons in SEF (suppression p = 0.005), other caudate activity occurred 
simultaneously with event timing (facilitation p = 0.123), conflict (facilitation p > 0.999; suppression p = 0.807) and goal 
maintenance (facilitation p > 0.999; suppression p > 0.999) neurons.  
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